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ABSTRACT

The study examines how idioms of human rights and global institutions that enforce human rights function as sites of national and transnational memory formation. Of central concern is how a transnational memory of human rights gets articulated in discourses about international law, international juridical institutions, and humanitarianism. The International Criminal Court—as an international legal institution that emerged out of the international human rights system as a permanent juridical body designed to bring to justice perpetrators of war crimes, crimes against humanity, and genocide—figures as a key site for rhetorical inquiry into the study of transnational memory discourses.

A central concern of this project is to examine how transnational memory discourses—specifically transnational memory discourses of human rights—are employed to rhetorically produce or challenge the constitution of trans/national subjectivities and communities. Drawing on four sites where advocates are waging rhetorical battles over the meaning, reach, and application of the International Criminal Court, the study examines not only the emergence or existence, but also the resistance to transnational memory discourses at various levels. Specifically, this study helps us better understand the kinds of political subjectivities and rhetorical communities produced by discourses about the signing / unsigning of the International Criminal Court’s treaty (chapter two), advocacy promoting ratification of the treaty (chapter three), negotiations over the Court’s design with regards to the inclusion of a gender perspective in the treaty (chapter four), and the application and invocation of the Court’s principles in contemporary advocacy campaigns for an intervention in Darfur, Sudan (chapter five).

While all four discourses composing this manuscript draw on transnational memory discourses and discourses that constitute transnational communities, the focus of this project is on the residual challenges that the discursive framework of the nation-state poses to transnational memory. As such, Memory Beyond Borders? provides insight into the rhetoric of advocacy campaigns seeking to produce and foster cosmopolitan attitudes and into those discourses attempting to resist it. Consequently, I contend that, while these discourses aid in constituting transnational subjectivities, they also serve as important sites for the articulation of nationalist discourses. That is, discourses that seem to be most explicitly directed toward transnationalism are also discourses that are heavily steeped in nationalist language and reproduce rhetorics of the nation-state.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Human rights struggles and the discourses produced in and around them function as a form of memory politics designed to right past wrongs for a particular community. Consequently, such struggles play an integral role for the constitution of communities. While memory discourses often emerge out of particular (that is national or local) historic situations, due to a series of socio-political and cultural developments since the end of WW II, these discourses have become increasingly universalized and institutionalized. As a result of this international trajectory, human rights/memory discourses have become an important factor in the cultivation and shaping of an international community. This project examines how idioms of human rights and global institutions that enforce human rights function as sites of national and transnational memory formation. More specifically, this project aims to illustrate how rhetors draw on these kinds of trans/national memory discourses to produce or challenge the constitution of trans/national subjectivities and communities. To that end, I examine how a transnational memory of human rights gets articulated in discourses about international law, international juridical institutions, and humanitarianism. I argue that while these discourses serve to constitute new transnational memory discourses and transnational subjectivities, they also serve as important sites for the articulation of nationalist discourses. That is, discourses that seem to be most explicitly directed toward
transnationalism are also discourses that are heavily steeped in nationalist language and are producers of a rhetoric of the nation-state.

The forward slash used here in the word “trans/nationalism” highlights one of the primary contributions of this study. On one hand are advocates of cosmopolitanism to whom the creation of a transnational community is a “genuine” aspiration. On the other hand are advocates who favor traditional nation-state sovereignty and by implication oppose the creation of a cosmopolitan community. Throughout this project, I will show how both draw on nationalist rhetoric to achieve their goals. While it comes as no surprise that opponents of cosmopolitanism frame their rhetoric around the nation-state, it seems to be paradoxical that advocates of cosmopolitanism or discourses that appear to be necessarily transnational are packaged and sold to national audiences in a language that privileges the nation-state. We will see that these rhetorics have severe consequences for the cultivation and maintenance of transnational subjectivities, communities, and memory.

A central concern of this project is how the rhetoric of transnational memory discourses produce transnational subjectivities and transnational communities. Put slightly differently, I aim to shed light on how transnational memory discourses—specifically a transnational memory of human rights—are employed to rhetorically construct transnational communities. The underlying assumption guiding this work is the notion that communities are produced through discourse. This constitutive function of rhetoric, according to rhetorical scholar Michael Calvin McGee, is a “rhetorical fiction,” an entity that comes into being only through the process of being addressed rhetorically as a collectivity in which individuals must be seduced into a collective identity by at least
provisionally abandoning their individual identity. The concept of “the people,” McGee argues, should be thought of more as a “process than [a] phenomenon,” suggesting that “the people” is a transient construction.¹ “The people” exists only as long as the rhetorical discourse is effective in conjuring up a collective identity constructed of social and political beliefs or “myths” individuals are willing to accept. The entity of “the people” as a collective identity is thus always in the process of becoming and reconstitution while being on the verge of dissolution as discourse fails to constitute its subjectivity as a collective. In addition to the constitutive function of rhetoric, undergirding this study is the notion that international law plays a key role for the constitution of transnational communities and, more generally, the cultivation of a cosmopolitan consciousness. A key function in the development of transnational memory and cultivation of transnational communities is attributed to what David Hirsh calls “cosmopolitan law.”² Cosmopolitan law emerged out of international law—which was concerned with the rights of sovereign states—but seeks to limit state sovereignty by creating “minimum standards for the treatment of human beings by states.”³ Applying international human rights standards and creating a transnational record of violations and jurisprudence, cosmopolitan law and its institutions contribute to the formation of a cosmopolitan memory and cosmopolitan consciousness.

My aim is to contribute to the scholarship on the rhetoric of public memory by illustrating how a transnational memory of human rights is rhetorically employed, advanced, and resisted. I argue that the formation of transnational forms of memory is tied to the creation of transnational solidarity and as such plays an important role for the creation of transnational subjectivities. I show how transnational memory discourses
function rhetorically to aid in people understanding themselves as transnational subjects and constitute transnational communities.

In this study, I examine several transnational memory discourses centered on issues of international justice and human rights. Central to this project is the newly established institution of the International Criminal Court (ICC) that went into force in 2002. As an international juridical body designed to prosecute individuals for war crimes, crimes against humanity, and genocide, the ICC serves as a memory site for the institutionalization of human rights and as a showcase for a wider popular concern for international justice. As such, the ICC has the potential of shifting the production of memory from primarily a national trajectory to a transnational one. Serving as the primary site of inquiry in this project, the second chapter examines U.S. policy discourses negotiating the establishment of the International Criminal Court (ICC). At the center of this chapter is the rhetorical constitution of a community produced by the U.S.’s unprecedented act of “unsigning” the legal document founding the Court. The third chapter discusses the rhetorical strategies of NGO advocacy campaigns arguing for support of the U.S. ratification of the ICC, focusing on how the ICC is employed to advance the promotion of an international community. Continuing the discussion of NGO involvement in the creation and promotion of the ICC, the fourth chapter critically examines the rhetorical efforts of policymakers arguing for the solidification and institutionalization of women’s right in international law—specifically the inclusion of gender and sexual violence in the ICC treaty—and the arguments advanced by international conservative forces who obstructed such legislative efforts. In the fifth chapter, I expand my discussion from a direct engagement with the International
Criminal Court and focus on a discourse which invokes the values promoted by the ICC as a form of transnational memory. Specifically, I examine the discourses invoked by human rights advocates to intervene in the humanitarian crisis of Darfur. Having recently been referred to the ICC, this chapter showcases how advocates rhetorically invoke and deploy a transnational memory of human rights in responses to distant suffering.

While each of the four discourses composing this manuscript draw on transnational memory discourses and discourses that constitute transnational communities, the focus of this project is on the residual challenges that the discursive framework of the nation-state poses to transnational or cosmopolitan memory. Thus, rather than solely illustrating the emergence of transnational memory discourses, this study examines instances where the formation of an explicit move toward developing transnational subjectivities and transnational memory is obstructed. Together, these cases show how the idea and practice of transnational memory and, by extension, to the idea of the transnational or post-national subject or citizen, are alternatively cultivated and attacked.

The need for deepening our understandings of the constructions of post-national identities has become imperative in the context of economic and cultural globalization processes. As a consequence of these processes, political identities are becoming less clearly demarcated by territorial affiliations. Even though this may be perceived by the larger public as a rather intellectual discourse, these concerns have gained increasing relevance and have become a constitutive element of public discourse in the context of emerging discussions about the construction of a “European identity,” an issue that has gained extraordinary momentum in response to the recent Eastern territorial expansion of
the European Union. These discussions attest to an emerging global consciousness about post-national subjectivities. This project thus engages questions about the contours and attitudes of such a transnational community through a consideration of transnational memory. Given that our loyalties are less and less circumscribed by nation-state boundaries, an overarching concern of this study is to explore how we might cultivate understanding and responsibility beyond individuals’ immediate communities of solidarity. Overarching questions motivating this study include the following: What kind of rhetorical discourses are needed to produce such subjectivities? What is the ethos of such a rhetorically crafted transnational subject or community? What kinds of “memories” and values are being invoked transnationally? What kinds of political opportunities do transnational memory discourses enable and foreclose? What are the challenges to the construction of such a transnational community?

Memory, the Nation, and Consequential Memory

This project’s focus on transnational memory expands current memory scholarship that currently tends to examine the production of memory as tied to particularized local or national contexts. This focus is predicated on the foundational work in memory studies offered by the French sociologist Maurice Halbwachs at the beginning of the twentieth century. Halbwachs’ sociological approach toward memory—rather than Durkheim’s psychological approach—put forth the argument that “It is in society that people normally acquire their memories. It is also in society, that they recall, recognize, and localize their memories.” Moreover, Halbwachs’ presentist account of
memory—the notion that memory serves and is reconfigured to meet the concerns and needs of the present—locates memory squarely within a social context and structure that is “delimited in space and time.”5 With the nation-state being a primary site of identification, solidarity, and social organization, it comes as no surprise that the study of memory has been approached mainly within the territorial confines of the nation-state, if not with a focus on more localized communities.6 A classical example of this is the work of Pierre Nora, the core of which is an assumption of continuity of national history and ethnicity within the boundaries of the nation-state.

Few scholars have examined memory in international contexts. Some inroads toward understanding memory production and contestation in a global context have been made by comparative studies, for instance James Young’s The Texture of Memory. There, Young examines several countries’ Holocaust memorials and memorial cultures and the “national myths, ideals, and political needs” out of which particular memorial discourses emerge.7 Examining the practices commemorating the Holocaust in Germany, Austria, Poland, Israel, and the United States, Young illustrates the rhetorical employment of these discourses for each country’s national identity formation. Young argues that Holocaust memory is still largely formed by national imperatives, implicitly subscribing to a territorially confined notion of memory.8 As such, the lesson is not one of cosmopolitanism but of the importance of culture and context in the production of memory at the level of the nation-state. In addition to Young’s comparative work, there have been some recent case studies in memory scholarship in which the focus is placed on the transnationalization of memory practices, that is the relationships between local, national, and transnational memory production.9 Aside from such exceptions, the bulk of
public memory scholarship remains focused on examinations of how memories are negotiated, contested, and appropriated by and for territorially bound communities, that is in local or national contexts. In short, such theorists and critics are examining how memory is made consequential, primarily within local contexts. Whether intended or not, these theorists invite us to turn away from larger claims concerning how memory discourses, even those at local levels, have transnational consequences.

One notable exception to this focus on memory as territorially bound or parochial is the recent work of sociologists Daniel Levy and Natan Sznaider which examines memory in a global or transnational context. Levy and Sznaider argue that “alongside nationally bounded memories a new form of memory”—what they call cosmopolitan memory—has emerged.”

Cosmopolitan memories, they write, are the “practices that shift attention away from the territorialized nation-state framework, which is commonly associated with the notion of collective memory. Rather than presuppose the congruity of nation, territory, and policy, cosmopolitan memories are based on and contribute to nation-transcending idioms, spanning territorial and national borders.”

Cosmopolitanism here refers to the phenomenon that “global concerns become part of local experiences of an increasing number of people.” For Levy and Sznaider, this shift from “national to cosmopolitan memory cultures” is primarily manifest in Holocaust remembrance in that it exhibits a simultaneous existence of global and local memory cultures.

Literary scholar Andreas Huyssen observes similarly that the Holocaust has taken on a “totalizing dimension,” since the Holocaust has symbolically been rendered a “cipher for the twentieth century as a whole and for the failure of the project of
enlightenment.” At the same time, the Holocaust as a “universal trope” has been appropriated to meet more particularistic or localized concerns and purposes in its remembrance. That is, memories of the Holocaust serve as a universal resource that may then be articulated to highly localized concerns. Huyssen concludes from this that political struggles over memory are still primarily, and more importantly, most effectively carried out at local or nation-state levels but linked with each other:

In the best-case scenario, the cultures of memory are intimately linked, in many parts of the world, to processes of democratization and struggles for human rights, to expanding and strengthening the public spheres of civil society. Slowing down rather than speeding up, expanding the nature of public debate, trying to heal the wounds inflicted in the past . . . those seem to be unmet cultural needs in a globalizing world, and local memories are intimately linked to their articulation.

For the time being, Huyssen claims, we should be more concerned with how these discourses become manifest locally and how transnational memory supports or obstructs local memory practices. However, as I show in this project, many memory discourses that are presented in a local idiom may have global consequences.

Levy and Sznaider draw slightly different conclusions from their claim about the proliferation of transnational memory discourses. They concur with Huyssen that the Holocaust contributed to developing normative standards for moral debates about human rights and justice at a transnational scale, which made the Holocaust serve as the prime example of an emerging cosmopolitan memory. Having triggered the adoption of a series of legal instruments to codify human rights, memories of the Holocaust have “become the cultural foundation for global human rights politics.” This codification of human rights
violations into international law calls attention to the constitutive function of international
law, particularly international criminal law, as a vehicle for the formation of an
institutionalized cosmopolitan memory. In addition to providing a general framework
for international conduct, international criminal law serves a pedagogic function.
Lawrence Douglas, for instance, has examined how the criminal trial as a specialized
legal instrument has been used as a “tool of collective pedagogy.” The trials of the
Holocaust, he argues, function as “dramas of didactic legality” designed to “teach history
and shape collective memory.” Moreover, as we will see in the discourses over the
establishment and ratification of the International Criminal Court, international criminal
law has taken on and is widely recognized as an influential force in international
policymaking. Legal scholar Ruti Teitel argues that newly established judicial institutions
such as the ICC “make criminal justice the primary means of enforcing international
rights law.” What has emerged is a new cosmopolitan criminal law that evolved “out of
international humanitarian and human rights law” and which is not confined to the
conduct of states but also includes non-state organizations and individuals. This kind of
cosmopolitan law derives its authority not from state sovereignty but from “a set of
supra-national principles, practices, and institutions.” This cosmopolitan law,
sociologist David Hirsh argues, plays a key role for the cultivation of cosmopolitanism as
it aids in constructing universal rather than particularistic narratives that represents a form
of collective memory for an international community.
Globalization, Cosmopolitanism, and Transnational Memory

Although the processes of globalization have been ongoing for centuries, the term “globalization” did not become widely used until the 1960s or 1970s. Since then globalization has been studied by various disciplines, rendering “globalization” as a general descriptive term for a number of different developments and processes. In the broadest sense, globalization is conceived of as an “accelerating interdependence,” or “global integration,” which refers to the “enmeshment among national economies and societies such that events in one country impact directly on others.” Geographer David Harvey sees globalization as intricately linked to the postmodern condition and describes globalization as a “time-space compression” of social organization and interaction. Arjun Appadurai has focused on the conditions a global and hybridized culture has produced through “global flows” of financial capital, commodities, communication, finances, and people. While the subject of analysis and implications of globalization vary widely across disciplines, globalization is generally understood as an intensification of social interactions between people at a global scale. As such, globalization has brought about transformations at the economic, social-cultural, and political level, which raises questions about “the nature and scope of justice, democracy, and citizenship and their application beyond sovereign states.”

The social and political transformations in particular and their attendant concerns will also have profound implications for memory production and memory practices. One of the key issues relevant for the study of public memory is related to questions about identity formation. The degree of human migration has changed the composition of
political communities and has established increasingly multicultural societies. Identity traditionally has been thought of as intricately tied to the nation—legally through formal citizenship and ideologically through participation in what Benedict Anderson called the “imagining” of a national culture and community.\textsuperscript{31} During the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, citizenship was constructed in relation to nationality to such a degree that, as political theorist Etienne Balibar wrote, it “appears inseparable from belonging to a nation, whether through inheritance or naturalization.”\textsuperscript{32} The “enhanced and politicized awareness” of ethnic or cultural differences in increasingly multicultural societies, however, has called into question conventional assumptions about civic identity and its relationship to a particular political community.\textsuperscript{33} As a result of increased recognition of such differences, “ethnic, cultural and national consciousness have brought about either the loosening or the actual fragmentation of polities hitherto thought of as nation-states.”\textsuperscript{34}

In addition to globalization processes having produced transformations with regards to cultural and political identity in the nation-state, they have brought on what is often referred to as a “crisis” for the sovereignty of the nation-state. At the level of the nation-state, globalization, and economic globalization in particular, have resulted in a degradation of democracy. With the rise of transnational actors such as international financial institutions, nation-state borders are increasingly eroded by multinational financial institutions and trade alliances, such as the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the World Bank, World Trade Organization (WTO), and the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). These supranational financial institutions are not subject to democratic electoral processes and therefore suffer from a democracy deficit or
accountability deficit. Similar arguments are made about the increasing influence of
global civil society operating outside of the formal decision-making process and
influencing international conferences, treaties, and agendas. By circumventing
democratic decision-making processes, these international actors curtail the sovereignty
of the nation-state.

These developments have produced a series of conditions that play a significant role for the production of memory discourses and will require a rethinking of memory formation as primarily a national endeavor. The experience of increasingly overlapping identities that transform our loyalties and sense of allegiances originally associated with the nation-state is coupled with the fact that the locus of political power no longer resides principally in national governments, as “effective power is shared and bartered by diverse forces and agencies at national, regional and international levels.”35 As a result, we face a series of “new types of ‘boundary problems,’ which challenge the distinctions between domestic and foreign affairs, internal political issues and external questions, the sovereign concerns of the nation-state and international considerations.”36 States and governments are confronted with issues (such as epidemics, environmental issues, weapons of mass destruction, fundamentalist movements) that no longer fall into clear-cut categories of domestic or international affairs. In short, “the enmeshment of national political communities in regional and global processes involves [nation states] in intensive issues of transboundary coordination and control,” which results in the creation of what David Held refers to as “overlapping communities of fate.”37

Moreover, memory discourses are affected by the human rights discourses that have intensified since World War II, in large part as a response to the atrocities of the
twentieth century. The Nuremberg War Trials in 1946, the signing of the UN Charter in 1945 and the subsequent adoption of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948 marked the beginning of an international institutional concern for human rights. In the 1990s, the crimes committed in former Yugoslavia and Rwanda prompted a stronger enforcement of international law safeguarding human rights. At an institutional level, these endeavors have recently culminated in the establishment of the International Criminal Court.

The proliferation of human rights discourses promoted by international organizations and institutions over the last sixty years has sparked a heightened concern with memory since the 1960s and 1970s. This proliferation of memory discourses, Huyssen has observed, must in part be considered a response to decolonization processes and the emergence of new social movements. Huyssen notes that the “hypertrophy of memory” manifest in the abundance of archives and museums is in itself a response to changing notions of temporality and spatiality brought about by the globalization processes described above. Against this background, Huyssen interprets the ever-increasing obsession with memory as evidence for a longing for stability and a sense of identity. Similar to Pierre Nora’s argument put forth in his seminal essay “Between Memory and History: Les Lieux de Mémoire,” he considers the urge to memorialize and archive a counter-reaction against rapid transformations in our lives that often seem beyond our control. The expansive growth of memory institutions (museums, archives, and monuments) are indicative of attempts to compensate for the loss of control by collecting, preserving, and stabilizing the past into a static entity. In this sense, memory discourses are not antithetical to globalization but rather emerge out of a will to
counteract the amnesia produced by globalization processes. We will gain insight into how these concerns are rhetorically employed in discourses over nation-state sovereignty and a resistance to social change in the chapters of this manuscript.

The internationalizing or globalizing developments outlined above combined with an increased concern for human rights have contributed to a rise in transnational memory discourses. Hence, Halbwachs’ territorially bound approach toward the study of memory must be revised because it presumes relatively unchanging collective formations. Approaches that consider memory production primarily located in the nation-state no longer match the realities of how memory discourses are invoked and disseminated. Contemporary memory is characterized by fragmented memory politics of particular ethnic and social groups and is increasingly decentered. Memory practices are no longer territorially bound but are increasingly part of a globalized system in which local, national, and transnational articulations of memory must be negotiated.

These political and cultural transformations brought about by globalization processes have recently given rise to the thriving scholarship on the concept of cosmopolitanism. While a comprehensive account of the multiple facets of cosmopolitanism is outside the scope of this project, I will provide a brief overview of the main tenets pertinent to this project. Originating in ancient Greek thought, cosmopolitanism referred to the belief that humans are part of two communities, including our closest kin and humanity as a whole. The concept was revivified by Kant in his 1795 essay “Perpetual Peace,” in which he envisioned cosmopolitan law as a structure of democratic republics guided by principles of mutual recognition and tolerance. Today, the concept of cosmopolitanism is being theorized in a host of disciplines with varying
definitions and emphases that can roughly be divided into moral cosmopolitanism and legal/institutional cosmopolitanism.\textsuperscript{41} The moral strand, predicated largely on Kant’s notion of cosmopolitanism as a means to build solidarity, peace, and justice and the belief in a moral universalism, is concerned with issues of solidarity, feelings of belongingness, and ethical obligations that transcend national borders in a world community. It is committed to a global egalitarianism based on the notion that all humans have an equal moral status and thus a right to equal respect and concern regardless of nationality or citizenship.\textsuperscript{42} The legal/political strand focuses on establishing institutions of global governance and legal institutions to guarantee and secure the protection of universal human rights. In the latter approach, cosmopolitanism refers to a “vision of a global political consciousness that is generated and sustained by institutional structures.”\textsuperscript{43} As a whole, cosmopolitanism is understood as an emancipatory political ideal concerned with democratizing processes in a global context.

The two primary relevant contexts for this study in which cosmopolitanism is invoked is the field of international law and cosmopolitanism endorsed through global civil society. Robert Fine has recently pointed out,

Whilst international law has traditionally developed according to the principle that every state is sovereign within its own territory, cosmopolitanism endorses legal limitations on how rulers may behave towards the ruled; and whilst international law leaves it to states to protect the rights of individuals, cosmopolitanism looks also to the formation of international legal bodies above the level of nation-states to perform this function.\textsuperscript{44}
One focus of this project is how cosmopolitan ideals of a cosmopolitan community are advanced through the rhetorical discourses produced by and about international law and international judicial institutions, specifically the ICC. The second approach toward cosmopolitanism particularly relevant for this project is the argument that civil society and social movements occupy a significant role in the promotion of cosmopolitan ideals, partly due to their ability to create a global or transnational public sphere, which is seen by some as indicative of the formation of cosmopolitan citizenship. Raising awareness about issues of human rights, global social justice, transnational solidarity, and global democracy, global civil society has become a prime agent in shaping alternative, cosmopolitan communities guided by cosmopolitan values and principles.

**Institutionalized Cosmopolitan Memory**

The shift from “national to cosmopolitan memory cultures,” is to a great extent attributable to the experience of the Holocaust, which triggered the evolution of the human rights regime and institutionalization of human rights norms “as a moral response” to the atrocities of WW II, creating a kind of “institutionalized cosmopolitanism.” The Holocaust has developed into a moral reference point and is often invoked as the grounds for a global moral responsibility. Thus, as communication scholar Robert DeChaine has noted, the “discourse of globalization intertwines with a discourse on morality.” Levy and Szaider argue that while “Memories of the Holocaust do not directly cause the emergence of a global legal culture . . . , they produce a continued negotiation process between ‘international law’ (i.e. finding the criteria for
degrees of wrongdoing) and ‘normative ethics’ (based on questions of reason and morality).”⁵⁰ We can see some of the more recent outcomes of this development in the demands for intervention in the Balkans, which “helped establish the link and thus the centrality of the Holocaust as a measure stick for international politics and a transnational value system.”⁵¹ More recently, memory of the Holocaust configured into a moral value system has found expression in the concept “Responsibility to Protect” (R2P), the international community’s commitment to intervene in or prevent humanitarian crises.⁵²

Landmark developments in this process of an institutionalization of cosmopolitan memory created in the immediate aftermath after WW II include the Universal Declaration of Human Rights that set a new standard for human rights and the UN Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, which codified genocide into an international crime.⁵³ The International Military Tribunal at Nuremberg (IMT) created legal precedents that limited nation-state sovereignty over its citizens in the context of human rights violations.⁵⁴ Article 6c of the London Agreement—the charter that laid the foundation for the International Military Tribunal—codified “crimes against humanity” to include “murder, extermination, enslavement, deportation, and other inhumane acts committed against any civilian population, before or during the war, or persecutions on political, racial, or religious grounds ... whether or not in violation of domestic law of the country where perpetrated.”⁵⁵ In this sense, Levy and Sznaider argue, Article 6c represented a radical departure from exiting international law by recognizing individual responsibility not just in wartime extending protection to one’s own civilian population, granting supremacy to international law over domestic law, and
internationalizing the persecution of minorities. On the one hand, the Nuremberg trials affirmed sovereignty, as crimes against Germany’s own citizens could only be said to have occurred after Germany started its ‘aggressive war.’ War was still the major crime. On the other hand, Article 6c and the legacy of Nuremberg would over time become a formidable challenge to the hitherto sacrosanct sovereignty of nation-states.\textsuperscript{56}

The Nuremberg trials, Levy and Sznaider argue, are thus “remembered for establishing the previously unknown legal notion of crimes against humanity, thus providing a legal precedent that has structured public and legal debate about genocide ever since.”\textsuperscript{57} The principles established at the Nuremberg war crime tribunal and those established by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) adopted by the General Assembly of the UN on December 10, 1948 are “decisive for how contemporary human rights norms are limiting state sovereignty by providing international standards for how states can treat their own citizens.”\textsuperscript{58} In fact, these documents have much to do with how we are invited to value universal rights of the individual within the context of an international community. Anne Cubilié, for instance, observes that

\begin{quote}
The role of the body as it is defined within the Declaration is crucial to the document’s legal and cultural project of human rights. In order to lay claim to the right of governance over all bodies anywhere on the Earth, the Declaration must first construct an international subject that exists prior to its incorporation as subject/citizen within state and cultural systems. Such a subject is not just granted rights to which he or she is entitled regardless of national and cultural
\end{quote}
circumstance, but is also proscribed from behaving in certain ways toward the other members of the transnational community.”

Cubilié calls special attention to the rhetorical dimension of the document for the constitution of an international subject. She concludes that the UDHR “performatively enacts the subject of an international ‘human’ with internationally recognized rights and responsibilities who exists prior to entrance into any other structure of identity and regulation—national, ethnic, religious, gender, and so on.” DeChaine expands on the importance of the UDHR as a “catalyst for a novel, publicly crafted rhetorical vision of an ‘international community.’” Central values undergirding the UDHR, DeChaine argues, are the principles of <human dignity>, <universality>, <brotherhood>, <duty>, and <democracy>, all of which have served as important ideographs in the rhetoric of the global human rights movement. The principles and ideals laid out in the UDHR are powerfully articulated in contemporary human rights discourse from which the “ethos of the new international community” emerges.

These legal frameworks have established a set of general principles that function as a form of cosmopolitan memory. In addition to the values laid out in these institutions, cosmopolitan trials represent a further example of an institutionalized cosmopolitan memory. David Hirsh has argued that cosmopolitan trials “seek to produce a narrative free from national particularity.” He writes,

The process that we can see happening in the emergence of cosmopolitan law is also in part a process of the development of a cosmopolitan social collective memory. Courts receive particular and contradictory testimony; they act upon this according to their own rules, and produce a single narrative. Cosmopolitan courts
receive nationally particularistic narrative as testimony that they transform into an authoritative cosmopolitan social memory.  

The judgments or narratives produced by such cosmopolitan trials, Hirsh argues, carry “social power” with the potential to “shake the certainty of eternal myths of nationhood and ethnic superiority.” Thus, the narratives forged through cosmopolitan criminal trials of their national contribute to “undermining myths of nationhood,” thereby contributing to the formation of a global collective memory.

The legal documents and processes consolidating a human rights framework work in tandem with more general globalization processes that pave the way for the formation of cosmopolitan memories. As state authority and national decision-making processes have changed with processes of globalization, the nation-state no longer holds a monopoly over the production of memory discourses. As a result, memory cultures and memory discourses have undergone transformations:

Human rights are the new measure for a global politics, shaping the ways in which state authority is exercised. While the sovereignty of states remains intact, their authority to determine the scope of solidarities in purely national terms is diminished. New transnational solidarities have the potential to emerge. The decontextualized memory of the Holocaust facilitates this. In its ‘universalized’ and ‘Americanized’ form, it provides Europeans with a new sense of ‘common memory.’

While the monopoly of the nation-state in defining memory discourses seems to wither, other forces, such as migration, immigration, and the pervasiveness of electronic mass communication, are becoming increasingly important factors in the production of
memory discourses that mitigate memory discourses sanctioned by the nation-state. For instance, frequent treatments of the Holocaust in media representations have brought forth a universalization of the Holocaust in the sense that the employment of the trope is no longer tied to a particular locale.

The transformation of memory cultures and discourses from a national to a transnational scale extend beyond Holocaust remembrance. Anthropologist Christina Schwenkel has shown in her case study on the memory of the war in Vietnam how commodification and “intensified global movements of people, knowledge, and capital” have prompted new articulations of Vietnamese memory of the war that is deeply affected by transnational forces, creating new transnational forms of memory. 69 Schwenkel argues that the “current production of historical memory in Vietnam is, in many respects, a transnational negotiated process that involves variously situated actors and their global engagements with memory….”70

Similarly, Geoffrey White’s study of the fiftieth Guadalcanal anniversary demonstrates the “construction of a national history that contends, on the one hand, with multiple local memories and, on the other, with powerful global forces of meaning.”71 In contrast to John Bodnar, who contends in Remaking America that vernacular memories at the sub-national level compete with and resist memory production at the national level, White adds a further level of analysis by calling attention to the impact of supra-national forces in the production of memory discourses. Demonstrated by the example of war remembrance in the Solomon Islands, White argues that “transnational practices of recalling war easily override or transform other, local meanings and histories, including dissonant memories within the dominant nations.”72 In this sense, transnational memory
making does have homogenizing effects, even though, as Levy and Sznaider are careful to point out, cosmopolitan memory is not necessarily to be understood as merely a process of homogenization. Instead, they argue, “cosmopolitan memory” should be considered as emerging precisely from the encounter between global schemes of interpretations and local conditions and interpretive schemes. White complicates this interplay of subnational and supranational forces in the production of memory, demonstrating that the production of war narratives typically falls under the auspices of world powers who have the authority to define and limit the appropriation of war memories by creating idealized representations of war—by invoking heroism, loyalty, and liberation rather than suffering—in an attempt to reconstruct their own national identity. This can have particularly adverse effects for the creation of a national history for young states who are “culturally, economically, and politically” closely tied to their former colonial powers. For these states, then “representing world wars in global frameworks of meaning may easily deform stories that derive their significance from the more specific and longer sweep of colonial history”73 or those stories that emerge from “a variety of local voices and recall the war in terms other than those of the Allied epic of liberation.”74

Global Civil Society and Transnational Memory

In addition to the increasing codification of human rights at an institutional level, which has led to the emergence of transnational memory cultures, some scholars suggest that transnational non-state actors, or global civil society, will also play a crucial role in
memory production across territorial borders. Sociologist Ulrich Beck argues, that in future memory discourses the “fenced in” history and memory of the nation-state will increasingly be replaced by a “polycentric memory” promoted by transnational and non-state actors, such as social movement organizations. Global civil society actors, mostly comprised of non-governmental institutions, have been widely recognized as significant forces in the development and implementation of human rights norms and on issues of social justice. As such, they are likely to play a formative role in the constitution of global communities and in defining the values, norms, and attitudes of that community.

The definitions of global civil society vary among scholars. The term global civil society is often used synonymously with “international society,” “transnational civil society,” and “the global public.” In general terms, the label refers to a “global arena in which individuals and organizations other than sovereign states come together and engage in activities separate form those pursued by national governments.” Since the 1970s, the number of NGOs, the mainstay of global civil society, has steadily risen. According to the Union of International Associations, there are about 18,000 headquarters of international NGOs and INGOs. David Chandler notes in Constructing Global Civil Society that

Today, as transnational questions of human rights, the environment and international terrorism dominate the international agenda, it appears as if non-state actors of various kinds are becoming increasingly important players in international policy-making. Not just playing a major role in United Nations’ forums but also in the policy-making of international financial institutions and governments.
Chandler summarizes that “both the need for and the existence of an international or global civil society has now gained a consensus.” While the growing role of global civil society and NGOs in particular is widely agreed upon, the degree of influence these non-state actors have or should have is a contested issue among scholars.

Though it is not my goal to quantify the influence of NGOs, in this project I shed light on the role global civil society plays as an agent of social change. Located outside of formal political structures, civil society, and particularly non-governmental institutions, global civil society primarily operate through creating public spheres, which, in turn, help promote alternative visions of the future. Hayden argues that global civil society has become “a force for good global governance through dissemination of information, formation of open forums for dialogue and debate, and advocacy of greater democracy, transparency, accountability in governmental and multilateral institutions.” In this sense, global civic engagement is a means to “restoring collective values and morality as a counterpoint to the narrow individualism or political apathy reflected in the institution of formal, state-based, politics.” The fascination with global civic activism seems to lie in the “construction of a new global space” and in developing an “alternative way of doing politics” as well as a “new type of political discourse, one which is not based on states and rejects the formal political competition for power based on instrumental rationality.” Global civil society and the public sphere it creates, Calhoun argues, then may be thought of as the expression of a transformation of consciousness and as a space for new “social imaginaries” of transnational solidarity. As such, global civil society is “defined not by geographical or spatial limits but by ideological ones, by adherence to global values rather than the particularisms of place.”
Chapter Overview

In this manuscript, I trace the ways in which transnational memory discourses produce or challenge the constitution of transnational subjectivities. The International Criminal Court provides the thread that binds the chapters together. In chapter two, I examine how issues of memory were of central concern throughout the stages of design and implementation of the International Criminal Court. Historically, large-scale atrocities have been adjudicated by ad hoc tribunals, such as the Nuremberg trials or the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY) and the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR). At the same time, there has been a movement for establishing a standing judicial body for the global enforcement of human rights that could adjudicate war crimes, crimes against humanity, and genocide. The International Criminal Court is the most recent of these tribunals created for enforcing international human rights. Its creation was widely recognized as a “historic opportunity for the world community to offer victims of these most serious and atrocities violations of human rights and humanitarian law a chance at justice and redress.”

Hailed as the “missing link in the international legal system” by UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan, the ICC is empowered to prosecute genocide, crimes against humanity, and war crimes occurring after July 2002. Despite this generally positive assessment, the ICC’s design and jurisdiction have caused considerable debate in foreign relations, particularly in light of the U.S. decision to revoke its signature to the ICC treaty in May 2002, shortly before the court entered into force in July 2002. This action, commonly referred to as the “unsigning” of an international treaty, is unprecedented in international law. This move
was widely commented on as the United States had played a leading role in the drafting of the Rome Statute for an International Criminal Court. The issues raised in this debate are not only the real consequences of the US not being subject to this treaty but also that the nullification of the US signature might set a precedent for retreating from other international treaties.

Drawing on news coverage, Congressional hearings, and the official speech announcing the U.S. decision to “unsign” the treaty, this chapter provides an analysis of the public debates about the International Criminal Court in the U.S. The focus of the chapter is the rhetorical production of memory, community, and sovereignty as expressed in the speech delivered by Under Secretary of State for Political Affairs, Marc Grossman, in May 2002 before the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS). Focusing on how memory, community, and sovereignty are constituted and altered in U.S. public discourse around the ICC, I argue that the consequences of the brand of memory engendered by the act of unsigning laid out in this address are the abdication of global responsibility in the name of protecting U.S. sovereignty.

After having set up the context of the political stakes of the ICC in chapter two, chapters three and four examine the rhetorical strategies employed by non-state actors in advocating the establishment and design of the ICC. These chapters take us through major stages in the development of the ICC as an institution, including the drafting of the ICC treaty and the campaign for U.S. ratification of the treaty. The issues that come to the fore here are the discourses through which cosmopolitan identities are advocated for and against in the campaign for ratification by non-governmental organizations, debates over the inclusion of gender and sexual violence in international criminal law, and the
response from conservative forces working to obstruct such an expansion of women’s rights. Scholars of global civil society who have examined the role of civil society actors in the creation of the ICC have come to the conclusion that “input of global civil society in the process which led to the adoption of this Statute has been almost unprecedented in international treaty negotiations….\textsuperscript{89}” My analysis adds to this scholarship on the role of civil society in the creation of the ICC by explaining the kinds of communities non-state actors rhetorically construct through their discourse.

In chapter three, I focus primarily on the rhetoric of the NGO Citizens for Global Solutions, a key organization working to mobilize support for the ICC. Analyzing advocacy materials produced by Citizens for Global Solutions, I argue that the group’s rhetoric addresses its audience through appeals to the nation-state, which sharply contrasts with the group’s proposed goal of creating cosmopolitan subjectivities and communities. Citizens for Global Solutions’ overarching goal is to sell the message of the ICC to a U.S. audience that is disposed negatively to the ICC due to the rhetorical intervention of the Bush administration into the ICC. In my analysis, we see how the instrumentalization of rhetoric both creates the possibility for such persuasion and undermines the goal of forging an international community guided by cosmopolitan values.

Chapter four extends this examination of the rhetoric of civil society organizations in framing the ICC. In this chapter, I highlight the discursive struggles of non-governmental organizations in drafting and designing the International Criminal Court, with a specific focus on gender in the ICC. My analysis takes shape against the background of the negotiation process during the Diplomatic Conference held at Rome in
June and July of 1998 which led to the establishment of the ICC treaty known as the Rome Statute. In this context, chapter four examines the rhetorical discourses of NGOs (and to a minor extent state delegates) negotiating the unprecedented inclusion of a gender perspective, including provisions on gender and sexual crimes, in the international treaty that would found the ICC. Whereas chapter three focused on advocates’ drawing on transnational memory discourses to conjure into existence an international community defined by progressive ends of social justice, chapter four examines both progressive women’s rights groups arguing for the inclusion of a gender perspective and social conservative, anti-women’s rights groups that used the Diplomatic Conference as a staging ground to further their goals of reversing or stifling the expansion of women’s rights in international criminal law. My examination of socially conservative NGOs crafting a rhetorical campaign to challenge and reject the explicit inclusion of women’s rights in the Rome Statute highlights the work of social control and social maintenance that I begin addressing in chapter two. I approach the struggle for the inclusion of women’s rights as a struggle over a type of transnational memory. I contend that social and religious conservative NGOs sought to influence the ICC treaty with a particularistic view of women’s rights while objecting to cosmopolitan modes of remembrance—including certain transnational rights granted toward women—because universal human rights are thought of as interfering and undermining nation-state sovereignty. Hence, the community envisioned by these conservative forces is one marked by national sovereignty, and the rhetorical discourses of these groups are designed to stifle cosmopolitanism.
Chapter five turns our attention away from the memory work of more official sites and modes of discourse discussed in chapters two, three, and four by illustrating in a number of examples how advocates and the media industry have appropriated a transnational memory discourse of human rights. Specifically, chapter five examines several rhetorical texts that are part of the larger advocacy campaigns arguing for an intervention in the crisis in Darfur—a case that was referred to the International Criminal Court in March of 2005— and the implications of these appropriations both for political activism and the transnational communities it engenders. Activists and media campaigns have become central players in the Darfur crisis since the international juridical and legal communities have been slow to act. In my analysis I draw on several representative texts produced by mtvU (Music Television University), including the widely known videogame *Darfur is Dying* and the documentary *Translating Genocide*, featuring three college students chronicling their travel to Sudanese refugee camps. My analysis continues with a discussion of *The Devil Came on Horseback*, a highly acclaimed feature-length documentary about former Marine Brian Steidle’s experience in Darfur as a military observer. At the center of my analysis is a discussion of how the notion of witnessing is used in these texts to support international intervention to end the genocide. To that end, the chapter ends with a brief discussion of the Genocide Mapping Project produced in collaboration with Google and the Committee on Conscience. The overarching question I am addressing in this chapter is how certain forms of activism that dehistoricize and decontextualize the crisis might stunt the development of political consciousness and affect the ethos of humanitarian intervention and citizenship.
In the Epilogue, I conclude the manuscript and draw our attention to the findings of the report *On Trial: The US Military and the International Criminal Court*, published by the Stimson Center in 2006. The report tracked the attitudes towards the ICC held by U.S. military personnel that were alternatively uninformed and well informed about the ICC. Taking this report as a heuristic for my critical approach to the rhetoric of transnational public memory, I argue that the possibility for and character of cosmopolitan citizenship can be positively influenced by progressive advocates that work to better inform their audiences about cosmopolitanism rather than pander to them in nationalistic terms.
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Chapter 2

The “Distinctly American Internationalism”: The United States’ Unsigning of the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court

The Preamble of the Rome Statue of the International Criminal Court of 1998 lays out the motivations and objectives of the first permanent international juridical body to prosecute individuals responsible for mass violence, including war crimes, crimes against humanity, and genocide. Those states party to the Rome Statute—the legal foundation for the International Criminal Court—claim to be:

Conscious that all peoples are united by common bonds, their cultures pieced together in a shared heritage, and concerned that this delicate mosaic may be shattered at any time,

Mindful that during this century millions of children, women, and men have been victims of unimaginable atrocities that deeply shock the conscience of humanity,

Recognizing that such grave crimes threaten the peace, security, and well-being of the world, …

Determined to put an end to impunity for the perpetrators of these crimes and thus to contribute to the prevention of such crimes, … [and]

Resolved to guarantee lasting respect for and the enforcement of international justice.

In sum, those party to the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court attempt to “express a collective human conscience” premised on the notion that “human beings, as a
race, a collectivity, have a kind of combined conscience that works in the same way, despite huge differences of culture, time, place, civilization and religion.”¹ The ICC thus represents the crowning achievement for international human rights legislation.

Despite there having been “some 250 international and regional armed conflicts” that have produced an estimated 70 to 170 million casualties since World War II, the establishment of the International Criminal Court was a tedious process.² The movement to create the ICC was buttressed by an international movement for the global enforcement of human rights in the days following World War II. The Nuremburg War Trials in 1946, the signing of the UN Charter in 1945, and the subsequent adoption of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948 represented landmark developments in the creation of international human rights instruments. In the mid to late 1980s, the movement for international human rights law regained momentum with the establishment of the 1984 United Nations Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, the so-called Torture Convention and a proposal to prosecute individuals for international drug trafficking in 1989. During the early 1990s, the end of the Cold War and the mass violence in former Yugoslavia and Rwanda that urged the international community to develop mechanisms for stronger enforcement of international law to safeguard human rights and prompted the establishment of ad hoc war crime tribunals to prosecute those responsible for the atrocities. The experiences with these tribunals helped catalyze the most recent efforts to codify international human rights law through a permanent international tribunal that would be authorized to prosecute individuals (rather than states) for the most heinous crimes of international concern—the International Criminal Court (ICC).
After half a century of drafting the legal foundations of an international criminal court, the court became a reality. A UN diplomatic conference held in Rome, Italy in the summer of 1998 concluded its drafting process with the adoption of the Rome Statute, the legal treaty founding the ICC, and opened the Court for signature and ratification. Designed to “put an end to impunity” of those who perpetrated the “most serious crimes of concern to the international community as a whole,” as laid out in the Preamble of the Rome Statute, the ICC represented “the culmination of international law-making of the twentieth century.” Having entered into force on July 1, 2002, former UN Secretary General Kofi Annan hailed the ICC as the “missing link” in the international legal system because it creates the legal framework for individual accountability for crimes such as genocide, crimes against humanity, and war crimes. With its potential to try cases involving perpetrators who have committed some of the gravest crimes of mass violence, the founding of the ICC has been “compared in significance to the founding of the United Nations itself.”

Keeping with the historical centrality played by the United States in establishing judicial bodies to enforce human rights on a global level since World War II, the United States played an instrumental role in developing the International Criminal Court. Despite its deep involvement in the drafting process, however, the United States voted against the adoption of the Rome Statute at the end of the 5-week conference held in Rome in 1998. This vote against the adoption of the ICC was cast in response to treaty stipulations not including the demand that the UN Security Council retain veto power over the Court.

Even so, two and a half years later, President Clinton signed the Rome Statute on the last day it was open for signature (December 31, 2000), making the United States a
signatory to the treaty in a last-minute attempt to ensure the United States’ future influence on the court.

Despite the historical record that repeatedly proves that a criminal court operating at the international level is necessary for a more effective enforcement of human rights and the fact that the United States played an important role in the drafting of the Statute of the International Criminal Court, the United States has changed its tune with regards to its support of the ICC. While U.S. public discourse about the court had been intense during the drafting process, Clinton’s signature—signaling a commitment to the idea of the court—served as a catalyst for even fiercer debates in U.S. domestic and foreign policy centering on issues of the court’s jurisdiction and procedural safeguards. The promise of US engagement with and support of the court that was secured by Clinton’s signature was fundamentally altered on May 6, 2002, just two months before the scheduled date of the ICC entering into force, when the Bush administration engaged in a heretofore unprecedented act in the international community—it “unsigned” an international treaty. The Bush administration had sent a notice to the United Nations, the depositary of the Rome Statute, informing the international community of its decision to withdraw the U.S. signature from and to not recognize any obligations toward the Statute. This act of the United States withdrawing its signature from the Rome Statute has become known as “unsigning” in the literature of this case. Although the United States had been outspoken about its objections toward the ICC, renouncing its previously delivered signature was significant in so far as the signature only required the United States to not actively work against the purpose of the ICC. By implication, the rhetorical
act of withdrawing its signature from the treaty represented the United States’ intent to actively oppose the ICC.7

The act of “unsigning” the treaty had far-reaching consequences in the United States and abroad. At the domestic level, it resulted in Bush launching a campaign aiming at further undermining the International Criminal Court, which has become manifest in a series of legislative acts designed to protect U.S. citizens from being prosecuted by the ICC. While the Bush administration and Congress were engaged in developing safeguards to exempt U.S. personnel from the court’s reach, proponents of the court were caught worrying about the withering of the United States’ credibility as a supreme enforcer of human rights. At the international level, responses to the act of unsigning ranged from incomprehension to sheer indignation. Amongst supporters of the ICC in the international community, the Bush administration’s decision to unsign the treaty has been portrayed as destructive and even as a hysteric move on the part of the United States. Given the unsigning’s highly symbolic value, the United States’ official stance toward the ICC prompted a heated debate about the possible implications of such a course of action for future international treaties. Most prominently, the international community expressed fears that the act of unsigning would set a dangerous precedent soon to be followed by other countries that no longer saw the need or desirability for ratification of certain international treaties. David Scheffer, who was ambassador at large for war crimes and who headed the U.S. delegation during the ICC negotiations in Rome for the Clinton administration, argued that “If we 'unsign' the ICC, we give a signal that a new practice is acceptable, and we lay the groundwork for undermining a whole range of treaties.”8
The focus of this chapter is on the rhetorical discourses surrounding the unprecedented act of unsigning an international treaty, namely the Bush administration’s unsigning the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court. The creation of the Rome Statute, and by extension the ICC, marks a new type of international commitment to the preservation and protection of human rights on a global level. Conversely, I argue, the act of unsigning the Rome Statute represents an undoing of that commitment. As such, it serves as a crucial moment for the United States to reconstitute its identity and position in the international community. This project is informed by the assumption that the ICC is both an artifact of transnational public memory and at the same time a site of transnational public memory production. So too, is the unsigning of the Rome Statute. The ICC is an artifact of transnational public memory as the institution evolved out of several decades of concerted efforts to prosecute perpetrators for having committed war crimes, crimes against humanity, and genocide. It stands as empirical proof of the triumph of international law in an era of genocide, war crimes, and crimes against humanity. The ICC is a producer of transnational public memory discourses as the cases it will hear will hold perpetrators accountable, will help restore justice in war ravaged communities and will help rebuild a sense of community. Further, the cases it will hear will create greater awareness of human rights and will continue to shape how people are invited to remember human rights and mass violence at an international scale. Given this context, to the international community, the unsigning serves as a type of memorial to how discourses of national sovereignty remain dominant in an era when transnational interdependency and the need for transnational cooperation are beyond question. As such,
the act of unsigning functions as a site of global memory production as it inaugurated a distinct foreign policy agenda that John Bolton labeled “American Internationalism.”

The rhetorical act of “unsigning” the international ICC treaty—a symbolic act with very real consequences—became manifest in the speech “American Foreign Policy and the International Criminal Court” delivered on May 6, 2002 by Under Secretary of State for Political Affairs, Marc Grossman before the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS). The speech explains the United States’ stance on the ICC and the decision to withdraw its signature from the Rome Statute as communicated in an official letter to the UN earlier that day and serves as an illuminating and rich supplement to the official declaration sent to the UN. Drawing on Marc Grossman’s speech and public discourse discussing the moment of “unsigning,” I examine the rhetorical strategies employed by the Bush administration to present its concerns and decisions regarding the ICC in an attempt to explain the political and ideological assumptions that have shaped the controversy about the court and to reveal the United States’ implied vision of its role as a member in the international community. My analysis is informed by Philip Wander’s call for an ideological turn in criticism that “reflects the existence of crisis, acknowledges the influence of established interests and reality of alternative world-views, and commends rhetorical analysis not only of the actions implied but also of the interests represented.” By analyzing the principal U.S. objections to the ICC, I show how notions of sovereignty and community figure in U.S. public discourse about the ICC. I conclude by analyzing the ways in which this discourse impedes or creates the possibility of forging a transnational memory. The chapter begins with two sections outlining the founding of the International Criminal Court and the court’s structural
characteristics. The third section details U.S. objections to the Court. The fourth section hones in on the rhetorical strategies at work in the speech “American Foreign Policy and the International Criminal Court.”

**History and Founding of the International Criminal Court**

The idea of a world court grew out of a lack of a permanent tribunal that could prosecute individuals for having committed the most serious crimes of international concern, such as war crimes, genocide, and crimes against humanity. The earliest vision of an international criminal court dates back to Gustave Moynier, founding member of the International Committee of the Red Cross in Geneva, Switzerland. Moynier introduced the idea of an international criminal court in 1872 as a response to the violations of humanitarian law during the Franco-Prussian war.\(^{11}\) The proposal was then rejected by many international governments.

Other efforts to try perpetrators for such grave offences can be traced back to the Hague Conventions and the League of Nations. The Hague Conventions for the Peaceful Settlement of International Disputes, a set of treaties from 1899 and 1907, were the first “international efforts to proscribe war crimes and to protect civilians during times of war.”\(^{12}\) While these conventions did not result in the establishment of an international court, they did provide “a solid body of humanitarian law” during World War I.\(^{13}\) The violence that had occurred during World War I led to the establishment of the League of Nations’ Permanent International Court of Justice to settle disputes between states. Steven Roach, Professor of Government and International Affairs, notes that despite the
League’s concern for “instituting the principle of international criminal accountability, most states rejected the inclusion of crimes against the laws of humanity,” effectively leaving international law unprepared for the continued atrocities of the twentieth century.

This changed with the experiences of World War II which led to the conceptualization of human rights which played an important role in the development of the International Criminal Court. While human rights had received attention in the 1920s and 1930s when several legal scholars wrote proposals for an international criminal court, “most efforts toward international protection of rights were limited to jurisdiction at the national level.” The concern for human rights rose particularly following the end of World War II. The adoption of the UN Charter in 1945 marked the “beginning of widespread human rights discourse,” which was followed by the establishment of the UN Commission on Human Rights (UNCHR) in 1946 and the adoption of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) in 1948, all of which provided the path for human rights to become institutionalized at an international level.

Despite all the advancements in international human rights legislation, the international community was not yet ready to create a permanent institution to prosecute international criminal law. Instead, the Nuremberg and Tokyo war tribunals were set up on an ad hoc basis. In popular memory and legal practice, the Nuremburg War Trials set the precedent for prosecuting individuals for “crimes against humanity”—a category of criminal offenses that was created in response to the crimes committed during the Holocaust. In 1948, the international community stepped further along the path towards internationalizing human rights legislation: The General Assembly of the United Nations adopted the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide.
The document adopted by the General Assembly called for more international collaboration in the pursuit of this endeavor, recognizing that “at all periods of history genocide has inflicted great losses on humanity; and being convinced that, in order to liberate mankind from such an odious scourge, international co-operation is required.”

In Resolution 260 B (III) of 9 December 1948, the General Assembly added that “in the course of development of the international community, there will be an increasing need of an international judicial organ,” and hence asked the International Law Commission (ILC), a UN body in charge of developing and codifying international law, “to study the desirability and possibility of establishing an international judicial organ for the trial of persons charged with genocide.”

Having established the benefits of the creation of an international court to prosecute individuals for genocide and similar crimes, ad hoc committees established by the General Assembly submitted a draft statute for a permanent international criminal tribunal in 1951 and a revised statute in 1953. The political climate of the Cold War, however, resulted in the rejection of the statutes as unfeasible. Despite the shelving of the statutes drafted in the early 1950s, the conviction that “international criminal trials could concurrently express outrage, affirm the moral and legal foundations of human society, tell the story of a crime as fully as it could be uncovered, determine those most responsible for it, and punish them,” had remained “stubbornly alive” since the Nuremberg and Tokyo trials. While scholars and legal experts continued to work on proposals for a permanent international criminal court periodically, more serious efforts to pursue these proposals were not made until 1989. Upon the request of the Prime Minister of Trinidad and Tobago in 1989, the General Assembly asked the International Law Commission to draft a statute for a permanent
international criminal court which would include the jurisdiction over international drug trafficking. This, incidentally, was only one year after the United States had ratified the Genocide Treaty produced by the UN Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide.

The movement toward an international criminal court simultaneously regained momentum and urgency in the early 1990s in the context of the crimes committed in the former Yugoslavia and in Rwanda. The commission of such crimes in these crisis areas indicated that “military and political response to genocide, war crimes, and crimes against humanity were insufficient.” The UN Security Council established ad hoc tribunals for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY) and the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) to adjudicate large-scale atrocities in 1993 and 1994. These tribunals presented an important development for the “concept of the international accountability of individuals” for severe crimes. Still, while these ad hoc tribunals with their limited jurisdiction in terms of time and territoriality were responsive to the specific situations for which they were set up, they have presented several shortcomings. The establishment of ad hoc tribunals has proven to be extremely costly. Moreover, ad hoc tribunals are unable to provide timely responses to prosecuting perpetrators, often extending over several years—circumstances that result in evidence being destroyed and perpetrators not being held accountable. Lastly, whereas ad hoc tribunals are set up by powerful outsiders, a permanent criminal court would ensure a universal, “permanent commitment to punish these crimes consistently.”

In the climate of urgency created by the crimes committed in the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda, the International Law Commission (ILC) drafted an
international criminal court statute in 1993 upon the request from the General Assembly. The ILC submitted its final version in 1994. In 1995, the General Assembly established the UN Preparatory Committee on the Establishment of an International Criminal Court (PrepCom) to draft a treaty for the court. Their task was to prepare a “widely acceptable consolidated text of a convention, to be submitted to a diplomatic conference of plenipotentiaries.”24 The PrepCom was “supervised directly and exclusively by the General Assembly to achieve a court independent of (although closely related to) the UN.”25 Starting in 1996, the PrepCom held six sessions to draft the text of the statute before the statute was finalized at the Rome conference in the summer of 1998.

The supranational institution envisioned by Moynier in 1872 was finally created during the intergovernmental conference held in Rome, Italy from June 15 to July 17, 1998. The conference culminated in the adoption of what became formally known as the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, the document that laid the legal foundations for the establishment of an international criminal court. Of the 160 countries attending the negotiations at the Rome Conference, 120 states voted yes on the approval of the statute, 21 abstained, and 7 states, including the United States, China, Iraq, Israel, Libya, Qatar, and Yemen voted against the Rome Statute.26 Based on the idea of universal human rights, the court is empowered to prosecute individuals responsible for genocide, war crimes and crimes against humanity such as torture, mass killings, political slaughter, mass rape, and ethnic cleansing if their national judicial system is unable or unwilling to do so. The creation of the Court not only establishes in international law “universal rules to protect human beings in principle,” but also functions as “an
instrument to punish individuals who gravely breach the rules,’’ thereby addressing the previous lack of enforcement of international law.27

Despite drafting members’ estimations that it would take approximately ten years to gather the required sixty ratifications needed for the establishment of the court, the sixtieth state had ratified the treaty only four years after the drafting of the treaty, on April 11, 2002. That the drafting process and required ratifications moved along faster than originally anticipated is partly attributable to the events that had occurred in Rwanda and the former Yugoslavia. Moreover, Marc Weller suggests, the progress toward ratification must be seen in the context of the efforts of an “extraordinarily well coordinated global campaign of high quality NGOs in support of the Rome Conference” that imbued a sense of urgency to the creation of the court so that in fact, “after half a century of abortive attempts, it seemed that the organized international community was almost eager to engage in an act of international constitutional law-making in this instance.”28 Located in The Hague, Netherlands, the ICC officially became operational on July 1, 2002. The first bench comprised of eighteen judges was elected by an Assembly of States Parties in February 2003. The first pre-trial hearings were held in 2006. As of March 2009, 108 countries are States Parties to the Statute.29

**Structure and Characteristics of the International Criminal Court**

The creation of the ICC is based upon the structure and principles of the United Nations but represents an independent institution and treaty body. The UN member states are not identical with the states supporting the ICC. Since each member state has a single
vote in the Assembly of States Parties, the decision-making structure of the ICC differs in important ways from those of the UN where the five permanent members of the Security Council (China, France, Great Britain, Russia, and the United States) have the power to veto decisions. Insofar as majority opinions need not cede to a powerful individual opposition, the ICC has a more democratic structure than the UN.

The ICC is designed to prosecute individuals responsible for the most serious crimes of international concern, such as genocide, crimes against humanity, and war crimes committed after July 1, 2002, when the court entered into force. It has no jurisdiction over crimes committed before this date. The ICC can exercise jurisdiction over nationals of a state party, individuals who are accused of having committed such crimes in the territory of a state party, and in situations where a state has specifically consented to the ICC’s jurisdiction. Lastly, the ICC has jurisdiction over situations referred by the UN Security Council, provided that those situations constitute a threat or breach to international peace and security and in which case the jurisdictional requirements do not need to be fulfilled.

With regards to its jurisdiction, the ICC differs in important respects from the International Court of Justice (ICJ) and ad hoc tribunals. Unlike the International Court of Justice, which deals primarily with disputes between states, the International Criminal Court has jurisdiction over individuals, not states or governments. Whereas the ad hoc tribunals such as the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) and the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR)—created by the UN Security Council—are limited in their jurisdiction to the specific situation for which they were established, the ICC is designed to eventually have a global reach.30
In contrast to the ICTY and ICTR, the main justificatory principle for the ICC lies in its permanent status. While antecedent ad hoc tribunals were created as a response to previously committed atrocities, the ICC was established as an institution to deter future crimes on a continuous basis at a global level. With an emphasis on the function of deterrence, the ICC in large part performs a rhetorical function. Cherif Bassiouni, chairman of the Drafting Committee of the Diplomatic Conference on the Establishment of an International Criminal Court, explains that the ICC is meant to foster “public processes” that will “reinforce social values and expectations concerning international conduct that will then contribute to the individual internalization of these values.”

In addition to serving as a rhetorical discourse useful for forging positive cosmopolitan values, the ICC is meant to stand as a persistent reminder to governments that the court could hold individuals and their governments accountable for war crimes and crimes against humanity. This persistent reminder is then a type of rhetorical threat that may help prevent such crimes in the future. The ICC serves as an “international social control mechanism in enforcing sanctions against these crimes as opposed to ad hoc processes in which norms apply only selectively.” For Bassiouni, what is at issue is not “the epistemological, ontological or ethical content of substantive norms prohibiting genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes, but rather their effective instrumental function as a means of international social control.”

This theme recurs throughout the U.S. discourse about the ICC in the guise of fears over a competition between “international control” and “national sovereignty.”

Since the Rome Statute—once ratified by a state—becomes part of the national law of the ratifying state, the principle of complementarity is a central feature to the
court. The principle, stipulated in Article 17 of the Rome Statute, specifies that the ICC’s jurisdiction is “complementary” to national legal jurisdictions and is thus an international, not a supranational institution. The principle of complementarity further stipulates that the ICC adopts a case only if the accused person’s state of primary jurisdiction is unwilling or unable to carry out the investigation or prosecution of the crime committed. The court will hear only cases that the accused person’s home government has refused to bring to court in a reasonable manner. In this sense, the ICC can be understood as a court of last resort.

As stipulated in the Rome Statute, the International Criminal Court consists of eighteen judges, a Chief Prosecutor with one or more deputy prosecutors, and an administrative staff. As is usual for international treaty organizations, the ICC’s judges and prosecutor and deputy prosecutors will be elected by the states that ratified the statute—the Assembly of State Parties—with each national delegation having one vote. The eighteen judges, representing “the principal legal systems of the world” and displaying an “equitable geographical representation,” are divided into several chambers: one chamber consisting of three judges exclusively dealing with indictments and pre-trial matters; three trial chambers consisting of three judges each; an appellate chamber consisting of five judges; and one presiding judge. The Assembly of State Parties can remove any of the judges or prosecutors by a simple majority vote. The assembly’s additional functions are to review and approve the budget and to approve amendments to the Statute for possible ratification by the member states. The court is financed by contributions from the states that are party to the Rome Statute, with each
country’s contributions being determined by the same mechanism used to determine contributions to the UN.

The “Distinctly American Internationalism”—U.S. Objections to the ICC

Historically, the United States has played a seminal role in creating documents and institutions that would lead to the establishment an international human rights system. With its influence on the (eventually unsuccessful) attempts to create a League of Nations, the founding of the United Nations and its attending documents, its leadership in creating major war crimes tribunals over the last sixty years, and its participation in drafting international human rights treaties, the United States has made a legacy for itself for having made significant “contributions to the contours of human rights practice, policy, and action worldwide.” What is more, Stacy notes, is that the United States’ “funding of post-Cold War Rule of Law programs and support for domestic human rights systems . . . has further entrenched the international community’s perception of the United States as a human rights beacon.” Thus, the United States’ human rights legacy is not limited to the procedural aspects of international human rights legislation but also serves an important rhetorical function.

Despite the United States dominant role in human rights legislation and efforts to build institutions of global governance, attempts at building an international criminal court in the early 1990s was tainted by U.S. policymakers’ distrust of international courts and specifically their distrust of such courts’ ability to neutrally apply international law, both of which were concerns that had been evolving against the backdrop of Cold War
international relations. The principal argument against an international criminal court from the United States in the early 1990s was that such a court would have jurisdiction over U.S. citizens and could be used for politically motivated prosecutions. These widely held beliefs created substantial obstacles for proponents arguing for the creation of an international criminal court.

In the mid 1990s, a confluence of factors created a context that contributed to the United States becoming more supportive of the creation of an international criminal court. These factors included the outbreak of the conflict in Yugoslavia and the growing realization that an institution that could hold individuals (rather than states) responsible could provide strategic advantages. In 1993, the Security Council created an International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia. Coupled with the already ongoing process of drafting a statute pursued by the ILC and the influence of NGOs who had played an important role in raising public awareness about the necessity of an international criminal court, these developments provided a window of opportunity for the United States to change its view on the desirability and feasibility of an international criminal court.

By 1993, the United States had decided to support the creation of an international criminal court. Having played a seminal role in establishing the kinds of institutions that would render justice at an international scale, the United States was also at the forefront in drafting the International Criminal Court. Representatives of the Clinton administration were actively involved in the negotiations establishing the ICC. However, as political scientist Marlies Glasius points out, the United States was at the same time “working very hard to create the kind of Court that the United States wanted.” The final
statute included several issues the United States would not agree to, which has subsequently resulted in strong U.S. opposition to the International Criminal Court. While several countries have expressed their objections against the treaty, the United States has done so more forcefully than others. Glasius notes that most countries that oppose the International Criminal Court, “have been satisfied merely not to ratify the treaty and to stay away from further negotiations,” whereas the United States is the “only state to date that has pursued an active policy of opposing the Court.” The fierce rejection of the ICC is evidenced by impassioned commentaries on this issue in U.S. public discourse about the ICC and by legislation enacted immediately following the United States’ unsigning of the Rome Statute.

The public opposition to the ICC was spearheaded by former Senator Jesse Helms, Republican of North Carolina and Chairman of the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations. His views were published in an editorial, aptly entitled “We must slay this monster,” in the London daily Financial Times shortly after the United States voted against the Rome Statute in July 1998. In the article, the “monster” Helms refers to is the International Criminal Court that he exhorts his audience to “slay” because it allegedly poses a “threat to US national interests.” Helms’ commentary, although typically not representative due to his tendency to polarize, in this case expresses views not entirely unusual in U.S. public discourse about the ICC. Helms argued that “rejecting the Rome treaty is not enough. The US must fight the treaty. [. . . ] even if the US never joins the court, the Rome treaty will have serious implications for US foreign policy…. “ Calling the Rome treaty an “irreparably flawed and dangerous document,” he concludes that the United States
cannot treat it with the ‘benign neglect’ Mr. Axworthy [the Canadian Foreign Minister] is hoping for. As a Dutch delegate put it at the conclusion: ‘I won’t say we gave birth to a monster, but the baby has some defects.’ He is wrong. The ICC is indeed a monster—and it is our responsibility to slay it before it grows to devour us.”

Foreshadowing his fierce opposition to come, Helms vows that “And so long as there is breath in me, the US will never - I repeat, never - allow its national security decisions to be judged by an International Criminal Court.” Helms would later be responsible for introducing the American Service-Members’ Protection Act that became law in August 2002. As we will see, Helms was not alone in thinking that abstention or even withdrawal from the treaty would not be sufficient to incapacitate it and that opponents must vigorously work against the court if they desire to dismantle it. In fact, Helms’ editorial echoed a statement made by Senator Rod Grams of Minnesota at the Senate Foreign Relations Committee hearings held on July 23, 1998, in the immediate aftermath of the adoption of the Rome Statute. In his opening statement, Grams said that “I hope that now the administration will actively oppose this court to make sure that it shares the same fate as the League of Nations and collapses without U.S. support for this court truly I believe is the monster and it is the monster that we need to slay.”

Beyond this kind of commentary that likens the ICC to devil terms (i.e. the monster), the U.S. administration provided arguments against the ICC that raised concerns over a number of specific issues regarding the Court’s authority and structural characteristics. The United States’ principal objections to the ICC include the court’s jurisdiction over states that have not ratified the treaty, the court’s interference with state
sovereignty, its alleged weak procedural safeguards, and its potential for allowing politically motivated prosecutions. One of the primary concerns advanced by the Bush administration against the ICC is the court’s jurisdiction over individuals from states that have not ratified the treaty. As such, the treaty is regarded as “[threatening] the sovereignty of the United States.” But the concern over the potential loss of U.S. sovereignty is often articulated more explicitly in terms of the ICC subjecting the United States to supranational law and institutions. An editorial in the Wall Street Journal, for instance, argued that the enforcement of human rights and global justice is “best achieved by U.S. leadership and military strength.” These objectives, however, would be threatened by globally operating juridical institutions that oversee the application of U.S. rule and military force. The editorial drew from a comment made by Harold Koh—former assistant secretary of state for democracy, human rights, and labor in the Clinton administration and Professor of Law at Yale University arguing in favor of the ICC—who had likened the creation of the International Criminal Court to “an international Marbury versus Madison moment.” Contrary to how Koh presumably employed this comparison, the editorial characterized the 1803 decision as giving “a fledgling U.S. Supreme Court authority over the other branches of government.” Just as the federal Supreme Court had received the power over state jurisdiction with the Marbury v. Madison case, the ICC as a “world court” would have “similar powers over America's democratic decisions and global leadership” by providing the grounds for international law superseding national law.

Concerns over the shifting locus of power occupy the heart of the controversy over the ICC and spill over into scholarly circles as well. David Davenport, Research
Fellow at the conservative Hoover Institution, raises fears about the potentially waning status of U.S. leadership in the international community. Tracing the increasing influence of non-governmental institutions in global politics, for instance in the creation of the ICC, Davenport decries the emergence of such actors and their tactics as manifesting a “new diplomacy.” The globalist agenda of this “new diplomacy,” he essentially argues, undermines nation-state interests and sovereignty. Accordingly, the “most powerful tool of the new diplomacy,” and thus the most alarming, is that it “is replacing the leadership of the U.S. and other world powers with that of nongovernmental organizations and smaller states.”

Davenport’s article reveals a deep mistrust of the influence of both international institutions and NGOs that have become increasingly important players in global politics.

Such commentary reinforces how the influence of international institutions like the ICC and globally operating NGOs figures prominently as a threat to U.S. leadership and to the concept of a sovereignty in the U.S. debates over the ICC. At the root of these arguments is the fear over a loss of the Westphalian model of the nation-state. According to this model, nation-states had complete sovereignty over their own territory. The desire to preserve the Westphalian model of the nation-state and with it the uncompromising pursuit of national interests take priority over benefits of the ICC for the larger global community, such as the ability to guarantee the enforcement of human rights norms at a global scale. Anxieties over declining nation-state sovereignty brought about by the ICC are articulated boldly by John Bolton, former U.S. ambassador to the UN and former Assistant Secretary of State for International Organization Affairs in the first Bush administration. In a passionate article published in the Washington Post in January 2001,
Bolton, identified by the British newspaper *Guardian* as the “intellectual leader of opposition to the ICC,” urged the future administration to “unsign” the treaty as the “Rome Statute may risk great harm to our national interests.” Bolton maintained that the Rome Statute of the ICC “is, in fact, a stealth approach to eroding our constitutionalism and undermining the independence and flexibility that our military forces need to defend our interests around the world.”

In his article, Bolton cast the supporters of the ICC as ill informed and misled, guided by a hidden, conspiratorial plan designed to undermine the power of the United States or as a “thinly disguised effort to block passage” of an act stipulating the immunity of American peace forces. Echoing David Davenport’s suspicion of international organizations and institutions, Bolton denounced the ICC as “an object of international ridicule and politicized futility” whose supporters “have an unstated agenda, resting, at bottom, on the desire to assert the primacy of international institutions over nation-states.”

Bolton had put forth a similar argument during the Hearings before the United States House Committee on International Relations in July 2000 where he suggested that the *true* objective of the International Criminal Court is to create a system that would handcuff the United States. In 2000, Bolton argued that Support for the International Criminal Court concept is based largely on emotional appeals to an abstract ideal of an international judicial system, unsupported by any meaningful evidence, and running contrary to sound principles of international crisis resolution. Moreover, for some, faith in the ICC rests largely on an unstated agenda of creating ever-more comprehensive
international structures to bind nation states in general, and one state in particular. Bolton’s charge that the ICC “binds” nation-state must be understood as synonymous with the fear of no longer having impunity. Bolton makes no attempts at addressing why an international community might want to bind one nation-state in particular to international oversight. The act of “binding,” instead, serves to instill fear of the proscription of U.S. national sovereignty without attempting to reconcile the contrary notion that his (Bolton’s) opposition to the ICC implies a desire for the United States to be able to impose its sovereign will on other sovereign nation-states. Bolton combines this strategy of striking up fear about the ever-encroaching power of international organizations onto the sovereignty of nation-states with an attack against President Clinton as a way of ridiculing and dismissing all those who support the ICC. Bolton portrays the Clinton administration’s support of the ICC as “naïve” and characterizes Clinton’s “last-minute-decision” to sign the Rome Statute as “injurious” and “disingenuous.” Laboring to challenge Clinton’s ethos as a competent decision-maker, Bolton accuses the Clinton administration of never having “understood that the ICC’s problems are inherent in its concept.”

Bolton works to legitimize his argument by associating himself with the U.S. legacy of assuming a leadership role in the protection of human rights, claiming that “No one disputes that the barbarous actions under discussion are unacceptable to civilized peoples.” Asserting the fundamental commonality of ICC opponents’ and ICC supporters’ goals, Bolton proceeds by casting the two parties’ as differentiated by a difference in views about the appropriate means through which the enforcement of
human rights should be achieved, that is by creating a distinction between privileging “international power” over “international law”:

the real issue is how and when to deal with these acts, and this is not simply or even primarily a legal exercise. The ICC’s advocates make a fundamental error by trying to transform matters of international power into matters of law.

Misunderstanding the appropriate role of force, diplomacy and power in the world is not just bad analysis, but bad and potentially dangerous policy for the United States.68

His position suggests that international law would put unnecessary and undesirable restrictions on the ways in which power could be expressed internationally. Bolton’s conceptualization of proper internationalism suggests that power (represented by powerful nation-states) may authorize itself to “do justice” when the need arises. By contrast, Bolton sees the ICC being the opposite of a proper internationalism because it limits the selective application of force and enforces a consistent application of the rule of law when standing in judgment of and punish those responsible for genocide, war crimes, and other crimes against humanity.

As a logical conclusion, Bolton proposes that the United States withdraw from the treaty. Further undercutting Clinton’s position on the ICC and foreshadowing President Bush’s actions that would follow in May 2002, Bolton urged the incoming administration to “unsign” the Rome Statute, asserting that “What one president may legitimately (if unwisely) do, another may legitimately (and prudently) undo. The incoming administration seems prepared to take similar actions in domestic policy, and it should not hesitate to do so internationally as well.”69 Bolton recognizes the pattern this course
of action could inaugurate. However, instead of distancing himself from this slippery slope, Bolton embraces the potential it enshrines as a defining feature of “American internationalism.” He claims “Not only would an unsigned decision make the U.S. position on the ICC clear beyond dispute, it would also open the possibility of subsequently unsigning numerous other unratified treaties. It would be a strong signal of a distinctly American internationalism.”

Ironically, the distinct “American” dimension of the internationalism that Bolton envisions is precisely the retreat from and repudiation of notions and practices of “internationalism” (here understood as a kind of cosmopolitanism). Hence, the American brand of internationalism previewed in Bolton’s remarks would amount to a unilateralism rather than an embracement of internationalism. Not only does it ignore the fact that the kinds of crimes the ICC has been designed to adjudicate cannot be dealt with by one country alone, it also reveals a lack of concern for a more democratic world order.

In addition to these reservations about the institution of the ICC as a source of a potential loss of sovereignty, the United States objects to several specific stipulations in the Rome Statute. Several of these objections refer to what the United States considers weak procedural safeguards in the overall design of the court, some of which were amended during the drafting process of the Rome Statute. Despite concessions to U.S. interests during this process, however, the alleged unchecked power of the prosecutor in initiating prosecutions remains major grounds for U.S. opposition to the court. ICC opponents consider the way in which prosecutions can be initiated as posing the risk that the United States would become the target of politically motivated accusations, which makes the office of the prosecutor one of the most cited contentious issues and a target of
ridicule. Echoing a language similar to Helms’ and Bolton’s commentaries, Lester Munson, former spokesman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, spoke of the office of the prosecutor as containing “enormous potential for abuse,” warning that “it doesn’t look so bad on paper, but then Dr. Frankenstein never intended for his monster to run amok.” In an attempt to eliminate this alleged flaw or “Frankenstein factor” in the structure of the court, the United States proposed to have the UN Security Council grant the exclusive authority to initiate prosecutions. Had this proposition been accepted, the most democratic element of the ICC would have been effectively eliminated.76

Another main objection brought forth by the Unites States is the inclusion of the category “crimes of aggression” in the treaty. The United States objects to any regulation that does not grant the exclusive right to the Security Council to determine what constitutes an act of aggression.77 However, since an acceptable definition of the term “crime of aggression” has not yet been reached, the ICC cannot exercise jurisdiction over the crime of aggression until state parties will agree on a definition of the crime and will stipulate conditions under which the crime may be prosecuted. This will happen at the earliest during the ICC review conference to be held in 2010.

We have seen so far that implicit in most of these claims advanced by the United States is the anxiety about the loss of power and sovereignty of the United States. Moreover, the fear is that the ICC could render “false” justice due to politicized prosecutions and investigations of U.S. personnel. The final set of objections raised in the public discourse about the ICC comprises a presumed lack of due process protections. While some of the objections address the typical problems and “usual inadequacies of UN majority rule,”78 such as how to ensure that the best lawyers are chosen, how the
court will be financed, or how to recruit the court’s investigating force, supporters of the ICC consider these objections as unwarranted and exaggerated, if not displaying a willful ignorance that veils more deep-seated concerns regarding the leadership role of the United States. Broomhall notes:

The United States’ legal argument is widely thought to be weak, but arises from deeper concerns emanating in different forms from the U.S. Congress and the Executive. . . . These concerns are relatively widespread among conservative commentators, but are not well supported among even sympathetic U.S. academics, who typically recognize that the Rome Statute offers significant safeguards (many based on U.S. proposals) and that constitutional concerns are misplaced. “79

The eventual unsigned thus must be interpreted as founded on partisan grounds, lacking substantial support, even from partisan scholars, and based upon a perceived lack of safeguards, many of which, ironically, were drafted by the United States. While the U.S. objections are presented as arguments against the structure of the court, its legality, and its potential threat to the Constitution of the United States, these objections may well be nothing more than an attempt to cover up anxiety over the loss of U.S. sovereignty in an age where one must be naïve or cynical to deny the status of international interdependency.
Unsigning the Rome Statute

The United States played an important role in promoting and developing antecedents to the ICC that sought to enforce human rights on a global level, such as the Nuremberg War Crimes Trials and the international tribunals for the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda. The Clinton administration upheld American involvement in such bodies by aiding in the drafting of the Rome Statute. Particularly in the area of defining crimes, the United States government was “one of the keenest advocates of the application of the advanced definitions of crimes against humanity and war crimes.” In fact, Weller notes, the United States was “one of the most effective and technically competent delegations in this process, both before the Rome conference, at Rome, and even afterwards, when the elements of crimes were being defined.” When the time came to approve the Statute in Rome the United States cast a negative vote on the grounds of particular stipulations in the treaty. Two and a half years later, despite several points of contention with the treaty, President Clinton unexpectedly signed the Rome Statute on December 31, 2000, joining 138 other countries that had signed the Rome Statute by then. The date of Clinton’s signature is significant for two reasons: First, Clinton signed the treaty in the waning days of his term of office, to be precise, eighteen days prior to his administration leaving the White House. Second, the date marked the end of the period during which the Rome Statute was open for signature, as the deadline to sign the document closed on December 31, 2000. In the weeks prior to Clinton’s decision to sign the Rome Statute, there had been vigorous debates about the approaching deadline. While Secretary of State Madeleine Albright and legal advocacy organizations, such as the American Bar
Association and the Lawyers Committee for Human Rights, had urged Clinton to sign the treaty, the Pentagon was strongly opposed.  

Still, one should not be too quick in praising Clinton’s move toward joining the ICC as it was not delivered without reservations. Although Clinton did provide his signature to the international treaty, an act that according to diplomatic conventions typically signals a state’s intention to ratify a treaty, he simultaneously qualified his signature by reiterating his administration’s objections to the treaty, declaring that the United States is not “abandoning our concerns about significant flaws in the treaty.”  

What is more, Clinton concluded his statement by urging his successor to hold off ratifying the treaty until the United States’ concerns about the court’s weaknesses would be addressed. He stated, “I will not, and do not recommend that my successor submit the treaty to the Senate for advice and consent until our fundamental concerns are satisfied.”  

Although an ambiguous diplomatic maneuver as a whole, Clinton’s last-minute decision is considered to express a desire for an “ongoing policy of ‘constructive engagement,’” in the negotiations of the ICC. Clinton’s rationale was that at the very least, the signature would allow the United States to “remain engaged in making the I.C.C. an instrument of impartial and effective justice in the years to come,” whereas the refusal to sign the Rome Statute would exclude the United States from engaging in the evolution of the court in the future.  

Despite Clinton’s cautious handling of the signature, Senator Jesse Helms quickly reinserted himself in the public debate, claiming that the main U.S. objections have not been resolved since the vote on the Rome Statute in July 1998. Foreshadowing his efforts to weaken the required consent of the Senate for
ratification of this international treaty, Helms pledged that “Nothing—I repeat, nothing—has changed since then to justify U.S. signature….This decision will not stand.”

In contrast to the prevailing message sent by the Clinton administration—that is one of a hesitant commitment to the institution of the ICC but one that foresees a probable future engagement with it—the Bush administration’s actions have been interpreted as representing a clearly antagonistic posture. This assessment is owing to its official repudiation of the ICC in May 2002 manifest in the act of unsigned the Rome Statute. Leading up to this act was a gradual move to pull out of the revision process of the Rome Statute. Whereas the Clinton administration had taken a lead role in the legal drafting process, the Bush administration’s initial stance “over the early course of 2001, was one of withdrawal from the ICC-related PrepCom process and of slow stocktaking, as the administration worked to develop a policy distinct from its predecessor.” As it became clear that the required number of ratifications would be met, which in turn would result in the entering into force of the ICC on July 1, 2002, the United States submitted a formal letter to United Nations Secretary General Kofi Annan on May 6, 2002, renouncing its signature. The letter, signed by Under Secretary of State, John Bolton, stated that the United States “does not intend to become a party to the treaty” and that consequently “the United States has no legal obligations arising from its signature on December 31, 2000.” Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld declared in a press statement released on May 6, 2002 that the action “effectively reverses the previous U.S. Government decision to become a signatory.” What the Clinton administration had signed, the Bush administration proceeded to unsigned. On the same day, May 6, 2002, Under Secretary of State for Political Affairs, Marc Grossman, delivered a speech at an
event hosted by the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) in which he explained why the United States would renounce its involvement in a treaty creating an international criminal tribunal.

Grossman’s announcement of the U.S.’s official repudiation of the Rome Statute did not come as a surprise despite its novelty in and implications for international law. Following Bolton’s call to rescind the ICC signature in 2001, several commentators had discussed the possibility of the United States to withdraw its signature from the Rome Statute several months before it was officially announced. At the end of March 2002, Pierre-Richard Prosper, the State Department’s ambassador at large for war crimes issues, had declared that the unsigning of the treaty was “one of several options being considered by Washington as an indication that it was not bound by the treaty.” With the decision to unsign the treaty, the Bush administration chose the most public and most rhetorically significant one of its available options. The rhetorical dimensions of this act are highlighted by the fact that, as Boston Globe reporter Elizabeth Neuffer points out, it is not unusual for countries to sign a treaty and then not to submit it for ratification by lawmakers or to take a long time to ratify it. This was the case, for instance, with the Genocide Convention the United States had signed in 1948 but did not actually ratify until 1988. It is unusual, however, for a country to remove its signature altogether. No President has ever revoked his predecessor’s signature to a treaty. William Aceves, Professor of International Law, notes that the act of “unsigning” an international treaty is “unique in the history of international law, and U.N. officials indicate that no such precedent exists.” Ambassador at large for war crimes during the Clinton administration David Scheffer has argued that retracting the signature “exceeded even the actions of the
The Reagan administration decided in 1987 to not seek ratification of an amendment to the Geneva Conventions known as Protocol 1 that the Carter administration had signed as the document would have given protections to soldiers of insurgent movements. Due to its exceptionality, the act of unsigning raised questions about the role of the United States in the international community and the negative legal precedent this symbolic and legal act of unsigning an international treaty would set for the future. The unsigning marks the culmination of the fierce debates over the ICC that themselves were in violation of the spirit, if not the letter, of Article 18 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties. This 1969 treaty stipulating the obligations of nations to obey other international treaties requires signatory nations to “refrain from acts which would defeat the object and purpose of a treaty… until it shall have made its intention clear not to become a party to the treaty….” This would mean that Clinton’s signature legally bound the United States to assuming, at minimum, a more detached and neutral stance towards the Court.

Marc Grossman: “American Foreign Policy and the International Criminal Court”

Accompanying the official announcement of the unsigning of the Rome Statute, Grossman’s speech serves to outline U.S. foreign policy commitments with regards to the ICC. Drawing loosely on the rhetorical conventions of the manifestic genre, I contend that the act of unsigning functions as a constitutive moment for the production of a political subjectivity that eschews global responsibility to protect U.S. sovereignty. Grossman’s speech accomplishes this by gradually narrowing the way of being offered
by his speech while purportedly speaking from and for an inclusive, unified “American” voice. The act of unsigning the Rome Statute manifest in this speech, I argue, performatively challenges the collective memory of the United States’ commitment to human rights. In her book, *Manifestoes: Provocations of the Modern*, Janet Lyon identifies several distinct argumentative strategies typically found in manifestoes. First, the manifesto displays an oversimplified, highly selective history that outlines the development of oppression until the present. This selective history “functions more like myth than like empirical historiography” and is usually given in a passionate tone.  

Second, the manifesto typically employs the form of an enumeration of grievances or demands to create the impression of one group being oppressed by another. The characteristic paratactical structure of numbered lists serves as a means to create a heightened sense of urgency of these grievances. The third recurring feature Lyon identifies may be the “only uniform convention among manifestoes” and refers to its particular “hortatory rhetorical style.” This rhetorical device of calling for a course of action is coupled with the manifestic genre’s concern with the act of “truth-telling.” The fourth commonality found among most manifestoes is then an “epigrammatic, declarative rhetoric which directly challenges the named oppressor … while uniting its audience in an exhortation to action.” The general function of the manifesto has thus been to offer “revised historical perspectives” and “new hierarchies of power” by creating a rupture in the dominant political order.

Divided into six sections, the organization of the speech “American Foreign Policy and the International Criminal Court” comprises several formal elements characteristic of the manifestic genre. The introductory section establishes an image of
“America” that evokes common American ideographs, or foundational values, such as justice, democracy, and freedom. The next two sections, entitled “Historical Perspective” and “A Flawed Outcome” sketch U.S. involvement in the development of the Rome Statute and list U.S. objections to the current status of the Statute in the form of a selective historical narrative. The fourth and fifth sections, entitled “Our Efforts” and “Our Philosophy,” reinforce U.S. principles and the requirements the ICC would have to meet in order for the United States to accept the Statute. The final section, “We Will Continue To Lead,” outlines the future role of the United States in the international community, stressing a continuing commitment to bringing those who violate international humanitarian law to justice, despite the unsigning of the Rome Statute.

Grossman begins the speech by thanking the CSIS for “hosting this discussion of American foreign policy and the International Criminal Court.” Grossman’s word choice suggests that he is about to enter a dialogue about the arguments about U.S. foreign policy and its relation to the ICC. However, given the context of this speaking event—the U.S. having unsigned an international treaty, hence isolating itself from the international community—the term “discussion” is misleading and conceals the fact that this will not be a dialogue but rather a unidirectional form of communication. What follows in Grossman’s announcement is not a discussion in the sense of laying out different arguments to be engaged by a multitude of speakers, but a one-sided account of U.S. grievances with regard to the ICC. As we will see, Grossman’s purported discussion is not only limited by its unidirectionality but also by the gradual narrowing of agents in the speech.
From the outset, Grossman indicates a pragmatic approach toward the situation that is coupled with emotional appeals. Asking his audience to “Let [him] get right to the point. And then I’ll try to make my case in detail,” Grossman’s preview statement is followed by an abrupt proclamation of “American” beliefs and values:

Here is what America believes in: We believe in justice and the promotion of the rule of law. We believe those who commit the most serious crimes of concern to the international community should be punished. We believe that states, not international institutions are primarily responsible for ensuring justice in the international system. We believe that the best way to combat these serious offenses is to build domestic judicial systems, strengthen political will and promote human freedom.  

Grossman continues his declaration of fundamental beliefs constituent of U.S. political culture, including checks and balances and U.S. sovereignty, by adding how these ideals purportedly clash with the institution of the ICC. In this passage, the audience is offered a claim (states should remain the primary locus of power to adjudicate international issues) and a warrant (because “we” believe states do so more effectively). Audiences are not, however, offered grounds to support the claim or warrant. Instead, the audience is invited to develop an emotional attachment to the claim by becoming the “we”-identity that is conjured up in the opening lines of the speech. It is in this way that Grossman’s arguments are more properly understood as assertions.

Grossman’s proclamation of a set of beliefs and values—emphasized by the anaphoric use of “we believe”—is particularly noteworthy because Grossman favors the connotative term “America” over the more objective and neutral label “United States.”
Declaring “America’s” beliefs” rather than U.S. beliefs, Grossman draws on “America” as an ideograph, invoking concepts and foundational values, such as “freedom” and “democracy,” and “equality” more readily associated with the term “America” than with the signifier “United States.” Following Michael Calvin McGee, an ideograph is an ordinary language-term, words or phrases primarily used in political discourse. They function as abstractions or what he calls “one-term sums” of an ideological “collective commitment to a particular but equivocal and ill-defined normative goal.” The ideograph <America> is used here to invoke a series of unquestioned ideals as if they were relevant to the case of the ICC. Moreover, the nation is personified. Its beliefs are cast as morally virtuous, highlighting the depiction of America as a guarantor of those principles.

The use of the ideograph <America> instructs audiences how to read the act of unsigning. Given the exigency of the speech situation—the unsigning of the Rome Statute with far-reaching consequences in U.S. diplomatic relations—Grossman’s preference of the label “America” over the label “United States” suggests a degree of ignorance of and lack of concern for the fact that “America” comprises not only the United States but also includes Central America and an American continent on the Southern hemisphere. As an official document detailing the U.S. position on the withdrawal of the U.S. signature from an international treaty, the speech not only addresses a U.S. audience but also, if not primarily, an international audience, and specifically an international audience consisting of experts, such as policymakers, diplomats, and other officials working in the administration. Considering the high-profile positions of the audience members, the use of the label “America” rather than “United
States” constitutes a break with the proper naming conventions at this bureaucratic and administrative level. Although it is not uncommon in the United States to use the label “America” synonymously with the “United States of America,” the international audience addressed by this speech, including heads of states and ambassadors representing their respective countries, would be highly attuned to the nomenclature and its connotations. The lack of regard for the proper naming practices in the company of representatives of the international community parallels the lack of concern for the rules of conduct as a member of the international community expressed in the act of nullifying the signature to an international treaty. Translated into the realm of foreign relations, the ethnocentric attitude latent in the opening paragraphs of the speech replicates the act of unsigning as an exceptionalist approach in foreign policy.

Grossman’s use of the label “America” rather than “United States” serves another important function. Employing <America> as an ideograph that evokes associations with the rule of justice, the rule of law, and national sovereignty, Grossman simultaneously invokes the universal voice of the American people. The personification of “America” subsumes a myriad of voices into one unified position, suggesting that essentially all Americans share these beliefs. The use of the manifestic pronoun “we” in the series of “we believe” statements serves to anchor them as the beliefs of the American people as a whole rather than the administration that decided to unsign the treaty and whose rationale for unsigning Grossman was charged with outlining in this speech. The repetition of “we believe” proclamations subsumed under one unified “American” voice then serves to redirect attention from the more debatable arguments cast as “beliefs” (such as the focus on domestic institutions) as they are conflated with an ideographic and thus uncontested
and unchallenged understanding of “American” beliefs. As a whole, Grossman’s rhetorical choices in the opening of the speech suggest that the address was not delivered primarily for an international audience, but rather functions as a rhetorical performance for a U.S. audience.

I have suggested so far that Grossman speaks from the position of a general audience of Americans to a general audience of Americans. As the speech proceeds, however, the text gradually invites the audience into a way of being or subject position that is consistent with and affirms the Bush administration’s approach towards foreign policy. The main purpose of the speech is to communicate the United States’ conviction that it is the responsibility of “states” or, by implication, domestic institutions rather than “international institutions,” to “[ensure] justice in the international system.” To accomplish this task, the United States initially positions itself not as countering or working against those principles that should be laid down in the Rome Statute but rather as affirming or upholding them. Hence Grossman’s affirmative proclamation of principles, “Here is what America believes in.” Following this proclamation of what America does believe in, however, the argument quickly shifts to distance “American” principles from those upheld by the ICC by bluntly announcing: “We have concluded that the International Criminal Court does not advance these principles.” The inherent logic of the speech suggests that the United States must renounce the ICC because the Court fails to advance “American” principles.

This context of the ICC allegedly not meeting the high standards of principles that “America” upholds will serve as the backdrop for the specific charges against the ICC laid out in the course of the speech. Having established a case pitting the United States—
as champions of international justice—against the ICC as a “false” attempt at international justice, Grossman provides a second and structurally similar list of beliefs to the one outlined in his opening remarks:

*We* believe the ICC undermines the role of the United Nations Security Council in maintaining international peace and security. *We* believe in checks and balances. The Rome Statute creates a prosecutorial system that is an unchecked power. *We* believe that in order to be bound by a treaty, a state must be party to that treaty. The ICC asserts jurisdiction over citizens of states that have not ratified the treaty. This threatens US sovereignty. *We* believe that the ICC is built on a flawed foundation. These flaws leave it open for exploitation and politically motivated prosecutions.109

The enumeration of beliefs in the opening section of the speech implied a “we” consisting of an abstract, yet unified “America” sharing and upholding a set of foundational values. By contrast, the referent of the pronoun “we” in this declaration of beliefs represents a different community. The “we” that is speaking and being addressed in this section advances specific criticisms of the ICC that derive from specialist knowledge about the alleged flaws of the institution. Since a general audience is unlikely to have the specialist knowledge to make such arguments, this section marks the narrowing of the “we” from the nation as a whole to a “we” comprised of policy-makers. Coupled with the statement “we have concluded,” which suggests a process of deliberation about this issue, this section suggests that the “we” persona used in this section refers to a speaking subject and audience addressed of experts rather than an all-American “we.” The implied audience has shifted from an all-inclusive “we” of the American people as a whole to one
consisting of policymakers familiar with the intricacies of the International Criminal Court and responsible for making decisions such as unsigned a treaty.

This shift in personae from an inclusive national “we” to a “we” consisting of policymakers reveals an attitude of technocratic rationality underpinning the speech. Originating in the Progressive Era, the rhetoric of technocratic realism, Philip Wander argues, reemerged during the Kennedy administration and was based on the assumption that matters in foreign policy had become too sophisticated or “complex” to be discussed and decided upon by ordinary citizens. Instead, foreign policy required level-headed, analytical, “dispassionate, informed and pragmatic expertise” of informed elites. The underlying endorsement of a technocratic notion of reason is rendered more explicit as the speech unfolds, specifically in the gradual transformation of personae invoked in the speech.

In the third paragraph, the speaking persona and implied audience no longer represent the American public writ large, nor do the speaking personae and implied audience of policymakers merely report research findings on the inadequacies of the ICC. Grossman is now speaking on behalf of President Bush: “President Bush has come to the conclusion that the United States can no longer be a party to this process.” One individual has replaced both the abstract and universal voice of an American “we” and the multiple voices of policymakers invoked earlier in the speech, collapsing agency into one locus of power. The will of the people has been rendered irrelevant. While maintaining that the signature withdrawal was a communal decision—evidenced by the claim that it was “our intention not to become a party to the Rome Statute” (my emphasis)—the agent in this drama has morphed from the American people into President Bush as the sole arbiter of
such a decision. We have now seen three shifts in the construction of the speech’s second persona. Edwin Black developed the concept of the “second persona” as a way of opening texts up to critical judgment based upon implied audiences in the text.\textsuperscript{111} As the second persona undergoes several transformations over the course of the speech, so too, does the rhetorical agency and way of being produced by the speech. Beginning the speech with an implied audience that circumscribes the entirety of the American people, and ending with President Bush’s rejection of the ICC, Grossman gradually narrows the scope of rhetorical agency, ending on the will and authority of the President to reign over matters foreign and domestic.\textsuperscript{112}

This narrowing of rhetorical agency betrays an important quality latent in the doctrine of a new “American Internationalism” invoked by Bolton, namely that the fear of weakening national sovereignty has more to do with ennobling the U.S. President than preserving the grounds for democratic deliberation. That is, while the speech invites U.S. audiences to see the unsigning as protecting their (“Americans”) rightful lead in all affairs domestic and international, the decision was made by and for the presidential administration. Conversely, the people in whose voice the speech purports to speak initially are gradually written out of the decision-making process. At the same time, the people/Americans are invited to think of the unsigning as if they were part of this discourse and decision-making process. Thomas W. Benson argues that rhetoric as a way of being is “ideally a collaboration between speaker and listener to find a mutually satisfactory notion of themselves as interacting agents.”\textsuperscript{113} In this speech, this is achieved in the opening remarks where Grossman appeals to values shared by all Americans. Addressed as a community of Americans that shares foundational “American” principles
embraced by an all-inclusive American “we,” the speech offers a way of being the audience is readily willing to accept. As the speech unfolds, however, the argumentative structure is based on the presumption that the initial endorsement of those values that provide the grounds for the rejection of the ICC is still valid. The argumentative arch relies on the audience’s initial tacit endorsement of “American” principles, even though, over the course of the speech, the principles that are cited as being violated by the ICC are of a different character than those referred to as “American” principles in the opening of the speech. Cast in a language of well-reasoned arguments, the positions justifying the unisigning of the Rome Statute reveal positions predominantly emanating from the conservative side of the political spectrum. The narrowing of rhetorical agency, then, works through two competing movements in this speech. On one hand, it effaces the narrowing of rhetorical agency by inviting the audience to think of itself as an agent. On the other hand, it subtly, but gradually limits the number of those who can legitimately claim agency. What seems particularly insidious about this rhetoric is that the audience is invited to feel empowered while the speech disguises is own efforts to preserve the power of the few over both Americans and the international community under the banner of preserving national sovereignty.

The subtle narrowing of rhetorical agency is further accomplished through the use of technocratic notions of reason. Coupled with the narrowing of rhetorical agency via the gradual reduction of personae and their agency in the speech, the rhetoric of technocratic reason assists in further justifying and solidifying the act of unisigning rather than opening it up for debate. As Grossman moves into detailing the motivating factors for the United States’ repudiation of the Rome Statute, he primarily appeals to reason by
employing “factual” arguments about the defective institution of the ICC. These arguments are not presented in a fashion that would invite the “discussion” Grossman envisioned in the beginning of the speech but rather are asserted as if they were uncontested. For instance, Grossman states, “the current structure of the International Criminal Court undermines the democratic rights of our people and could erode the fundamental elements of the United Nations Charter, specifically the right to self defense.” Grossman appeals to a vague and unspecified concept of American citizens’ “democratic rights” and associates these with the necessity to use military force.

Grossman continues by outlining the reasons why the United States repudiates the ICC:

With the ICC prosecutor and judges presuming to sit in judgment of the security decisions of States without their assent, the ICC could have a chilling effect on the willingness of States to project power in defense of their moral and security interests. This power must sometimes be projected. The principled projection of force by the world's democracies is critical to protecting human rights—to stopping genocide or changing regimes like the Taliban, which abuse their people and promote terror against the world.114

Again, Grossman presents these arguments as if they were empirical facts. Using the passive construction that “power must sometimes be projected,” he deemphasizes that the use of military force is a political decision made by human agents. Moreover, Grossman strategically avoids mentioning that what the United States is concerned about is not that an amorphous group of “States” might be unwilling to “project” its force but that it is the United States that might no longer take the lead role in so-called “principled projections of force.” The mode of argumentation presented by Grossman is strikingly similar to
Bolton’s rhetoric against the ICC. Bolton’s main argument against the United States joining the Rome Statute is that the “ICC’s failing stems from its purported authority to operate outside (and on a plane superior to) the U.S. Constitution.” In fact, he characterizes the ICC as a “stealth approach to erode our constitutionalism.” Discussing the elements of executive power, Bolton reveals what appears to be at the core of U.S. objections to the ICC: “Never before has the United States been asked to place any of that power outside the complete control of our national government.” Bolton’s and Grossman’s statements reveal an implicit understanding of the “U.S. Constitution” and “American democracy” as the highest goods conceivable, the supreme achievements of their kind.

Drawing on the implicit assumption that U.S. democratic institutions are unparalleled, Grossman continues by depicting President Bush’s decision to unsign the treaty as the only logical conclusion to the United States’ failed efforts to shape the institution according to U.S. standards and expectations. Grossman crafts the Bush administration’s decision to withdraw its signature as the only reasonable response to agonizing struggles over questions of how to respond to the creation of the institution, assuring his audience that “the President did not take his decision lightly.” The Bush administration is depicted as having proceeded methodologically and prudently in its decision. Grossman asserts that the United States studied and analyzed the ICC systematically, and, when this comprehensive analysis showed shortcomings in the institution of the ICC, the U.S. did everything in its power to amend those flaws and participate in the revision process of the Rome Statute. Grossman’s assertions present the United States as having carefully considered the implications of the Rome Statute and
thoroughly weighing arguments for and against the decision to unsign. Adding to this depiction is Grossman’s emphasis on the righteousness of President Bush’s decision by contrasting the United States’ prudent and far-sighted approach toward drafting the ICC with the hasty and careless approach of the international community: “But in the rush to create a powerful and independent court in Rome, there was a refusal to constrain the Court's powers in any meaningful way.”119 Having crafted this image of the United States, the motif of the rational, level-headed, and cooperative global player finds its logical and sensible solution in the U.S. renunciation of the Rome Statute. Grossman states, “But after years of working to fix this flawed statute, and having our constructive proposals rebuffed, it is our only alternative.”120 As noted earlier, the United States has built a reputation for distancing itself from international legislature that it signed. As with the UN Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, the U.S. could have retained its signatory status while holding off the process of ratification indefinitely. That such an alternative to unsigning is well documented suggests that the sense of inevitability for the unprecedented act of unsigning projected by Grossman was a strategic move. That is, it was a rhetorical ploy implemented to heighten a sense of necessity to retroactively justify the action performed by the Bush administration.

Grossman casts the U.S. withdrawal from the treaty as a quasi-natural yet well-reasoned response to the fact that not all of the U.S.’s objections were removed. In connection with the invocation of U.S. founding principles, the act to unsign is legitimate and needs no further justification. Grossman announces in an overtly patronizing manner that “In the end, despite the best efforts of the U.S. delegation, the final treaty had so many defects that the United States simply could not vote for it.”121 But the conclusion to
withdraw the signature is not just a reasonable reaction. Rather, the logic underlying Grossman’s argument is that when the United States’ “serious” engagement in the revision process turned out not to be fruitful, the U.S. saw it as its *moral duty* to renounce the Rome Statute. The United States is presented as a righteous and benevolent player merely seeking to act in accordance with its own long-established, sensible principles, such as the concept of checks and balances that ostensibly stand in opposition to the principles of the ICC:

First, we believe the ICC is an institution of unchecked power. In the United States, our system of government is founded on the principle that, in the words of John Adams, “power must never be trusted without a check.” Unchecked power, our founders understood, is open to abuse, even with the good intentions of those who establish it. But in the rush to create a powerful and independent court in Rome, there was a refusal to constrain the Court’s powers in any meaningful way.  

Although too simplistic and general, these and similar arguments about the flaws of the ICC are asserted as transparent “facts” that need no further explanation. The performance of transparency is enhanced by a presentation of the arguments in a manner that transform the five objections against the ICC into a violation of foundational principles of the United States. Conversely, U.S. democratic principles are cast as subject to the unpredictable forces of the ICC (as a system of global governance) that must be tamed and countered.

The presentation of self-evident “facts” is designed to quell the need for further examination, above all because the United States’ conclusion to “unsign” the Rome
Statute is to be thought of as the outcome of having the merits and shortcomings of the ICC already subjected to careful scrutiny. The primary implied audience or second persona in the speech, policy makers, is no longer invited to pursue intellectual inquiry or to have a “discussion” with the American public. Rather, it is asked to merely reproduce a presidential dictate. As such, I argue, the rhetoric employed in this speech is one that constructs the second persona as a disciplined subject. The site for mutual satisfaction of speaker and audience is the construction of a “disciplined” subject position that upholds prefabricated political views. Moreover, the effacement of arguments and their ideological underpinnings under the guise of self-evident “facts” creates the illusion of this being a “rhetoric-free” text. The rhetoric at work here is then a rhetoric of containment that fosters a desire for security and control rather than deliberation.

While the speech as a whole is premised on and works to reproduce a binary between those countries that are party to the statute and the United States, the last two sections of the speech, entitled “Our Philosophy” and “We Will Continue to Lead,” attempt to create identification with advocates of the ICC. The speech lists twelve points of what “we will” do in the future. Consisting of an amorphous enumeration of broad U.S. objectives, including to “support creative ad-hoc mechanisms” like those in Sierra Leone, to “work with countries to avoid any disruptions caused by the Treaty,” to “continue to discipline our own when appropriate,” to continue the United States’ “longstanding role as an advocate for the principle that there must be accountability for war crimes,” to “seek to mobilize the private sector to see how and where they can contribute,” the referent of the pronoun “we” expands once again from signifying a previously select group of ICC experts to policymakers in general. The seemingly
optimistic, future-oriented content of these objectives is reflected in the section’s hortatory style reminiscent of the introductory remarks of the speech. Grossman calls for “working together,” despite advocates’ contradictory views on the ICC. Characterizing the disagreements between the supporters and the opponents of the ICC as “differences” in their “approach and philosophy,” Grossman attempts to establish commonalities by calling for a joint objective: “While we oppose the ICC we share a common goal with its supporters—the promotion of the rule of law.”

The “rule of law” and the promotion of “justice” serve as two important factors around which the Bush administration’s approach to the ICC would be built. Grossman declares: “So despite this difference, we must work together to promote real justice after July 1.” Here, in typically manifestic tradition, the text announces a break with history. The fulcrum of history and future is demarcated by the date the ICC comes into effect. What is at stake is nothing short of the concept of justice itself. More specifically, July 1, 2002, the date the ICC will enter into force, marks the ending date of a period during which “real justice” and the “rule of law” prevailed. The date is cast as inaugurating a period in which “real justice” will be severely compromised by a competing notion of justice—that is justice promoted and adjudicated by the ICC. Lincoln P. Bloomfield Jr., Assistant Secretary for Political-Military Affairs echoed this view in a speech to the United Nations in September 2003 in which he declared that “across the political aisle in Washington, there was and is a consensus view that the Rome Statute is incompatible with U.S. standards of justice.” By implication, “real justice” would have reigned had the Rome Statute been modified according to the United States’ demands. Assuming control over the definition of the term “justice,” the United States is constructed once
again as the sole legitimate arbiter of justice, whose wise admonitions and foresight were neglected by supporters of the ICC.

Rather than presenting the role of the ICC in terms of its function—namely to adjudicate the most serious international crimes under circumstances where nation-states are unable or unwilling to do so—Grossman casts the ICC as a counter-productive instrument that would encourage nation-states to shirk on their responsibilities for mending their violent pasts and undermine the principle of the law. He argues that, “In order for the rule of law to have true meaning, societies must accept their responsibilities and be able to direct their future and come to terms with their past.”

126 The ICC, as an “unchecked international body,” must be hindered from intruding into this “delicate process” of forming a national collective memory of a nation-state’s past. At this point, Grossman turns U.S. concerns over a loss of U.S. sovereignty into a matter of nation-state responsibility, that is a sense of duty for nation-states to deal with their own, domestic, issues: “International practice should promote domestic accountability and encourage sovereign states to seek reconciliation where feasible.”

127 Casting U.S. particularistic (national) interests in a language of quasi-universal concern for the sovereignty of other countries, Grossman announces that “a world of self-governing democracies is our best hope for a world without inhumanity.”

128 Grossman’s statement suggests that justice can ultimately be rendered only at a national or sub-national level and that the United States will therefore require non-intervention concerning domestic issues. The conclusion thus casts the United States’ act of unsigning as the path from the false justice of internationalism to the true justice of so-called “American internationalism.”
Concluding Remarks: Implications of the “Unsigning”

The purposeful opposition to the operations of the International Criminal Court did not end with the U.S. unsigning the Rome Statute. Rather, the United States engaged in what Marc Weller calls an “aggressive diplomatic campaign to undermine the core concepts that underpin the ICC.” Carried out at both the administrative as well as the congressional level, the campaign aimed at undermining the ICC “ranged from the deployment of national legislation against the Court, to the obstruction of crucial decisions of the UN Security Council and to pressure directed against individual states to contract out of the ICC regime they had just joined.”

Specifically, U.S. efforts to weaken the International Criminal Court have included various measures to protect U.S. nationals from the reach of the Court, including the enactment of legislation such as the Nethercutt Amendment, which includes provisions to cut off Economic Support Funds to nations who are party to the ICC and who have not entered into Bilateral Immunity Agreements (BIAs) that protect U.S. nationals from the jurisdiction of the ICC. Efforts to weaken the ICC were driven into the realm of the absurd when the US Congress passed the American Service-Members’ Protection Act (ASPA) in August 2002. This law, passed in the Senate by a margin of 78 to 21 votes, serves to protect the members of U.S. Armed Forces “against criminal prosecutions carried out by the International Criminal Court” to which the United States is not party and prohibits federal, state and local governments and agencies (including courts and law enforcement agencies) from cooperation with the ICC, including the transfer of classified national security information. Section 2008 of the ASPA
authorizes the President “to use all means necessary and appropriate to bring about the release” of any U.S. national or allied personnel “who is being detained or imprisoned by, on behalf of, or at the request of the International Criminal Court.” Highlighting that the United States is authorized to use military force to release nationals that are detained by the ICC in The Hague, opponents have aptly nicknamed this provision “The Hague Invasion Clause” or “The Hague Invasion Act.”

Another incident that sparked a considerable debate about the United States’ claimed special status was the U.S. threat to veto all future peacekeeping operations unless the UN Security Council provided immunity from prosecution through the ICC for its peacekeeping forces. The UN Security Council granted the United States immunity for a period of 12 months in 2002 and extended the immunity period for an additional year in 2003. In addition to these ICC-related decisions, the Bush administration rejected the Kyoto Protocol and the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty within the first eight months after taking office. Although not directly linked to the debates surrounding the ICC, the sum of these decisions in association with ICC-related legislation is considered to be evidence for the “Bush administration’s inclination to steer away from multinational obligations.”

The so far unprecedented maneuver of “unsigning” an international treaty has been interpreted as indicating an increasingly unilateralist approach in U.S. foreign policy. Several commentators noted the potentially negative effects of the unsigning for international treaties, contending that it could result in a larger trend of countries pulling out of international treaties. Critics commenting on the potential effects for the United States suggested that this “rash action” could result in undermining U.S. “leadership and
credibility." One month before the official statement was delivered by Grossman, David Scheffer, who acted as ambassador at large for war crimes and who signed the treaty for the Clinton administration, had noted in the *New York Times* that “a Bush ‘unsigning’ would be a decisive repudiation that would not only devastate America’s credibility as the champion of international justice but reveal an American denial of reality.” Others argued that the unsigning of the treaty would have doubly detrimental consequences as the United States would be even more subject to the will of the signatories to the Rome Statute because the U.S. would have less influence on the development of the ICC. Others viewed the U.S. withdrawal as an “empty gesture that will further estrange Washington from its allies.” The *San Francisco Chronicle* anticipated the impending decision about the unsigning of the treaty to be an indicator of a recent trend toward unilateralism: “But the symbolism of the U.S. decision will be clear—the administration can either support the movement for global justice and human rights, or it can further its reputation as an arrogant Lone Ranger.”

Perhaps more importantly than the legal consequences and ramifications for the United States’ reputation among world leaders, the act of “unsigning” is imbued with symbolic implications. Given the context of the United States’ human rights legacy, the act of unsigned rhetoric functioned as a rejection of principles of global responsibility, democracy, justice, and universal human rights. Recognizing the impact of the criticism of the U.S. position on the ICC, Lincoln Bloomfield, Assistant Secretary for Political-Military Affairs, conceded in a speech to Parliamentarians for Global Action at the United Nations in September 2003 U.S. shortcomings in addressing its concerns regarding the ICC. Bloomfield argues that the Bush administration “lowered its public
level of rhetoric” when it took up negotiations seeking bilateral immunity agreements in 2002 that would exclude U.S. citizens and military personnel from the jurisdiction of the ICC. Looking back on how the United States publicized these developments, he admits that the Bush administration probably could have made a more public display of its change in approach, because in fact this also represented a significant policy evolution as well. As we explained to foreign governments in our diplomatic discussions, but did not particularly advertise to the international press and foreign public opinion, the Administration decided to set aside the U.S. objections to the ICC and accept the reality of the Rome Statute and the Court. We informed governments the U.S. does not seek to undermine the ICC, and asked in return that our decision not to become a party be similarly respected.\footnote{142}

While the US rhetoric regarding the opposition to the ICC may have softened over time, the symbolic effect of the act of unsigning the treaty endures. Jacques Derrida argues in his discussion of the function of the Declaration of Independence that the “we” of the American people did not exist as an entity before its declaration and was constituted only through the act of the signature. In this sense, the “we” that comes into being “gives birth to itself, as free and independent subject, as possible signer, this can hold only in the act of the signature. The signature invents the signer.”\footnote{143} If the signature invents the signer, what type of signer is invented by an “unsigning?” According to rhetorical scholar Maurice Charland, constitutive rhetoric constitutes the subject from preexisting ideologies or narratives that audiences enter into and from which they understand the world. At the moment we enter language, we have always already entered
a subject position within the context of narratives, ideologies, or inherent logics.

“Constitutive rhetorics of new subject positions can be understood, therefore, as working upon previous discourses, upon previous constitutive rhetorics.”\textsuperscript{144} For Charland, then, “the process by which an audience member enters into a new subject position is therefore not one of persuasion. It is akin more to one of conversion that ultimately results in an act of recognition of the ‘rightness’ of a discourse and of one’s identity with its reconfigured subject position.”\textsuperscript{145} It is in this sense that to overcome the force of the unsigning one would need to reconstitute an “American” public.

The novelty of the subject position configured by the unsigning rests in the ramifications that it has on the modern international community. It is not, however, a wholly new phenomenon. Rather, it is marked by the American exceptionalist tradition, which is rooted in the Puritan vision of the United States as imbued with uniqueness. This vision has enjoyed a stronghold in the United States’ dominant understanding of itself as a “city upon a hill” that serves as the shining (moral) example for the rest of the world. In the realm of foreign policy, the belief in the superiority and invariability of U.S. institutions and the conviction that “US law was not to be trumped by any international law” function as reminders and manifestations of this exceptionalist tradition.\textsuperscript{146} The documented relationship between the United States and international law attests to the simple fact that the administration has alternatives at its disposal for ignoring or otherwise freeing itself from the responsibilities of the international treaties that it signs. In unsigning the treaty, the Bush administration did not break with the tradition of silently holding itself outside of the reach of international law. Rather, it opened up a new chapter of open disregard for the international community under the banner of a “new
American internationalism.” Likewise, Grossman’s speech, the official announcement of
the unsigning, made extensive use of the manifestic genre because the unsinging was not
an explanation of differing legal or juridical models. Rather, it was the performance of a
new political subjectivity, the “new American internationalism,” that U.S. residents were
to identify with.

The act of unsigning the Rome Statute, then served primarily a rhetorical
function. The “unsigning” of the Rome Statute has “undone” the U.S. as an agent in the
international community. The act of “unsigning” communicates publicly that the United
States distances itself from and, in fact has consigned itself outside of the international
community. If the signature invents the signer, the unsigning “uninvents” the original
signer committed to the enforcement of international human rights. Thus, the United
States, previously a signer committed to the codification of international human rights
law, has relinquished its status as a full member of the international community for,
practically, it is no longer in the position of having an impact on issues concerning the
ICC, and symbolically, it no longer considers itself commensurate with that identity. The
moment of “unsigning” hence rhetorically functions to break the United States’
commitment to international justice and as such operates as a constitutive moment of a
new kind of subject that creates and invites a new kind of memory of itself. Ed Casey
argues in Remembering: A Phenomenological Study that “we are what we remember
ourselves to be.”¹⁴⁷ The act of unsigning manifests the departure from and undoing of one
kind of political subjectivity. The unsigning invents a new “we”—a “we” that is the
conduit of unilateral U.S. foreign policy that precludes public deliberation, and instead
“domesticates” discourses of international justice. At the same time, the speech that
officially announced the “unsigning” of the Rome Statute constructed a discourse that effaced its own rhetorical constitution of subjects and with it the United States’ joint responsibility to enforce accountability for war crimes and crimes against humanity at a transnational level.

In the remaining chapters, we will trace rhetorical discourses that variously attempt to challenge and promote this political subjectivity of an “American internationalism.” We will see that, while the political subjectivity performed by Grossman poses a significant challenge, advocates for a more cosmopolitan subjectivity are learning to use the resources of public memory effectively to affect significant change in how U.S. citizens see their role as members of an international community.
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Chapter 3

Remaking the ICC for the U.S.: Citizens for Global Solutions’ Advocacy

The International Criminal Court marks the culmination of the post-World War II movement for the global enforcement of human rights. Though there are antecedents, the concern for establishing a permanent international criminal court became more seriously pursued with the series of events including the signing of the UN Charter in 1945, the Nuremberg War Trials in 1945 and 1946, and the adoption of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948. The experience of the Holocaust in particular made it increasingly apparent that promises of “never again” required vigilance and action. The international community’s attempts to establish an international criminal court failed in the early 1950s, and although efforts to develop an international criminal court stagnated during the Cold War, the concern with international human rights did not. The 1970s saw an increasing interest in international human rights with civil society organizations maturing in the West, partly in response to the threat of the Cold War. Their presence helped reinvigorate a movement towards an international criminal court, which became a more realistic possibility with the end of the Cold War.

During the early 1990s, the atrocities committed in the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda provided the impetus for a renewed effort to establish a permanent international judicial body that would punish the perpetrators of mass atrocities. These crimes again highlighted the need for a court with global reach that would be able to prosecute war crimes, genocide, and crimes against humanity. Philippe Kirsch, former Chair of the
Preparatory Commission for the International Criminal Court, explained that the main objective of the establishment of an international criminal court was to “replace a culture of impunity for the commission of very serious crimes, which has existed and still exists to a large extent, with a culture of accountability.” Out of these considerations, the International Law Commission (ILC) was charged with drafting a Statute for a future International Criminal Court. In 1994, the ILC submitted its final draft to the UN, which subsequently led to the establishment of UN committees to review and revise the draft Statute. After a four-year process of drafting and negotiating a Statute, the legal document for the establishment of an International Criminal Court was finalized at the UN Conference of Plenipotentiaries on the Establishment of an International Criminal Court in, Rome, Italy in July 1998; hence the treaty is referred to as the Rome Statute. The Court became operational on July 1, 2002, after sixty states had ratified the treaty.

In the previous chapter, I traced the path from the United States’ tumultuous encounter with the ICC to the Bush administration’s unprecedented unsigned of an international treaty. I have argued that this act represented the U.S.’s abdication of a commitment to its human rights legacy and as such an erasure of a kind of transnational memory with consequences for the future formation of transnational memory discourses. In the next two chapters, I continue my discussion of transnational memory through an examination of the rhetorical discourses of global civil society organizations in the adoption and ratification process of the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court. Since the drafting of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, global civil society, specifically non-governmental organizations, has played a significant role in shaping the agendas and discourses of contemporary humanitarian politics.
governmental organizations were instrumental in the creation of the International Criminal Court. Scholars who have studied the role of civil society actors in the creation of the ICC have even gone so far as to argue that the “input of global civil society in the process which led to the adoption of this Statute has been almost unprecedented in international treaty negotiations….” The involvement of global civil society actors (or, more precisely, NGOs) illustrates that NGOs are on the frontlines in engaging in the kind of advocacy that can contribute to the formation of transnational memory and community. Inquiring into the rhetorical work of these organizations, then, is instrumental to understanding how memory discourses operate and their potential impact at a transnational scale.

In this chapter, I examine the rhetorical discourse of non-governmental organizations’ efforts to create a “global public sphere” in support of the International Criminal Court, focusing on the implicit understanding of transnational memory and community operating in the rhetorical discourses of NGOs working to promote ratification of the International Criminal Court. In these discourses, we see how advocates work to shape international politics within the constraints of national audiences. Through this analysis, we will gain a better understanding of how non-state actors work to shape international policy, and how such advocacy and its object, namely international policy, invites us to remember ourselves as citizens and actors in a trans/national context.

The chapter begins with an overview of the emergence of NGO involvement and their modes of mobilization in an effort to create an ICC in the 1990s. I focus on the Coalition for the International Criminal Court (CICC), a network consisting then of 800,
now of over 2,500 NGOs advocating for the establishment of a fair and independent International Criminal Court. Founded in the context of the UN Ad Hoc Committee meetings for the International Criminal Court in 1995, the Coalition’s goals are to raise awareness and disseminate information about the Court, promote ratification of the Rome Statute, and support the work of the ICC. This alliance of a diverse set of organizations has been labeled a “model of collaboration among civil-society actors and between civil society, governments and international organizations.” The following section of the chapter hones in on advocacy materials produced by one NGO member of the Coalition for the International Criminal Court, “Citizens for Global Solutions,” whose goal is to promote ratification of the International Criminal Court after the Rome Statute was adopted. My analysis of the group’s rhetoric details how the NGO packages a cosmopolitan (or transnational) notion of citizenship—manifest in U.S. support of the ICC—in language that Americans can readily identify with as Americans and accept.

**NGO Involvement in the ICC Negotiations**

After failed attempts to establish an International Criminal Court in the 1950s, the political climate of the early 1990s provided the context for NGOs to reinsert themselves into the reemerging ICC negotiations and to launch a campaign that would culminate in the participation of a broad spectrum of NGOs at the Rome Conference in 1998.

Several NGOs and legal experts had followed the UN deliberations about an international criminal court in the early 1990s and the negotiations about the ad hoc
tribunals in the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda in 1993 and 1994. At the same time, William Pace of the World Federalist Movement had been establishing contacts with NGOs interested in ICC advocacy. In March of 1994, the World Federalist Movement arranged a conference call with a set of NGOs to discuss NGO strategies for the meeting of the UN General Assembly’s Sixth Committee that was scheduled for fall 1994 to discuss the ILC’s draft statute. During the UN meeting, Pace organized a meeting with several NGOs to further discuss NGO strategies. The NGO meeting was partly prompted by the UN General Assembly’s decision to not send the draft Statute to a treaty-drafting conference but rather to discuss the potential creation of a court further in an ad hoc committee. On February 10, 1995, 25 NGOs joined together to form the NGO Coalition for an International Criminal Court (CICC) to observe the Ad Hoc Committee meeting called for by the UN General Assembly’s Sixth Committee and that was to start its work in April 1995. The newly founded Coalition’s objectives were to “advocate for the creation of an effective, just, and independent International Criminal Court,” and to serve as a forum for information exchange between NGOs, state delegates, and as a “resource for coordination between NGOs.” The Ad Hoc Committee’s purpose was to determine whether or not to hold formal negotiations and a diplomatic conference on an international criminal court and the feasibility of such endeavors. To that end, during the two 10-day meetings of the Ad Hoc Committee, the Coalition worked closely with a small group of so-called Like-Minded-Governments who supported the creation of the ICC in order to secure the creation of a preparatory committee by the UN General Assembly. The Coalition’s principal forms of advocacy included “NGO-government consultations and the conduct of expert dialogue between NGOs and governments,”
raising global awareness by building civil society networks, as well as “documentation and distribution of information related to the ICC.”\textsuperscript{15}

The Ad Hoc Committee concluded with a report that emphasized the broad consensus over the necessity of an international criminal court,\textsuperscript{16} and the Ad Hoc Committee was converted into the preparatory committee (PrepCom) with the mandate to create a draft statute that could serve as the basis for negotiation for a diplomatic conference. During the six PrepCom meetings held between March 1996 and April 1998 leading up to the Rome Conference in July 1998, the CICC’s main strategies for mobilization were to raise awareness about the court both for the general public and state delegations. The Coalition members met with state delegates involved in the negotiations, wrote position papers, provided reports from NGOs on relevant issues to delegates, publicized materials on the ICC electronically, and published articles in legal journals.\textsuperscript{17} Marlies Glasius, research fellow at the Centre for the Study of Global Governance at the London School of Economics, notes that the CICC provided “specialist documentation,” which served primarily to inform and influence “a specialist public of NGOs, academics, and state representatives on specific sub-themes, promoting certain alternatives over others with reference to precedent, legal argument, or political realities.”\textsuperscript{18} In the years prior the Rome Conference, NGOs also organized conferences around the world “contribute substantially to a global specialist debate on the court and international justice”\textsuperscript{19} involving “academics, NGO advocates, practicing lawyers, and state officials.”\textsuperscript{20}

From the 25 organizations that founded the CICC in 1995, the Coalition grew to include over 800 organizations by the time the Rome Conference began. Of these, 236
were accredited to participate in the Rome Conference, providing 450 representatives in the Rome negotiations.\textsuperscript{21} Representing a multitude of issues and interests, not all Coalition members necessarily agreed on all the specific details of the proposed Court. Struett notes that while the members of the CICC had a variety of focal areas, their overall unity was established through their fundamental agreement that “some sort of international criminal court was the best way to deal with the impunity that perpetrators of international law crimes have historically enjoyed.”\textsuperscript{22} Moreover, the Coalition Secretariat’s aided in building consensus amongst the various Coalition members by “identify[ing] and expand[ing] areas of commonality” and by encouraging them to “develop joint positions and strategies where possible.”\textsuperscript{23} Similarly, Borroughs and Cabasso note that the Coalition “typically did not expressly take positions on specific contested issues, but there was agreement and advocacy as to broad principles.”\textsuperscript{24} The diversity of backgrounds and interests the NGOs brought to the table by the multitude of NGO members, then, created a certain set of limitations and benefits for how the NGO could shape their rhetorical discourse. Borroughs and Cabasso for instance note that “there was no thorough discussion, still less any formal collective decision-making, among all participating NGOs. Partly this was for practical reasons, because of the number of NGOs, the cumbersome internal decision-making procedures of some NGOs, and the onslaught of events, and partly because it was deemed too divisive to get into controversial matters.”\textsuperscript{25} Perhaps out of a recognition that consensus over specific rhetorical positions would be hard to establish, let alone communicate, with such a diverse group of advocates, William Pace, Convenor of the CICC, emphasized the value
of the Coalition’s pluralism, insisting that it is “vital to maintain the plurality of ideas and objectives represented by the Coalition’s loosely bound constituents.”

While Pace’s statement may primarily reflect a rhetorically crafted image to divert attention from the Coalition’s difficulty of building broad-based consensus on specific issues, the fact that NGO participants came from a variety of backgrounds with different focal points did indeed prove advantageous for their advocacy campaign. Based on their thematic interests, NGOs split into regional, thematic, and faith-based caucuses, which allowed for more focused advocacy work on the part of NGO participants. The CICC formed twelve working groups, each consisting of four to eight members, to follow different thematic areas in the negotiation process and to publicize the results in daily reports to NGOs and state delegations. NGOs also provided valuable information and documentation about the rationale for certain provisions and how they had developed during the earlier stages of the negotiations. This was crucial, since only about 60 states were represented at the Preparatory Committee on the Establishment of an International Criminal Court (PrepCom) negotiations held from 1996-1998, whereas representatives from over 160 countries attended the Rome Conference.

Besides providing research and publicizing such documentation to state delegations and the wider public, other forms of NGO advocacy during the Rome Conference included holding regular meetings with NGOs and state delegations, and seeking funding to bring more NGOs from the Global South to the Rome conference. The NGO “No Peace without Justice” provided a technical assistance program which offered legal experts to state delegations. This way, several state delegations, particularly from developing countries, were able to increase their size and influence.
News of the conference was disseminated to a wider public by the Coalition’s newspaper *ICC Monitor* and the UN daily news bulletin *Terra viva*. The NGO Advocacy Project produced daily newsletters about the proceedings of the negotiations to interested advocates.\(^{32}\) In an effort to create more public awareness of the ICC, some organizations engaged in street activism. Amnesty International organized the performance of a “human carpet” symbolizing the victims of war crimes and crimes against humanity during the Rome Conference in July 1998, while No Peace without Justice orchestrated a vigil the day before the outcome of the Rome Conference. Prior to the Rome Conference, some organizations had made efforts to create widespread public support of the court by publishing petitions for the establishment of an International Criminal Court, including signatures from celebrities, in international newspapers such as the *Le Monde* and *The International Herald Tribune*.\(^{33}\) The significance of the Coalitions’ broad-based advocacy work is succinctly summarized by one state delegate who claimed that the CICC was “the world’s principal source of information on the ICC.”\(^{34}\)

Although it is difficult to trace NGO involvement in the treaty negotiations in the final outcome, there is a consensus that NGOs were particularly successful with regards to the shaping the role of the prosecutor. While the prosecutor was originally not supposed to be able to initiate proceedings, NGO efforts aided in redefining the role into that of an independent prosecutor who is able to do so. Furthermore, the inclusion of certain provision regarding the psychological and financial support of victims and witnesses and the financing of the court were areas in which civil society actors have left at least some imprint. Lastly, the inclusion of gender and sexual violence as crimes in the Rome Statute is largely attributed to NGO advocacy campaigns, an issue that will be
discussed in the next chapter. In addition to these thematic provisions included in the Rome Statute that are beneficial outcomes of the NGO involvement in the ICC negotiations, Glasius points to the democratic implications of the civil society activism in international law-making. She concludes that one of the primary outcomes of the unprecedented NGO involvement in the drafting of an international treaty was the enhancement of transparency in the negotiation process. She writes,

Traditionally, international law-making has occurred in complete secrecy; all that became available to the public was the final product – and sometimes, there were also secret treaties. It is unlikely that international negotiations will ever be entirely open, but the Coalition for an International Criminal Court took the potential for making international negotiations transparent to its limits.\(^{35}\) NGO involvement in the drafting and negotiation process thus set the precedent for a more democratic process of international law-making.\(^{36}\) The Coalition is continuing to work on promoting awareness of the ICC, supporting ratification, and encouraging civil society participation with the ICC.\(^{37}\)

**Citizens for Global Solutions**

Having traced the emergence of NGO involvement in the ICC negotiations in the early 1990s and the general rhetorical strategies employed by NGOs in putting the ICC on the international agenda, we now turn our attention to the U.S. ratification campaign of the ICC after the Rome Statute was adopted in the summer of 1998. Specifically, I examine a set of texts produced by one prominent NGO member of the Coalition for an
International Criminal Court, Citizens for Global Solutions. Citizens for Global Solutions works on issues including U.S. global engagement, peace and security, international institutions, health and environment, and international law and justice. The NGO promotes U.S. cooperation at a global level, recognizing that “in today’s interconnected world, our lives, our jobs and our families are increasingly affected by global problems.”

Citizens for Global Solutions emerged out of the movement for world federalism founded in the 1930s in an attempt to work toward ensuring international peace. Today, the organization is part of the larger World Federalist Movement-Institute for Global Policy (WFM-IGP), an alliance of organizations working towards a global federalist system of democratic global institutions that are “accountable to the citizens of the world.”

Citizens for Global Solutions seeks to “build political will” for finding global solutions by “educating Americans about our global interdependence, communicating global concerns to public officials, and developing proposals to create, reform, and strengthen international institutions such as the United Nations.” Since it is committed to “[strengthening] laws and institutions that protect human rights,” one of Citizens for Global Solutions focal points is the promotion of U.S. cooperation with the International Criminal Court. Hence, the group also serves as a member of the steering committee for the American NGO Coalition for the International Criminal Court (AMICC). Specifically, Citizens for Global Solutions campaign focuses on offering advocates communication strategies to garner support of the ICC.

Citizens for Global Solutions’ campaign for support of the ICC is set against the backdrop of U.S. opposition to the Court, which makes the United States the primary audience the organization seeks to address with its advocacy campaign. Emphasizing the
crucial role the United States played in the promotion of human rights in the past, Citizens for Global Solutions expressly draws from a transnational public memory discourse of human rights and invokes the legacy of human rights promotion so often summoned in American public address. On its website informing about issues of “international law and justice,” Citizens for Global Solutions states:

Ever since the Nuremberg war crimes trials after World War II, the United States has championed international law as a means to end impunity for war crimes and genocide while promoting American principles like due process, equality before the law and the protection of basic human rights. The United States was instrumental in creating tribunals to prosecute the individuals responsible for genocide and ethnic cleansing in Yugoslavia and Rwanda, and actively participated in the process that created the International Criminal Court (ICC).  

Citizens for Global Solutions’ campaign for support of the ICC is informed by a memory of the U.S.’ formative role in the global movement for the enforcement of human rights. Moreover, the organization’s rhetoric invokes a transnational memory of atrocities, listing the names of political leaders who bear responsibility for atrocities that now fall under the jurisdiction of the ICC. In doing so, Citizens for Global Solutions implicitly endorses cosmopolitan commitments to international justice and law. Highlighting that the United States’ past commitment to the promotion of human rights has been weakened by the Bush administration that has “turned its back on this legacy,” Citizens for Global Solutions claims that the Bush administration’s attitude toward the ICC is “inconsistent with our traditional role as the leading proponent of human rights, the rule of law, and justice.” The rhetoric of transnational memory is coupled with an
exceptionalist discourse that is used to legitimize the United States’ continued engagement in human rights promotion. Appealing to advocates’ sense of ethical obligation to get involved in the support of the ICC, the organization claims that “It is our duty to ensure that the Hitlers and Pol Pots of the future face justice for their crimes.” Invoking a community guided by cosmopolitan values, Citizens for Global Solutions exhorts its audience to “continue to work with our allies to uphold our legacy of championing international law and human rights.” While occasionally drawing from national memory discourses and invoking national interests, the overall mission of the organization documented publicly is geared towards forging a cosmopolitan community. However, this commitment to cosmopolitanism is not seen quite as clearly in the organization’s rhetorical campaign in support of ratification of the ICC. In this regard, I argue, the organization misses an important opportunity to create a vision of a cosmopolitan community by resorting to a language that invokes primarily a national (meaning U.S.) collective memory.

We have seen in the previous chapter that U.S. opposition to the court—culminating in the unsigning of the Rome Statute—has been vigilant and has proven to be difficult to overcome. Citizens for Global Solutions has addressed this issue by drafting documents that attend to the particular challenges the International Criminal Court poses for garnering support from various audiences. The difficulty of building support for the ICC rests on two grounds: First, the ICC functions as an international justice institution, and second, the U.S. discourse is deeply steeped in arguments about national concerns. The following sections discuss how Citizens for Global Solutions addresses these challenges in its advocacy materials. The analysis mainly draws on two documents. The
first document, entitled “Communications Strategies for International Justice Institutions: The Third Vancouver Dialogue” explains the characteristics of international justice institutions that tend to impede broad-based public support. The second, entitled the “New ICC Communications Guide: . . . And Justice for All: How to Talk about the ICC in the U.S.” addresses the specific rhetorical constraints the ICC poses for U.S. audiences.

The “Communications Strategies for International Justice Institutions: The Third Vancouver Dialogue” report is the outcome of a conference held at the Liu Institute for Global Issues at the University of British Columbia in December of 2004. The conference was convened to provide a forum for “educational and outreach events that can mainstream international justice into the public consciousness.” Recognizing that “collective international action to end impunity for mass crimes is still relatively new,” the authors of the report argue that an overarching goal of International Justice Institutions (IJIs) will be to “build support globally for international justice.” In this discourse, building support for IJIs is roughly synonymous with instilling them into the public consciousness, which suggests that the group is cognizant that its work is primarily engaging in the rhetoric of public memory. That is, the organization is using rhetorical devices to create and shape a memory or consciousness favorable to international justice institutions.

The report begins by establishing the relatively new and difficult position IJIs are occupying with regards to communicating their objectives and work. Independent IJIs are, by definition, not affiliated with other organizations, which creates a particular set of problems for institutions that should be impartial and independent. Having their own “communications strategy” to promote their work and objectives on the one hand and
guaranteeing their commitment to operating as an independent institution on the other hand, is “a very complex and relatively new task” such judicial institutions are encountering.\textsuperscript{49} The report explains,

International justice institutions (IJIs) are among the most recent members of the community of international institutional actors. Both their newness and uniqueness has meant that they are undergoing the basic developmental processes that nation-states, other international organizations, and even most types of non-governmental organizations, now take for granted. In this evolution and rapid acceleration of their role in international affairs, learning to communicate effectively has proved to be among the most pressing challenges for IJIs.\textsuperscript{50} The report emphasizes how IJIs find themselves in a peculiar conundrum between upholding neutrality as judicial institutions while at the same time having to raise public consciousness and garner public support of their work as judicial institutions. Whereas NGOs, governments, and civil society have relatively few limitations for how they communicate about issues regarding international justice, and are “expected to take a stand” and advocate a particular position, IJIs are “constrained by the customs of legal process and independence,” while working in highly “politicized environments.”\textsuperscript{51} As a result, the competing trajectories of IJIs often create a “communications policy nightmare.”\textsuperscript{52} Furthermore, IJIs often do not have access to communication experts or the “resources to create the strategies and tools.”\textsuperscript{53} These circumstances are exacerbated by the commonly held perspective that IJIs are “not supposed [to] engage in strategic communications” to begin with.\textsuperscript{54} Justice, as we are taught to believe, is to be blind,
outside the realm of the political, the ideological, and “above the fray….” This unfortunate learned belief places justice firmly outside the realm of rhetoric.

The report presumes that inexperience with devising suitable communication strategies has resulted in the international community becoming witness to “how poorly planned (or unplanned) communications can set back the work of an IJI with both local populations and international public opinion.” The report’s purpose, therefore, was to offer a “practical policy document” with “practical ideas and guidelines” so that IJIs can develop “effective strategic communications policies and tools.” As such, the report served as a primer on using rhetoric to circulate knowledge and promote support of international justice institutions.

In addition to the ambiguous position international justice institutions occupy by virtue of their institutional constraints, they also encounter challenges due to the relatively low public acceptance of their purpose, role, and work. The lack of public acceptance is not based upon well thought out and soundly argued cases against IJIs in general or the ICC in specific. Rather, lack of public acceptance is based on a lack of knowledge, partisan adherence, or perceived threats to concepts such as autonomy or sovereignty. This creates the need for rhetorical campaigns to present these ideas to U.S. audiences. We will see in the conclusion of this study that levels of support for the ICC grow exponentially once U.S. audiences become better informed about the court. Strikingly, the increase of support that comes alongside increased knowledge transcends right-left ideological lines. Generating support is not, however, as simple as offering people comprehensive information. If it were so easy, NGOs working on behalf of the court would have a simple task ahead of them. Instead, pro-ICC NGOs must rely on
strategic communication to generate attention, frame the discussion, and then provide more comprehensive information.

“… And Justice for All: How to Talk about the ICC in the U.S.”

Based on the particular challenges IJIs pose for generating public support, Citizens for Global Solutions has devised a “strategic communications plan” to promote the ICC, a report aptly entitled “… And Justice for All: How to Talk about the ICC in the U.S.” The 56-page document published by Citizens for Global Solutions in October 2005 serves as a communications guide with the purpose of providing “advice to supporters of the ICC on communicating with American audiences about the ICC and the U.S. relationship with the Court.”59 Citizens for Global Solutions encourage supporters of the ICC to utilize the strategies outlined in the report to learn how to communicate “with Americans about positive, constructive U.S. global engagement.”60 The strategies provided in the handbook respond to a felt need among advocates of the ICC for a “common strategy and approach to deal with the crippling polarization and lack of genuine debate on the issue.”61 The report characterizes the general U.S. sentiment toward the ICC as a “toxic” topic about which public statements “were rarely made by influential figures.”62 It thus came as no surprise that “the American debate about what role the U.S. should play regarding the Court had become both marginalized and one-sided.”63

Against the background of this attitude of skepticism toward the ICC in the United States, the communications guide was developed when a group of leading U.S.
ICC advocates from Citizens for Global Solutions started to develop strategies for main audiences of ICC-related communications in 2004. The handbook was drafted with the knowledge that the Court Assembly of States Parties (ASP) will convene a seven-year review conference of the Rome Statute starting in 2009. The conference will provide the opportunity for states that have joined the Court to make changes to the treaty, which leads ICC supporters in the U.S. to consider the time period from 2005 to 2009 to be a crucial opportunity “to build the case that the U.S. needs a different approach to the Court.” The position the United States takes toward the ICC during this four-year period is furthermore significant because it will determine “whether to join the Court in advance of the review conference….” The goal over these four years is thus to educate the public and Congress “about the true purpose of the Court, explaining how it promotes our interests and values and poses no risk to the U.S.” This statement foreshadows the handbook’s emphasis on U.S.-centered collective memory discourses of shared beliefs and values.

One of the key messages of the report is that the U.S. “should move toward constructive engagement with the International Criminal Court, assisting the Court’s efforts to bring to justice the world’s worst criminals while monitoring and guiding its development from ‘inside the tent.’” In this sense, the Citizens for Global Solutions’ “communications guide” is a form of activism designed to “provide advice to supporters of the ICC on communicating with American audiences about the ICC and the U.S. relationship with the Court.” It accomplishes this by presenting itself like a handbook for rhetorical action, adopting, for a major part of the report, a tone that is reminiscent of
a chapter in an introductory textbook on public speaking. Accordingly, much of the report appears to be based on “public speaking truisms.”

The handbook starts with a 1-page “Quick Reference Guide” listing the primary audiences for the report, and the desired outcomes and key messages to be promoted. The report identifies its “priority target audiences for International Criminal Court-related communications” as members of the military, Jewish organizations, and experts who form and influence foreign policies. Additionally, the handbook is designed to address the media and the general public. The handbook’s explicitly stated goal is to help ICC supporters “understand how key American audiences perceive the ICC and how to best engage these audiences in a constructive dialogue about the court.” Based on interviews with focus groups, the handbook aims to “identify the messages that—if totally believed by our target audiences and the public—would lead them to agree with us that the U.S. should join the ICC.” Hence, the handbook’s “desired policy outcome” is to “soften” the Bush administration’s “anti-International Criminal Court stance and persuad[e] Congress that the U.S. should be a constructively engaged observer of the Court’s proceedings.” The link to Jewish organizations, although not clearly outlined at this point in the report, is based on the report’s findings that some Jewish American groups have been “skeptical of international organizations that are linked to the United Nations,” as they see such institutions potentially taking actions against Israel because some member states might be negatively predisposed towards Israel.
Public Opinion Polling and Principles of Strategic Communication

The handbook discusses the general misconceptions that guide public opinion about the character of the ICC. Drawing on a series of polls, the handbook concludes that while administration officials reflect the larger U.S. population’s opinion on the International Criminal Court and hence back the court, congressional staff “mis-reads” the public on the issue: “Because the debate about the International Criminal Court (ICC) in the U.S. has been so one-sided, policymakers and the media tend to assume that the public does not support the ICC. However, public opinion polls consistently show strong American public support for U.S. ratification of the Rome Statute establishing the ICC.”

Employing the phrase “mis-read,” the report calls for better informing Congresspeople rather than decrying or denouncing them for their anti-ICC stance. Here we see a strategic use of rhetoric as a way of being by inviting the targeted audiences into a program of communicative action rather than calling them out for employing deceit in their criticism of the ICC. This allows U.S. audiences to see policymakers as misunderstanding the level of support and to call for a more accurate representation of their views while at the same time allowing representatives to change their stance on the ICC without risking embarrassment or loss of votes.

Drawing from the poll results regarding public opinion on the ICC, the handbook operates from the general presumption that “American audiences” must be adequately informed and educated about the International Criminal Court in order to support it. Responding to this deficit in public knowledge about the court, the communications guide offers “advice to supporters of the ICC” to engage audiences in effective and
informative communication about the ICC. The authors claim to have come to a clearer understanding of the public’s attitudes and “the ideas and values that motivate these beliefs” as the research brought to light “themes and patterns in how some key groups of people think about the ICC and what kinds of arguments they regard as credible and motivating.”

Highlighting “principles of strategic communication,” the report introduces a set of key rules to consider in designing persuasive messages and links those principles to the specific demands of U.S. audiences in discussions about the ICC. Recognizing that “the conclusions we draw from any information” are shaped by “those deeply held beliefs and stories about the world that we already have in our heads,” the handbook suggests to “use ‘big ideas’ or stories” that strike a familiar chord when entering discussions about the Court. The communications guide instructs its readers to ask themselves a series of questions, including “What is U.S. participation in the International Criminal Court ‘about’ to you? Building a world with justice for the victims of atrocious crimes? The legacy of American leadership at Nuremberg? An interconnected world that requires teamwork to solve problems? Making smart choices in our foreign policy? The U.S. working in partnership with other countries? Putting bad guys in prison?” The implicit assumption is that readers would draw conclusions about the positions their audiences are likely to hold based on their own views. The series of questions is significant in that it acknowledges the principles underlying the ICC’s work—international cooperation and responsibility—while its focus is decidedly on U.S. values, concerns, and interests, and on establishing how the United States can benefit from the International Criminal Court.
Each question is designed to invoke American values to demonstrate that these are not at odd with the values enshrined in the ICC.

Although the authors argue that using “research-based messages,” 82 is an important aspect of communicating about the ICC, a predominant theme that emerges in this text is that providing factual information is oftentimes not sufficient to convince opponents of the ICC of the necessity of the institution. In fact, the authors admit that in working with the International Criminal Court in the United States, “one of the most frustrating aspects...is the persistence of myths about what the Court is, how it works, and how it will affect Americans.” 83 The handbook illustrates this point referring to the commonly held view that the United States spends too much on foreign aid. This belief, the authors write, “is not something that is negotiable—no amount of education or advocacy will change it.” 84 Instead, the authors claim, “what works is to tell a story that incorporates people’s values.” 85 Citing this as a belief that even the most factually accurate and historically faithful account would not be able to debunk, the authors suggest that if the arguments provided do not offer a mode of existence that is favorable to the audience, the audience will reject the idea as a whole. 86

Given that research-based messages have not proven to be most effective, the handbook borrows from the sociological concept of framing, a technique of “storytelling,” to provide a familiar context for the “facts that you are presenting and [to] open their minds to the conclusions you’d like them to reach.” 87 The text recommends a list of six “useful frames” deemed particularly helpful to engage U.S. audiences that oppose the ICC in discussions about the Court. These frames are offered as tools to “give
meaning” to facts and figures about the ICC and are, once again, designed specifically for targeting the beliefs and concerns of U.S. audiences and a U.S. political culture.88

The first frame the authors’ focus group research identified as U.S. audiences responding favorably to is “pragmatics.” To the tested audiences, pragmatics connoted results, effectiveness, and common sense. The second cluster of ideas that was identified as resonating with U.S. audiences is “farsightedness,” suggesting prevention, investment, and stewardship for future generations. The third theme, clustered under the heading “comprehensiveness,” invokes seeing the big picture, using all available tools, and a balanced approach. “Trustworthiness,” the fourth theme, echoes traits such as keeping promises, practicing what we preach, avoiding double standards, while “collaboration” is associated with teamwork, team leadership, respecting and listening to others. Lastly, the “principled” category suggests putting America’s strength to great purpose, fairness, justice, being ethical, common decency, living up to our values, the American way. These concepts are thought of as concepts “familiar to Americans.”89 As suggested by the communications guide, these values reflect a set of distinctly American values and offer modes of being that Americans can connect to their “own life experiences.” As such, they function like “a connective tissue,” or key elements of a “shared vision for how America should be in the world.”90 So far, the handbook seems to suggest circumventing the central issue at hand—the ICC—by avoiding direct advocacy of the ICC. Instead, the objective appears to be to frame the discussion of the ICC in such a way that it does not directly assault the “deeply held beliefs” invoked in criticisms or dismissals of the court in specific and cosmopolitanism in general. Consequently, the handbook seems to suggest thwarting the discussion of cosmopolitanism by redirecting the attention to
discussions about U.S. interests that U.S. audiences may better understand and more willingly accept.

**Framing Justice and Joining the International Community**

To frame the work of the ICC, the handbook buttresses its strategies for challenging audiences’ existing beliefs and values to identify a set of concepts to avoid while communicating about the ICC. Conversely, it discusses key arguments that invoke particularly resonant and thus persuasive values with the respective audiences primarily targeted with the handbook. For instance, the communications guide discourages from using “language that implies a bureaucratic body,” as this latches on to many Americans’ beliefs that international institutions are “wasteful” and ineffective. Specifically, the authors advise against using phrasings such as “international body” or “institution” for these terms would reinforce the already existing skepticism of such entities for crucial audiences.91 Alternatively, supporters of the ICC are encouraged to “speak of the Court as an improvement on *ad hoc* tribunals,” for the public is generally inclined to see the benefits of these courts.92 As a variation of the theme of invoking fear responses, the handbook advises against drawing on the principle of “the rule of law,” because the concept is easily misconstrued and associated with an overly regulated society. Use of the term “rule of law,” the handbook explains, could “play into the public’s fears” over totalitarian structures and hence advises to use the phrase “sparingly and with some consideration for how [a] specific target audience will interpret it.”93 In each case, the rhetorical discourses are working to shape audiences’ perceptions of the Court.
Corresponding to the concepts and narratives familiar to “Americans” outlined above, the handbook emphasizes how appeals to national concerns are more persuasive than appeals to the emergence of an international community. A prominent example of this emphasis can be found in the context of the text’s discussion of the significance of the United States joining the international community. The reasons to join the international community are presented in a way that highlights the benefits for the United States with regards to its leadership role. While the handbook discusses community-oriented benefits that would result from the U.S. joining the court, it simultaneously draws heavily on appeals to the United States’ self-interest in its recommendation of how to communicate about the court. The authors are hesitant to advise supporters of the ICC to make arguments invoking cosmopolitan ideals because large parts of the audience may not respond favorably. For instance, the argument to join the pro-ICC international community based on the grounds that “all other major democracies” are party to the Statute while the United States is “isolated from its allies because of its opposition to the Court” might draw a favorable response from some audiences, including “certain sections of internationalist policymakers.”

It could, however, also be interpreted as a “weakminded ‘me too’ policy” and could hence “backfire” with those audiences “who see the U.S. as a force for good (in its own right), and take pride in its ability to challenge the entire world as needed.”

Similarly, the degree to which the “Americanness of the ICC” should be emphasized in ICC-related discussions remains ambiguous in the handbook. Again, the authors make it a point to mention that the resonance of this argument depends strongly on the particular audience. For instance, the message that the ICC “embodies
fundamental American values of accountability, equality, and justice,” is considered to strike a balance between two different perspectives on the ICC: those who view the ICC as an institution grounded primarily in American values and one that considers the ICC an institution based on universal principles. On the one hand are those that consider the ICC an institution that “upholds universal human rights values.” On the other hand, the ICC is viewed as primarily promoting “American” values because “America has . . . been at the vanguard of promoting these universal values.”

The authors recognize that audiences may differ in their responsiveness to such arguments. While the notion that the ICC upholds “American values that the rest of the world shares” might resonate more strongly with audiences who are concerned about raising “other nations to our standards,” other groups might be more responsive to the notion that the ICC upholds universal values. For instance, some audiences interviewed by the authors of the guidebook “cautioned that the Court is not simply American and should not be presented as such” and that “co-opting the Court as an American project undermines its larger purpose and appeal.” The text concludes that “these concerns do not preclude calling attention to the fact that the ICC stands for the same values that America holds dear,” suggesting that emphasizing the Court’s “Americanness” is crucial to build support for the institution as the necessary first step toward developing cosmopolitan values.

The acknowledgment of the power of such Americentric argument comes as no surprise, given that from the outset, when treaty negotiations began in 1995, “conservatives in the United States have been concerned about its creation and its implications for American sovereignty and international actions.” Against this
background of a climate of “fear and deep doubt about the reach, mandate and operation of the Court,” the handbook offers a number of strategies for communication with U.S. conservatives, highlighting the integral role U.S. conservatives have played in the development of the court. Harkening back to one of the main themes or frames to which U.S. audiences would respond favorably, the communications guide warns that “the U.S. believes that human rights and justice for the victims of genocide are important—and that we should practice what we preach.” Thus, advocates are to affirm the belief that the United States has a noble and long-standing commitment to human rights, to acknowledge the role of conservatives in the creation of the court, and to then promote the conclusion that “American” conservatives ought to be pro-human rights and pro-ICC.

While much of the text avoids explicitly endorsing cosmopolitanism by focusing specifically on American values, concepts, and narratives, it does so more openly in its discussion of the concept of justice that is underlying the International Criminal Court. In a section entitled “Tough Questions (And How to Deal with Them)” that outlines thirteen questions and model responses advocating the ICC, the report repudiates an issue that is particularly prominent in U.S. discussions about justice, the death penalty. Instead, the handbook quite frankly endorses an alternative concept of justice. In the model response to the question “How can the Court say it delivers justice when it won’t allow the death penalty for these horrible crimes?” the handbook suggests to “reframe to focus on delivering justice.” The response leads into an explanation of the court’s quest for accountability of the perpetrators and the benefits for the victims of such crimes under the ICC by claiming that “the very fact of hearing the truth in a court of law and putting the criminals in jail can be an important part of a healing process.” Referring to the
“innovative Victims Trust Fund,” designed to “rebuild lives and communities shattered by unimaginable violence,” the handbook turns the discussion from a retributive to a restorative model of justice.\textsuperscript{107} The goal is to shift a discussion of justice as the product of punishment to a notion of justice as a process of ending ills while aiding in the recovery or healing process of those who have survived. With this focus on a restorative model of justice, Citizens for Global Solutions more directly works to steer away from distinct American discourse to one that abstracts from this particularized conceptualization of justice. Although this approach, in itself, is not an endorsement of cosmopolitanism, it functions as an example of how other concerns regarding the ICC could be approached from a perspective that allows audiences to look beyond national borders.

Moreover, Citizens for Global Solutions highlights the transcendence of national borders in the discussion of how to address foreign policy leaders regarding the ICC. Citizens for Global Solutions explicitly suggests an alternative framework to the instrumental view of international relations as a “power struggle” for nations to “maximize their economic and military advantage.”\textsuperscript{108} Its recommended alternative is the “global system frame” that offers a “larger perspective” by conceiving of the international community as an “interlinked and interdependent system” that is guided by the idea that “national borders seem less important than the global good.”\textsuperscript{109} Despite these examples that represent a more explicit endorsement of cosmopolitanism, the overriding impression of the handbook’s recommendations for communicating about the ICC remains cast in discourses of U.S. exceptionalism and nationalism.

Citizens for Global Solutions, and specifically their materials on communication strategies, offer a perspective on educating about cosmopolitan ideals of global
cooperation. These views are challenged by a range of conservative actors that view these ideals as threatening their conceptualizations of sovereignty. My analysis of these documents showed that Citizens for Global Solutions’ appeals to the rhetorical framework of the nation-state outweigh references to the “global system” framework. Thus, while the overall objective is to create global support and cooperation through international justice institutions like the ICC and to produce cosmopolitan sensibilities, as a whole, appeals to the nation-state paradigm are favored over appeals to cosmopolitan values.

Given the context of Citizens for Global Solutions’ purpose and mission, the particular focus on U.S. concerns in the communications handbook is striking. Citizens for Global Solutions’ objective to argue for an International Criminal Court and the cosmopolitan values it represents are heavily challenged by a memory of discourses, narratives, and values associated with the concept of the nation-state. Rather than invoking cosmopolitan values, the handbook relies heavily on providing specific examples of narratives that an American audience can relate to and that invoke American frames of reference. As such, the handbook appeals to the audience as members of a nation-state and the shared set of values and beliefs of a bounded community. With this argument I do not mean to diminish Citizens for Global Solutions’ efforts to publicize advice on how to approach the subject of the ICC with certain segments of the public. The organization’s use of U.S. nationalist discourses reflects the origin, character, and degree of opposition with which U.S. audiences have encountered the ICC and as such, the organization’s discourse is designed to address the very real opposition of some of these audiences to the ICC. At the same time, the reliance on U.S. national concerns in the discourse promoting an
*International* Criminal Court raises the question whether an important opportunity to highlight ideals of international cooperation and responsibility was missed. That is, Citizens for Global Solutions recognized the need to speak to U.S. audiences in language that U.S. audiences understand. However, by so doing, might the NGO have sacrificed the production of a genuine cosmopolitan attitude for support of the Court? As we will see in the next chapter, the challenges to the promotion of such cosmopolitan ideals is waged even at the level of UN conferences, which, by definition, are designed to promote cosmopolitanism.
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Chapter 4

Refining the Rome Statute: The Women’s Caucus for Gender Justice and the Conservative Coalition that Fought Them

In my analysis of Citizen’ for Global Solutions’ advocacy efforts, I established that the International Criminal Court has a supplementary function in which it operates as a site for the formation of new cosmopolitan forms of memory and cosmopolitan subjectivities. By focusing solely on these advocacy efforts and their potential for the emergence of cosmopolitan subjectivities, however, we miss an important part of the story of the ICC involving challenges to the formation of such transnational memory during the earlier stages of the Court’s creation. While the previous chapter examined strategies to raise public awareness and influence public opinion of the ICC, this chapter focuses on how advocates worked to influence the Court’s architects. Specifically, I focus on the turbulent debates over the inclusion of provisions regarding gender and sexual violence in the months before and during the negotiations of the Rome Statute during the six-week Diplomatic Conference for an International Criminal Court held in Rome in 1998. This focus is crucial because, as legal scholar Doris Buss noted, “the UN conference appears to play an increasingly important role in not only generating international law and policy, but also in defining the scope and nature of ‘community’ at the international level.”1 The two main players in this debate were women’s rights activists, organized as the Women’s Caucus for Gender Justice (WCGJ), who argued for the inclusion of a gender perspective in the Rome Statute, and a coalition of conservative
religious organizations challenging such legislation. In my analysis of the inclusion of gender specific rights in the legal foundation of the ICC, I argue that conservative actors operating at the international level pose a significant challenge to cosmopolitan memory, particularly in their efforts to obstruct international human rights legislation.

Since the initial engagement with the proposed Court in the early 1990s focused on the Court’s basic structure, the original drafts of a statute for the Court prepared by the International Law Commission (ILC) in 1994 did not include the term “gender” nor did it include articles “that could be characterized as gender sensitive.” This reflected the “existing state of humanitarian law and international criminal law” prior to the Rome Statute, as codified in the Hague Conventions, the Geneva Conventions, and the more recently created war tribunals for Yugoslavia and Rwanda. In order for the ICC to divert from the male bias and gender-blindness traditionally codified in international law and to contribute to an emerging jurisprudence that would take into account gender and sexual violence, human rights advocates recognized that the ICC statute needed to reflect a more gender-sensitive international criminal law.

Women’s rights activists seized this historic opportunity in the months leading up to the Rome Conference by crafting a rhetorical campaign promoting the inclusion of a gender perspective in the Rome Statute. The document adopted at the end of the six-week conference included a series of express provisions on gender and sexual violence and thus constituted a significant “reconceptualization of women’s experiences as requiring legal recognition.” In contrast to prior international treaties, Article 8 of the Rome Statute codifies “rape, sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced pregnancy…enforced sterilization or any other form of sexual violence” as a “grave breach” of the Geneva
Conventions, making the Rome Statute the first international treaty to codify gender and sexual violence in line with the most serious violations of international law. This shift in perspective was in large part the product of women’s rights advocacy efforts centering on the rhetoric of transnational public memory—in this case, on how women’s rights are to be remembered in international law.

Despite the successes largely attributed to women’s rights groups’ advocacy, the negotiation process over the inclusion of gender-specific language in the Rome Statute proved to be a contentious undertaking due to opposition from religious conservative forces. These religious conservative actors represent an emerging alliance of Christian Right organizations that include primarily North-American Catholic, Protestant, and Mormon organizations and that have built powerful alliances with the Vatican and representatives of conservative religious governments in an attempt to influence social policy-making at international political forums including UN conferences. Having emerged in the context of the 1995 Fourth World Conference of Women in Beijing, China to counter what they perceived as an increasing and thus dangerous influence of women’s rights organizations at UN-related venues during the 1990s, these religious conservative organizations campaign against women’s rights, reproductive rights, abortion, the extension of civil or human rights protections to homosexuals, lobby for the restriction of children’s rights, and promote “traditional” gender roles. By their own description, these groups consider themselves advancing “family values” or a “pro-family” perspective at an international level.

Ultimately, women’s rights advocacy efforts led to the inclusion of gender-specific crimes in the Rome Statute as well as provisions guaranteeing gender parity in
the institutional set-up of the court. Despite the successes of the women’s rights advocacy campaign, however, the influence of conservative NGOs at events including the Rome Conference should not be overlooked. Scholarly attention typically focuses on the work of progressive reformers, rightfully acknowledging the accomplishments of the progressive members of the transnational women’s rights movement. There is, however, to date relatively scant scholarship in social movement studies, international relations, and communication studies on those actors opposing reform at a transnational level. The prominent role of religious conservative/Christian Right forces and their rhetorical strategies is only beginning to be analyzed, even though, as legal scholars Doris Buss and Didi Herman have pointed out, the Christian Right “is intent on both internationalizing its domestic concerns and shaping its domestic activism in light of [Christian Right] global understandings.” In fact, they even go so far as to say that a nuanced understanding of the Christian Right’s “domestic agenda is not possible without understanding how that agenda is intimately locked into a global program of action.” The relative dearth of attention these religious conservative activists have garnered is even more surprising given that this well organized conservative alliance opposes the “women’s movement at every UN forum that has any relevance to sexual and reproductive issues.” Hence, with the deeply divisive discussions over the inclusion of gender provisions, the Rome Conference was not unlike other international UN conferences in which civil society actors were involved in drafting human rights-related legislation. Political scientist Louise Chappell has noted, for instance, that international UN conferences, such as the Rome Conference, have emerged as “key international sites where contentious politics around women’s rights take place” because they provide a “structured venue” for
governments and civil society actors to “meet, formulate, express and contest views on women’s rights.”10 The documents created at these conferences serve as the “battleground over which the framing of women’s rights is fought.”11 As such, I argue, these venues serve as important sites of transnational memory production.

The lack of attention paid to these conservative actors and their rhetorical discourses may be due to the prevailing notion that transnational civil society or fora such as international UN conferences are the realms of like-minded actors promoting human rights and social justice that embrace so-called “emancipatory” values. That there exists at the same time an influential group of actors challenging this trajectory is demonstrated by this analysis of the discourses of conservative advocacy groups contesting the inclusion of a gender perspective in the Rome Statute. With this analysis then, I respond to a call by Marlies Glasius, research fellow at the Centre for the Study of Global Governance at the London School of Economics, who argues that “there is a clear need for further research into the beliefs, tactics and leadership” of conservative organizations at the transnational level.12

The study of the rhetorical discourses of such conservative organizations operating at the transnational level will help us better understand the ways in which conservative actors operating in the international arena have influenced discourses of international law and social policy, in this case the codification of gender and sexual violence. More specifically, it will allow us to gain insight into conservative actors’ understanding of the role and legitimacy of the International Criminal Court and other international institutions. Gaining a deeper understanding of the conservative actors’ rhetorical discourses employed to influence the ICC treaty negotiations is crucial
because, as rhetorical/feminist legal critic Carrie Crenshaw has pointed out, since the “law institutionalizes relations of power, it can authorize and order our conceptions of social justice.”\textsuperscript{13} Similarly, Katie Gibson has argued in the context of Supreme Court ruling on women’s rights legislation that “representations of women and gender . . . become part of the Court’s collective rhetorical framework for thinking and reasoning about the legal rights of women,”\textsuperscript{14} creating “rhetorical ‘communities’” that “prohibit, constrain, or allow future decisions.”\textsuperscript{15} Accordingly, as an international court, the ICC will provide a collective rhetorical framework operating at a transnational level.

Moreover, since its legal framework is intended to be incorporated into nation-states’ domestic law, the ICC and the trials it will conduct will function as important sites for constructing subjectivities, meaning, and a transnational memory of what constitutes gender and sexual violence and a transnational memory of the protection of such rights.

With this analysis I also hope to demonstrate the significance of the fact that global civil society is “not the exclusive domain of progressive human rights, environmental, social justice and women’s rights activists; it is a space co-inhabited by conservatives, anti-abortionists and religious fundamentalists.”\textsuperscript{16} An analysis of the kinds of discourses progressive reformers are encountering even at the international level of social policy-making will aid advocates for cosmopolitan values to learn how to develop strategies for responding to these kinds of challenges in the future.

My analysis begins with an overview of the conceptualization of sexual violence in international law prior to the establishment of the ICC that served as the background for women’s rights NGOs to advocate for the inclusion of sexual crimes in the Rome Statute. I then introduce a group of progressive members of the Coalition for the
International Criminal Court, namely, the Women’s Caucus for Gender Justice (WCGJ). The Women’s Caucus, comprised of women’s rights advocacy organizations and individuals, crafted a rhetorical campaign for the inclusion of a gender perspective in the legal foundations of the ICC. In the third section, I examine the rhetorical strategies of a set of conservative NGOs involved in the negotiation process at the Rome Conference who attempted to challenge the court’s inclusion of provisions criminalizing gender and sexual violence as war crimes and crimes against humanity. These actors had stepped up their campaign in response to pro-women’s rights advocates’ involvement in the ICC drafting process and specifically targeted the inclusion of the term “gender” anywhere in the Rome Statute and the inclusion of “forced pregnancy” as a crime subject to ICC jurisdiction. Drawing on newsletters, pamphlets, and position papers from religious conservative organizations, I argue that religious conservatives employed a rhetoric of social maintenance in their opposition to the ICC that reflects anxieties over maintaining the social order and the loss of nation-state sovereignty.

The Path to Women’s Rights Groups’ Involvement in the Rome Statute

Historically, gender and sexual violence had largely been ignored in international law prior to the establishment of the International Criminal Court. For instance, the 1907 Hague Conventions contain only one article that addresses gender violence, but do so by only “vaguely and indirectly” prohibiting sexual violence as a violation of family honor. The Geneva Conventions of 1949 and Additional Protocols to the Geneva Conventions of 1977 included some provisions prohibiting sexual violence but failed to
categorize sexual violence as “grave breaches,” or the most serious violations of international humanitarian law. While the Geneva Conventions included rape and forced prostitution, they “erroneously link rape with crimes of honor or dignity instead of with crimes of violence.” Legal scholar Kelly Askin notes that “even in the twenty-first century, the documents regulating armed conflict either minimally incorporate, inappropriately characterize, or wholly fail to mention these crimes.” Similarly legal scholar Kristen Boon argues that, on the whole, even when sexual violence was explicitly prohibited, it has historically been “dismissed as an inevitable by-product of war and rarely prosecuted.” Moreover, the lack of legal protection from gender and sexual violence in international law before the establishment of the International Criminal Court reflected the male bias of domestic law.

Given that women’s experiences during armed conflict had been largely overlooked, what led to the inclusion of gender and sexual violence in the Statute of the International Criminal Court? The integration of a gender perspective in the ICC owes to a series of developments in human rights politics and international criminal law that set the stage for women’s rights groups’ advocacy during the ICC treaty negotiations. First, the ICC negotiations occurred at a “critical moment in the history of the international women’s human rights movement,” which included women’s rights activists’ involvement in a series of UN conferences prior to the Rome Conference. While women’s rights NGOs had been influential in the campaign for the League of Nations and the drafting of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, women’s rights advocacy gained momentum particularly in the context of the second wave feminist movement in the 1970s that was itself a “global phenomenon,” and which linked up with
a window of opportunity created by UN-hosted conferences in the 1970s and 1980s. These fora, including the UN Decade for Women in Mexico City 1975, Copenhagen in 1980, and Nairobi in 1985 gave rise to transnational feminist organizing proliferating in the 1990s at the World Conference on Human Rights in Vienna in 1993, the 1994 Cairo Conference on Population and Development, and the Fourth World Conference on Women in Beijing in 1995. Political scientist Elisabeth Friedman concludes that the rise of this transnational feminist movement resulted from a confluence of factors, including the “interaction of the political opportunities of UN Conferences and international politics, the mobilizational structures stemming from national, as well as regional and transnational women’s movement organizations, and increasingly shared frames on women’s oppression.” Through its participation in these conferences, the transnational feminist movement had contributed to a heightened concern for gender mainstreaming, or the recognition and implementation of gender perspectives in policy-making to achieve gender equality in the UN system, and, especially in the 1990s, focused its efforts on including gender-related issues in the final conference documents.

The Vienna and Beijing Declarations and Platforms of Action were particularly important stepping stones for the inclusion of a gender perspective in the Rome Statute because they called for the integration of a gender perspective in armed conflict. However, while the Declarations were significant for their conceptual and promotional contributions, their primary rhetorical function was limited to shaping perceptions of international jurisprudence. Like the documents produced at most UN conferences, the Declaration was a nonbinding plan of action rather than a binding treaty; it thus did not provide the legal basis for enforcement and compliance by states.
A second set of catalysts for women’s rights groups’ involvement in the ICC treaty negotiations were the experiences with the war crimes tribunals for Rwanda and Yugoslavia. The work of these ad hoc war tribunals strengthened the concern for establishing a permanent institution like the ICC. Moreover, the nature of the crimes, specifically the crimes committed against women in Rwanda and the former Yugoslavia, created a heightened sense of awareness about the prevalence of crimes of gender and sexual violence. Specifically, it was the use of rape “as a component of ethnic cleansing in the former Yugoslavia [that] brought the lack of legal protection [of women] to international attention.” The larger outcome of the cases brought before these tribunals was that they provided insight into a more general problem inherent in the relationship between the codification of sexual and gender violence in international law and women’s rights in general.

In order to better understand the significance of the achievements made by women’s rights activists in including a gender perspective in the ICC, an overview of the traditional construction of gender in international law is in order. First, international law is based on a universalist conception of human rights, which is one reason why the issue of gender has not sufficiently been addressed in the documents regulating armed conflict. Secondly, the system of international law is suffused with patriarchal gender constructions that ascribe distinct gender roles to men and women. As several feminist legal scholars have noted, women were defined in international law not as autonomous individual beings but rather through their relationship with others, usually as mothers to their children or as spouses. Charlesworth and Chinkin argue that
women’s presence on the international stage is generally focused in their reproductive and mothering roles that are accorded ‘special’ protection. The woman of international law is painted in heterosexual terms within a traditional family structure…..She is constructed as ‘the other,’ the shadow complement to the man of decision and action.\(^\text{30}\)

This implicit understanding of women as dependent rather than autonomous, rights-bearing subjects is manifest for instance in the Hague Conventions and the four 1949 Geneva Conventions. As Afrin and Schwartz note, the Hague Conventions “provided for the protection of women in armed conflict only in terms of their relationship with others, for instance as pregnant women, mothers or valued property of men or family, but not as legal persons themselves.”\(^\text{31}\)

Thirdly, international law was modeled after a classical distinction between the public and the private sphere. Women’s rights in international law were based on “stereotypical concepts of femininity and the ‘place’ of women in the private sphere.”\(^\text{32}\) This framework provided jurisdiction of international law over public life including the political and economic realm while leaving “unregulated the private world of home, hearth and the family.”\(^\text{33}\) The consequence of this framework is that “[m]any of the distinctive harms that women experience are relegated to the private or domestic sphere of States;” thus, these harms do not fall under the jurisdiction of international law.\(^\text{34}\) Since crimes of sexual violence were considered to take place within the private sphere, they could not be adequately addressed in international law.

The lack of legal protection from gender and sexual violence under international law was in part due to the underlying focus on men as agents and women as dependents...
rather than autonomous subjects inscribed into the international law system. At the same time, it became increasingly clear that the very omission or lack of express gender provisions in international law were part of the problem. Alda Facio, then director of the Women’s Caucus for Gender Justice, noted that it is “precisely because the vast majority of laws, legal instruments and institutions have been created without a gender perspective that the everyday violations of women’s human rights are invisible to the law and the most atrocious violations have been rendered trivial.”

The context of the strategic use of sexual violence (mass rape) in Rwanda and Yugoslavia in the early 1990s painfully demonstrated the pitfalls of a system of international law that does not explicitly address sexual violence or gender specific crimes. The cases brought before the ad hoc tribunals demonstrated once again that due to “socially-constructed power imbalances and culturally-defined stereotypes,” women are particularly vulnerable to certain crimes.

It was in part the experiences with the ICTY and ICTR then, that raised greater awareness about the fact that certain crimes are perpetrated against women because of their gender and that an “ostensibly gender-neutral justice system would in fact fail to address gender-specific abuses.”

Assessing the history of the treatment of women in international law, Rhonda Copelon, Professor of Law and one of the founding members of the Women’s Caucus, notes, there is “an almost inevitable tendency for crimes that are seen simply or primarily as crimes against women to be treated as of secondary importance.” The categorization of rape or sexual assault under international law illustrates this point. The Hague Convention of 1907 and the Geneva Conventions categorized rape variously as an “attack against honor” or “humiliating and degrading treatment,” rather than acts of violence.
Rape was thus treated differently from other crimes of violence in international law.\textsuperscript{40} The terminology of “honor,” Copelon explains, is problematic because the fact that rape was conceived of as an offense against honor turned women into “the object of a shaming attack, the property of objects of others, needing protection perhaps, but not the subject of rights.”\textsuperscript{41} Implicitly, the language of “honor” invokes a proprietary relationship between a man and a woman and “obfuscates the fact that rape is fundamentally violence against women—violence against her body, autonomy, integrity, selfhood, security, and self-esteem as well as her standing in the community.”\textsuperscript{42} In the context of the crises in Yugoslavia and Rwanda in the early 1990s, that is at the time when the work on proposals for an international criminal court had just resumed after decades of inaction, Copelon argued that rape, when used as a tool of war, should be considered a “crime of the gravest dimension,”\textsuperscript{43} as a form of torture and thus as a “grave breach.” Categorizing rape as a “grave breach” rather than a “lesser crime” would entail the possibility of universal jurisdiction of that crime—that is jurisdiction over crimes regardless of the perpetrator’s nationality or whether the crimes were committed within or outside the boundaries of the prosecuting state. The crimes could then be heard before an international tribunal and would not have to be relegated to the domestic jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{44} It would take women’s rights advocates serious work for a similar proposal to become reality.

The heightened awareness about such issues led to the inclusion of sexual violence in the statutes of the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY) established in 1993 and the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) established in 1994. These Statutes included the classification of rape as a crime against
humanity, although it was not included in other categories of crimes.\textsuperscript{45} The classification of rape as a crime against humanity has far-reaching consequences because the threshold for prosecution of a crime against humanity is higher than the threshold for prosecution of a war crime, the former requiring evidence that the crime was committed on a widespread or systematic basis.\textsuperscript{46} Moreover, by not classifying rape as a grave breach of the Geneva Conventions, the ICTY and ICTR failed to acknowledge the seriousness of the crime.\textsuperscript{47} Yet, while some advances had been made in the Statutes of the ICTY and ICTR with regards to gender and sexual violence provisions and the interpretation of those provisions,\textsuperscript{48} the specific definition of rape under these Statutes and under previous treaties neglected the gendered dimension of how rape has been used as a violent act against women and was thus insufficient. As a whole, Bedont and Martinez argue, the discriminatory and “inferior treatment of gender crimes perpetuated their underinvestigation,” and limited the ability to prosecute such crimes.\textsuperscript{49} The inclusion of rape as a crime against humanity in the ad hoc tribunals was a step in the right direction, though was not enough to prosecute some of the most heinous atrocities committed.

The political developments in Rwanda and Yugoslavia during the 1990s had paved the way for a heightened concern about gender specific crimes and gender representation in international law. Moreover, the jurisprudence of the ICTY and ICTR with adjudicating sexual and gender violence, created the background for women’s rights advocacy in the ICC treaty negotiations. For instance, some of the advances that were made in regards to the integration of a gender perspective in international criminal law have been attributed to the work of specific judges and prosecutors who were committed to such causes.\textsuperscript{50} Against this backdrop, women’s rights advocates across the world
“recognized the existence of the ICC negotiations as an opportunity to codify the integration of gender in international law…”\textsuperscript{51} With the inclusion of “rape, sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced pregnancy, enforced sterilization, or any other form of sexual violence of comparable gravity”\textsuperscript{52} as war crimes and crimes against humanity in the Rome Statute, women’s rights advocates’ demands for the recognition of sexual violence “as part of and encompassed by, other recognized egregious forms of violence”\textsuperscript{53} were realized. As the first international legal body to “independently enumerate and define a range of sexual and reproductive crimes relating specifically to women and gender,”\textsuperscript{54} it laid the groundwork for an alternative approach toward the sanction of gender and sexual violence.\textsuperscript{55} The inclusion of express listing of these gender-based crimes ensures that they need not be negotiated on a case-by-case basis.\textsuperscript{56} Kristen Boon summarizes the significance of the Rome Statute as reconceptualizing sexual violence in international law. She notes that the Rome Statute shifts the legal framework of sexual crimes in armed conflict from assuming that the central legal harm is the violation of honor, to considering the harms to the victim’s bodily integrity and infringement of their agency. This structure signals a new paradigm for the international criminalization of sexual crimes—one based on broader principles of human dignity, autonomy, and consent.\textsuperscript{57} As such, the establishment of the International Criminal Court is considered by many a milestone in the codification of international law and human rights.\textsuperscript{58}

Feminist legal scholars contend that besides the integration of a gender perspective in international law that holds perpetrators of sexual violence accountable for their past actions, the ICC’s gender perspective has the potential to strengthen women’s
rights more generally at both national and international levels. At the national level, the Rome Statute is thought to be significant because the domestic law of those states that have ratified the Rome Statute should reflect the law enshrined in the international treaty. Since states are “encouraged, though not required” to integrate the Rome Statute into domestic legislation,\textsuperscript{59} this does not necessarily forge an immediate advancement for women’s rights at the national level. Still, the inclusion of a gender perspective at the international level, working through domestic law, is conceived of as a means to address not only the effects of gender violence but also the causes that produce such violence in the first place.

At the international level, the inclusion of a gender perspective may contribute to a larger cultural understanding of gender violence and to challenging constructions of masculinity in general that create the climate in which such crimes can be committed. Facio argues that “[S]ince the vast majority of those who commit the crimes or are responsible for them are men, one of the probable causes of these crimes may well be the social construction of the masculine gender and therefore one of the solutions may well lie in creating mechanism that will help construct less violent men.”\textsuperscript{60} By implication, the crimes of gender and sexual violence are manifestations of a culture in which gender violence has been normalized. International law, then, represents one of many mechanisms by which gender violence can be challenged, both legally, and, perhaps more importantly, rhetorically.
The Women’s Caucus for Gender Justice

The integration of a gender perspective in the Rome Statute is generally attributed to the influence of the Women’s Caucus for Gender Justice (WCGJ), an organization of women’s rights groups that worked to shape the treaty to include gender-specific language during the final treaty negotiations.

In December 1995, the UN General Assembly had established the first Preparatory Committee on the Establishment of an International Criminal Court to revise the Draft Statute and prepare a final version of the Statute. In addition to delegates who attended the PrepComs, a large number of NGOs were involved, including the Coalition for an International Criminal Court (CICC), an alliance comprising several hundred non-governmental organizations promoting various aspects of the statute including human rights, women’s rights, children’s rights, peace, international law, humanitarian assistance, the rights of victims, faith-based issues, and disarmament. Based on the conviction that women’s concerns were not sufficiently engaged in the Coalition, women’s rights groups created the Women’s Caucus for Gender Justice during the PrepCom meeting in February 1997. The Women’s Caucus’ overarching goal was to strengthen women’s concerns in the negotiations toward the establishment of the ICC. The Caucus grew from originally 200 organizations to eventually comprising over 300 organizations from around the world, many of which came out of the movement to combat violence against women. In addition to these organizations, the Women’s Caucus also included individual members who were not affiliated with NGOs but who were nonetheless crucial for the campaign. With its “high visibility” and a membership...
comprised of individuals and organizations with expertise in international law on the one hand and expertise in human rights related issues on the other, the Women’s Caucus developed into a powerful voice in the negotiation process at the Rome Conference.⁶⁴

Against the background of international law not having used or defined “gender” in an international treaty before, the inclusion of a gender component in the Rome Statute was the primary concern of the Women’s Caucus for Gender Justice.⁶⁵ Thus, the Women’s Caucus’s objective was to ensure that a range of crimes directed against women would be included in the list of crimes under ICC jurisdiction. The Caucus fought to include “what had developed in the customary law and jurisprudence of the tribunals, that sexual violence must be seen as part of, and encompassed by, other recognized egregious forms of violence, such as torture, enslavement, genocide, and inhumane treatment.”⁶⁶ The ICC Monitor summarized the core principles of the Women’s Caucus as follows:

For the International Criminal Court to effectively dispense and promote universal justice, . . . it must necessarily incorporate gender perspectives in all aspects of its jurisdiction, structure and operations. To achieve this, the Court must have the capacity to ensure that crimes against women are not ignored or treated as trivial or secondary. It must take account of the disproportionate or distinct impact of the core crimes on women. The Court should be equipped and enabled to eliminate common assumptions about and prejudices against women and their experiences.”⁶⁷

In its advocacy campaign, the Women’s Caucus pursued three main goals, namely:
1) worldwide participation of women's human rights advocates in the negotiations of the ICC treaty to lobby for an effective and independent court

2) to educate governments delegations and mainstream Human Rights NGOs on their commitments to women and the need to integrate a gender perspective into the U.N.

3) to use this historical event as a means for popular education on women's human rights and raise public awareness of the horrific nature of crimes committed against women

Lastly, the Women’s Caucus advocated for a balanced representation of female and male judges and staff, victim and witness protection procedures to ensure their safety and social or psychological support, and a victim reparations fund to aid victims rebuild their lives.

The Women’s Caucus’ advocacy efforts to integrate a gender perspective into the Rome Statute included producing position papers and commentaries on legal provisions that “contributed greatly to the discussions and variety of options states had to eventually consider.” The Women’s Caucus lobbied delegates and governments by publicizing press releases and disseminating open letters and petitions to garner support for particular initiatives. Building on its legal network and alliances with a range of organizations and state delegates who were particularly sympathetic to the Women’s Caucus’ agenda, the Caucus assumed an influential role over the course of the Rome Conference in July 1998. Their advocacy campaign for the inclusion of sexual and gender violence in the Rome Statute culminated in the final weeks of the Rome Conference. When negotiations deadlocked on crucial gender provisions in the final week of the negotiations, the
Women’s Caucus felt confident enough to threaten that “if these minimal criteria are not present in the final Statute, the Women’s Caucus will not support the resulting weak court and will consider actively lobbying their governments against ratification.”  

The Rome Statute that was eventually adopted differed substantially from the Draft Statute proposed by the ILC. Key changes included definitions of sexual and gender violence under provisions regarding the court’s jurisdiction, specifically under the definitions of war crimes and crimes against humanity. Other successful lobbying efforts included structural safeguards, such as the provision that the court must demonstrate a “fair representation of female and male judges” and that the court must include judges with “legal expertise” on issues involving violence against women and children, as outlined in Article 36(8) of the Rome Statute, so as to guarantee an appropriate investigation and prosecution of victims of sexual and gender violence before the ICC. Having made significant achievements during the negotiations toward the Rome Statute in 1998, the Women’s Caucus continued its campaign during the subsequent Preparatory Commission meetings held from 1999-2000 during which supplementary materials to the Rome Statute were negotiated, namely the Elements of Crimes (EOC) and the Rules of Procedure and Evidence (RPE).

Religious Conservative NGOs Influence in Rome

The success of the women’s rights groups’ advocacy campaign is exemplified by their participation in the negotiation process of the Rome Statute and the eventual adoption of some of their proposals, or versions thereof, in the Rome Statute. Having
assumed a significant role in the drafting process several weeks into the Rome Conference, the Women’s Caucus’ influence provided the exigency for another set of NGOs to step up their advocacy. Mainly comprising North-American-based conservative, self-declared “pro-life” or “pro-family” organizations, these groups represent a burgeoning movement of religious conservative activists influencing international social policy in international forums. The primary target for these actors’ intervention is the UN, including both UN agencies and conferences, where, under the cloak of defending “family values,” the movement’s global political project is to resist the inclusion and expansion of provisions regarding women’s rights, reproductive rights, population control policies, abortion, and children’s rights.

Accordingly, conservative organizations were primarily concerned with challenging the proposals for the inclusion of gender-sensitive language and gender-sensitive provisions in the Rome Statute advanced by the Women’s Caucus. The main objective religious conservative organizations had in the ICC negotiations consisted of obstructing progressive reform at the transnational level, specifically the expansion of women’s rights. Religious conservative NGOs coupled a rhetoric of social maintenance to preserve what they consider an appropriate social order with a language of national sovereignty.

Prominent religious conservative organizations involved in the ICC negotiations included groups such as R.E.A.L. (Realistic, Equal, Active, for Life) Women of Canada, the International Human Life Committee, and the JMJ (Jesus, Mary and Joseph) Children’s Fund of Canada, and the Catholic Family and Human Rights Institute (C-FAM), some of whom have made UN activism their primary focus. C-FAM for
instance, has established a permanent office at the United Nations in New York in an attempt to “monitor and affect the social policy debate at the United Nations and other international institutions.”

Other vocal participants were the World Family Policy Center (WFPC)—previously known under the name NGO Family Voice—whose mission is to “provide balanced, pro-family input and effectively educate the United Nations System on moral, religious and other value-based” international policy issues. The World Family Policy Center is based at and sponsored by Brigham Young University Law School. The NGO’s founder and director, BYU Professor of Law Richard Wilkins, has published widely and spoken frequently on the International Criminal Court.

Although clearly a minority in terms of numbers, religious conservative NGOs conceive of themselves as influential players in the international arena, as a statement by the World Family Policy Center illustrates. Praising conservative organizations’ advocacy campaigns that lobby against the inclusion of gender-specific provisions in the Rome Statute, the World Family Policy Center argued that “the changes in the ICC statute prompted by Family Voice and the pro-family coalition stand as helpful pro-family international law precedent, particularly in the area of ‘gender rights.’” The statement alludes to the fact that NGO Family Voice is credited with introducing a notorious proposal during the treaty negotiations that expressly limited the definition of “gender” as “male and female.” The notoriety of this proposal is due to its success. The statement illustrates that this organization and its allies are influential enough to shape international legal instruments according to their worldviews.

Religious conservative organizations’ influence on international social policy is in part due to the groups’ ability to build powerful alliances in the international political
arena. Buss and Herman note that while the organizations active at the UN focus on promoting a Christian orthodox worldview and therefore should be considered a “particular subset of the U.S. Christian Right as a whole,” the coalition of religious conservative organizations has built global interfaith alliances on some issues with conservative Muslim and Jewish activists and delegates and are on many issues supported by the Vatican. In the context of the ICC negotiations over the inclusion of a gender perspective in the Rome Statute, conservative NGOs also received support from a number of Arab League states that argued that the inclusion of gender-specific rights “offended their religious standards.”

**Religious Conservative NGOs’ Tactics and the Concern with Language**

The overarching goal of conservative NGOs operating at the UN level is to block consensus at UN hosted conferences on issues relating to reproductive rights, gay and lesbian rights. To this end, conservative NGOs have made use of a number of distinct tactics in their effort to stifle progressive international reform. Some of these tactics employed in Rome and at other UN conferences include the lobbying of state delegates, publicizing materials via newsletters, the use of intimidation tactics, and breaking UN rules of procedure. Anick Druelle from the University of Montreal identifies similar conservative advocacy strategies employed at the Beijing +5 Conference held in 2000, including the spreading of false information in leaflets and brochures, destroying other progressive NGOs’ information, and displaying visible signs of religion, such as Bibles in hand or ashen crosses on their foreheads.
The most central tactic of religious conservative NGO advocacy involves efforts to wield influence over how publics interpret key linguistic phrases in the documents produced at the international conferences. Underlying these efforts is the acknowledgment of the power of language in shaping attitudes towards policy. The Catholic Family and Human Rights Institute (C-FAM) took language to be one of its central targets during its heavy involvement in the ICC negotiations. On the surface, the group announced itself as being committed to “reestablishing a proper understanding of international law, protecting national sovereignty and the dignity of the human person.”

Below the surface, the target was language. Austin Ruse, president of C-FAM, elucidates this point arguing that “Although the game has changed in terms of the depth of experience now possessed by the pro-life side, the fight is the same. It is over language used by the other side to disguise positions that could not carry the day if they were put forth honestly.” Ruse implies that progressive advocates have ulterior motives when putting forth their proposals. With this, he invokes the often waged critique that women’s rights activists aim to influence social policy at the international level because it would have a greater impact and a wider reach than policies introduced at the domestic level.

Ruse casts his organization’s primary work of controlling the language used in international policy in a way that mirrors the work of women’s rights advocates. Ruse explained some of the tactics of his organization at the World Congress of Families II held in Geneva in 1999. In preparation for the Cairo+5 conference (1999), he argued, C-FAM “took the initiative from the other side on a new piece of language. Our side has generally been content with scanning the document which the other side writes and trying to improve their language. This still remains the most important part of our work. But we
will not win until we begin writing language and getting governments to introduce it for us. “This indicates that C-FAM is working behind the scenes trying to get government representatives to mouth their beliefs. Just as the Women’s Caucus for Gender Justice had directly lobbied governments, so too did the religious conservative NGOs. It follows that conservative NGOs’ attempts to copy strategies from women’s rights activists were not limited to the changing the language in the legal document. Rather, it extended to mobilization and lobbying strategies. Drawing on the experiences with conservative NGOs’ advocacy during the Beijing + 5 Conference, Elisabeth Friedman concludes that the conservative movement’s “repertoire of actions drew from the highly successful models of women’s rights advocates,” which included holding their own preparatory meetings, employing communication technology to distribute their materials to supporters, and lobbying delegates with their positions.

Working toward the overarching goal of obstructing the adoption of gender-sensitive language in the final agreement, religious conservative organizations focused on a set of narrowly defined issues in their campaign. Religious conservative advocates worked to block the inclusion of the term “gender” anywhere in the Statute; obstruct the inclusion of a provision defining gender and sexual violence as war crimes and crimes against humanity, specifically the inclusion of forced pregnancy; and impede the inclusion of provisions regarding the gender-expertise as a required qualification of the judges and other personnel. What follows is a discussion of the main themes and underlying concerns that emerged in the controversy around these issues.
Gender and Homosexuality

Given the nonexistent or inadequate definition and treatment of gender in international treaties prior to the Rome Statute, the inclusion of the term gender in the ICC treaty was known to mark a significant development. The definition of gender has rhetorical consequences. Valerie Oosterveld, a member of the Canadian delegation to the ICC’s Preparatory Commission from 1999 until 2002 and the 1998 Rome conference, explains the significance of the definition of “gender” in the Rome Statute:

How the ICC interprets “gender” will have a direct impact on the kinds of cases of persecution that the Court may be able to prosecute, as well as on the law applied, on how the Prosecutor undertakes his/her duties, and on the protection and participation of victims and witnesses. It could also profoundly affect the legal construction of ‘gender’ under international law.\(^88\)

That the definition would have far-reaching implications was not overlooked by conservative NGOs and several other state delegations, including, but not limited to members of the Arab League.\(^89\) Not surprisingly, then, discussions about the inclusion of the term “gender” quickly turned into a “lightning rod for conservative concerns about sexuality.”\(^90\) Recognizing the implications of incorporating the term “gender” into the language of the Rome Statute, anti-women’s rights activists initially worked to eliminate the use of or alter the conceptualization of “gender” in the treaty negotiations. They were joined by several state delegations that argued for the elimination of the term “gender” on the grounds that the term would be construed as including rights more widely defined than by many states, such as sexual orientation.\(^91\) Still other delegations rejected the term
“gender” for being too difficult to translate into some languages.\textsuperscript{92} REAL Women of Canada considered the term gender “sprinkled throughout” the Draft Statute problematic because gender “does not always mean a male and female but can also be interpreted (especially by a feminist prosecutor) in a way which could provide protection for ‘other genders’ including homosexuals, lesbians, bisexuals, transgendered, etc.”\textsuperscript{93} Invoking feminist scholar Anne Fausto-Sterling’s 1993 article “The Five Sexes: Why Male and Female are not Enough,” REAL Women argued that the inclusion of the term “gender” would ultimately require the recognition of homosexuality, which they considered incompatible with their “traditional” view of gender relations.

The articulation of gender to homosexuality illustrated above has become a common trope in religious conservative NGOs’ rhetoric. For instance, C-FAM objected to the inclusion of the definition in the Rome Statute arguing that “gender” could be “interpreted as criminalizing any national laws or policies that favor heterosexual marriage over homosexual couplings, on the grounds that homosexuality is a recognized ‘gender.’”\textsuperscript{94} As these statements suggest, religious conservatives’ rhetorical strategy, “had been to equate use of the term ‘gender’ with endorsement of homosexuality.”\textsuperscript{95} The conservatives’ campaign to influence the ICC had tapped into a readily available discourse of anti-gay discrimination to stifle women’s rights legislation.

This equation of the concept of gender with homosexuality must be seen in light of the term gender—as opposed to conservative NGOs’ preferred term “sex”—signifying the social construction of gender.\textsuperscript{96} Whereas “sex” highlights innate, biologically determined differences, subscribing to the notion of “gender” would entail acknowledging the social construction of gender roles. As such, the concept of gender
undermines the gender essentialism endorsed by the religious conservative NGOs.

Similarly, by drawing on Fausto Sterling’s “five sexes” proposition, religious conservative organizations have construed homosexuality as a gender category that poses a threat to the model of two biologically determined sexes upon which much of religious conservative politics is based.

It is important to point out that some of the conservative NGOs’ concerns over the definition of gender comprising homosexuality is not inaccurate as such. For progressive activists, sexual orientation was part of the definition of “gender” in the sense that gender highlights the social construction of identity within a society based on the norms and expectations of what constitutes appropriate or inappropriate masculinities or femininities. However, the difference is that, for the religious conservative NGOs, homosexuality is bound up with a moral determinism according to which homosexuality inevitably leads to the degeneration of social and moral values. At the root of the concerns brought forth by religious conservative NGOs in their opposition to the term “gender” is the belief that gender, understood as homosexuality, threatens traditional gender roles and the larger social order.

In this vein, the conflation of the term “gender” with non-heteronormative sexuality was linked to narratives of social decay and the corruption of society in a broader sense brought on by the ICC. The debate over “gender” was characterized by slippery slope arguments that suggested that if the concept of “gender” was introduced into the legal document of the ICC, the ICC would ultimately develop into an institution that could regulate myriads of other areas of social policy. A position paper of REAL
Women of Canada highlights the potential for large-scale manipulation of social behavior if “gender justice” were to be implemented:

If “gender,” as used in the ICC Draft Statute, in fact means something beyond “male” and “female,” the ICC will drastically restructure societies throughout the world. The possibilities include everything from hiring quotas to sexual orientation to abortion—hardly an appropriate agenda for a “criminal” court. The ICC was never intended, nor should it be used, to redefine and regulate all “socially constructed roles” that exist throughout the globe. . . . One might ask what fuels the continual quest for “gender justice.” No one opposes equal treatment of women and men before the law. If “gender justice” means more than this, the concept dramatically expands the role of the International Criminal Court, changing the Court from a Court aimed at the “most serious crimes” of “international concern,” into a potent judicial engine for social engineering.99

REAL Women invokes “gender” to invoke apocalyptic visions of the disintegration of society in which the International Criminal Court is depicted as an omnipotent bureaucratic body with the potential to bring about a major transformation of the social order. The position paper painted an Orwellian scenario in which a perceived expansion of the definition of the term “gender” became tantamount to a drastic social reorganization. The underlying anxiety stems from the belief that once gender is defined as something other than two biologically determined sexes, current relations of power will be fundamentally altered.

In the course of the ICC treaty negotiations, conservative organizations shifted their goal from eliminating the word “gender” from the Statute to replacing the term
“gender” with “men, women, and children” or with “sex.” The substitution was an effort to insist on essentialist notions of gender that conservative organizations wanted to see reflected in a biologically-deterministic language in the legal document. By contrast, the Women’s Caucus for Gender Justice and delegates in support of retaining the term “gender” promoted a definition of gender based on the understanding that “differences between men and women are not essential or inevitable products of biological sex differences” but rather “socially constructed differences between men and women and the unequal power relationships that result.” Women’s rights advocates also rejected the proposal to replace “gender” with “sex,” by arguing that it contradicted the language used by the UN system that has used the term “gender” rather than “sex.”

Due to the objections to the inclusion of the term “gender” that were raised by conservative anti-women’s rights groups and some Arab League countries, finding agreement proved to be a difficult undertaking, with the result being a “delicate, hard-fought compromise among delegations.” After a long series of formal and informal negotiations over the definition, those who opted for the definition that emphasized the constructivist dimension of gender roles won. The victory, however, came with concessions. Delegates eventually adopted a definition of gender as “the two sexes, male and female, within the context of society. The term ‘gender’ does not indicate any meaning different from the above.”

The phrase “within the context of society” is the outcome of a series of debates over language that would reflect the commitment to a definition of gender as socially constructed and that would be acceptable to those who opposed the inclusion of “gender.” The phrase codifying that “the term ‘gender’ does not indicate any meaning different
from the above,” Oosterveld explains, “gave comfort to those opposed to ‘gender’ because they saw it as reaffirming the ‘two sexes, male and female,’ while those supportive [of the inclusion of the term gender] felt that it was harmless because it reaffirmed the valuable sociological reference to ‘context of society.’”

Even after contentious negotiations, this was “the only definition of ‘gender’ to which the Arab States and others were willing to agree” and in that sense represents a concession to conservative advocates. Nonetheless, the definition expresses the drafters’ concern for “constructive ambiguity,” leaving the definition relatively open to future interpretation.

Richard Wilkins, William Perry, and Marcus Mumford of NGO Family Voice recognized this ambiguity, claiming the agreed upon definition as a victory of religious conservative advocacy efforts: “. . . while the ICC definition is not perfect, advocates can no longer assert (without further explanation) that ‘gender’ is a mere ‘social construct’ unrelated to ‘immutable biological differences.’” At the same time, NGO Family Voice was cognizant that the phrase “within the context of society” could potentially reopen the definitional issues in the future: “Although the precise meaning of this phrase is presently unknowable, it does provide room to argue that ‘gender’ is not limited exclusively to biology. Accordingly, over time, the ICC definition may once again become open-textured enough to accommodate Fausto-Sterling's ‘five sexes.’”

Despite the concessions to conservative advocates, as a whole, the definition of gender in the Rome Statute is significant as it constitutes the first definition of gender in a legally binding international treaty. While not as radical as notions of gender performance, this understanding is clearly the product of informed feminist/women’s rights advocates.
The Crime of Forced Pregnancy

In addition to the inclusion of the term “gender”—an issue that seeped into other gender-related provisions in the Rome Statute—the negotiations with conservative NGOs largely centered on questions concerning the crimes that should fall under the Court’s jurisdiction. More specifically, there was “no serious opposition” to the inclusion of rape, sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, and enforced sterilization as grave breaches of Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions. For most delegations, the inclusion of these crimes amounted to merely “codifying the current state of international law” and as such enjoyed the consensus of most state delegations. Unlike the crimes listed above, however, the proposal for the inclusion of “forced pregnancy” as a sexual crime turned out to be the “most contentious” and “most emotionally charged” issues of all the gender provisions. The New York Times reported one week prior to the end of the Rome Conference that the battle over the issue of “enforced pregnancy” had developed into “one of the most glaring and painful examples of just how contentious and intractable the process of negotiating a treaty on war crimes is.” As the result of a tedious process of negotiations during the final weeks of the Rome Conference over this issue, the Rome Statute defines “forced pregnancy” as the following:

…the unlawful confinement of a woman forcibly made pregnant, with the intent of affecting the ethnic composition of any population or carrying out other grave violations of international law. This definition shall not in any way be interpreted as affecting national laws relating to pregnancy.
The inclusion of this provision makes the Rome Statute the first international treaty to define forced pregnancy as a criminal action.\textsuperscript{116} The opportunity to include such a provision emerged within the context of the cases heard before the ICTR and ICTY. Testimony of witnesses heard by the ad hoc tribunals demonstrated that that there had been systematic attempts to forcibly impregnate women and to subsequently deny them the opportunity to terminate their pregnancies with the purpose of having women give birth to children of a different ethnicity, thus changing the ethnic composition of the population—a crime meeting the central definitional criterion of genocide.\textsuperscript{117}

The eventual inclusion of the “forced pregnancy” provision came after an intense battle between women’s rights advocates and conservative forces at the Rome Conference that stemmed from conference participants’ “fundamentally different philosophical, legal, and cultural approaches.”\textsuperscript{118} Progressive NGOs, including the Women’s Caucus for Gender Justice, for instance, employed a rhetorical discourse that placed crimes of sexual assault, including rape and forced pregnancy “within the international human rights framework by focusing on how these acts infringe upon fundamental rights and freedoms.”\textsuperscript{119} Since the recognition of forced pregnancy as a sexual crime is intricately linked to issues of reproductive freedom and sexual autonomy, conservative NGOs, along with some state delegates of the Arab League countries and the Vatican, strongly opposed its inclusion in the Rome Statute. Originally introduced as “enforced pregnancy” by the Women’s Caucus for Gender Justice, the Holy See made an alternative proposal during the PrepCom prior to the Rome Conference in April 1998 in which it labeled the issue as a provision on “forcible impregnation.”\textsuperscript{120} Supporters of the “enforced pregnancy” provision, however, dismissed the Holy See’s proposal as
unacceptable because the phrasing was too narrow in that it referred only to the act of making a woman pregnant rather than the act of confining a woman—who had forcibly been made pregnant—during pregnancy in an attempt to make her carry the baby to full term.\textsuperscript{121}

Several scholars and participants in the negotiations have noted that the proposal for a forced pregnancy provision was so divisive that it not only temporarily stalled the negotiations during the Rome Conference but also led to the issue of sexual crimes to resurface “as bargaining chips in other debates and controversies during the subsequent Preparatory Commissions” during which state delegations continued to limit the provision by adding supplementary clauses.\textsuperscript{122}

Conservative arguments against forced pregnancy during the negotiation process went in two directions: One line of the argument against forced pregnancy put forth that recognition of “enforced pregnancy” as a crime under the Rome Statute would in itself result in creating the universal right to abortion. The other line focused on framing the provision of forced pregnancy as criminalizing the denial of access to abortion. Recounting the perceived intentions of progressive NGOs and international lawmakers, Richard Wilkins, director, and Kathryn Balmforth, executive director and legal counsel of NGO Family Voice, claimed:

The thrust of the proposed “crime” of “enforced pregnancy” was clear: Any legal regime that forbade termination of unwanted pregnancies would be guilty of “enforced pregnancy.” The pro-family coalition argued that, while rape or sexual violence properly should be condemned, the status of “pregnancy” should not be criminalized. While rape or other sexual misconduct that could result in
pregnancy might properly be considered criminal, it is straining the bounds of logic to assert that pregnancy (in any circumstance) is itself a “crime.” Their article exemplifies how conservative NGOs contorted the forced pregnancy provision into absurdity by suggesting that pregnancy itself could be criminalized under the “forced pregnancy” provision. Moreover, Wilkins and Balmforth along with several other religious conservative organizations, cast the provision shorthand as criminalizing the “denial of access to abortion,” which is an omission under criminal law. By contrast, supporters of the provision of forced pregnancy sought to criminalize the acts of making a woman pregnant and to force women to bear children from those rapes. Hence, whereas religious conservatives cast the provision as criminalizing an omission, women’s rights advocates strove to criminalize what would be considered a commission under criminal law, a crucial difference in perspective on this provision. As such, conservative NGOs’ portrayal of enforced pregnancy veils the nature of the sexual crime being addressed—a woman forcibly made pregnant and kept pregnant as a tool of war or as part of a genocidal campaign.

By focusing on the criminalization of the denial of access to abortion and by presenting forced pregnancy as opening “a back door to allow abortion,” religious conservative NGOs co-opted the issue of “enforced pregnancy” as a crime subject to ICC jurisdiction by articulating the issue to a more familiar anti-abortion discourse. The religious conservatives’ campaign against forced pregnancy was then not about defining a crime of sexual violence used as an instrument of war, genocide, or as a crime against humanity. While the issue of sexual violence may have lurked in the background of
conservative NGO discourse, opposition to the right to terminate a pregnancy, despite the origin of pregnancy, was in the fore.

Emphasizing the criminalization of abortion—rather than the criminalization of the act of making and keeping a woman pregnant—religious conservative NGOs also connected the issue of forced pregnancy to a discourse about international population control policies. As a set of programs designed to limit population growth, this area of international social policy is intricately connected to issues such as women’s rights and reproductive rights and has hence received considerable attention from religious conservative organizations targeting the UN.\(^{127}\) To illustrate the cooptation of forced pregnancy for a discourse about population control policies, a closer look at the rhetoric of the Population Research Institute (PRI) is instructive.

PRI has focused on advancing anti-population control policies and specifically on “objectively presenting the truth about population-related issues.”\(^{128}\) The organization was founded as part of the conservative Human Life International organization.\(^{129}\) The cross-semination between it and other organizations targeting the UN is further evident in the fact that Austin Ruse, founder and president of C-FAM occasionally contributes to PRI publications.\(^{130}\) “Like all truly pro-life organizations,” PRI claims, it combines an agenda of being “against abortion, against euthanasia, in favor of traditional marriage, against artificial contraception, and in favor of family-friendly societies and economies, all of which are essential to maintaining healthy populations.”\(^{131}\) Echoing fears over the right to abortion coming in “through the back door,” the Population Research Institute casts the ICC’s proposed provision on “enforced pregnancy” as creating the possibility for an international body to “impose ‘anti-natal views’” on states’ domestic law.\(^{132}\)
PRI argues that the inclusion of “forced pregnancy” in the Rome Statute of the ICC could open the door to prosecuting those “who oppose coercive population-control policies.” At first sight, this general critique of population control policies might sound like a potentially plausible and well-reasoned argument against the more troublesome aspects of global family planning programs, for instance those instituted by the World Bank. This line of critique, however, is eclipsed by a dogmatic anti-abortion policy stance. Scott Weinberg, then PRI’s director of governmental affairs, declared that the “imposition of anti-natal views on the poorest of the poor by corrupt governments or through an international criminal court, and the prosecution of individuals who heroically oppose coercion, is something which must be opposed with the utmost vigilance.” Framing and focusing on population-control programs as coercive measures redirects attention away from the issue at hand and allows PRI to mask its own form of coercion inherent in this discourse, that is its categorical and unwavering anti-abortion stance. Weinberg proceeds by claiming for his organization the position of the benevolent defender of state-sovereignty that aids “poor” countries in their struggle against repressive measures of family planning programs imposed by global institutions. Weinberg argues, “We’re concerned about violations of the sovereign rights of nations, and the inalienable rights of women and families to determine for themselves the timing and spacing of their pregnancies.” The ICC is harnessed here as an intervention into nation-state sovereignty and women’s and families’ autonomy over the timing and spacing of their reproductive choices.

Curiously, according to Weinberg’s logic, the notion of personal autonomy—which he perceives to be threatened by the institution of the ICC—is not compromised by
the categorical pro-life position his organization endorses. Weinberg frames PRI’s opposition to the ICC as being predicated on the ICC violating “women’s” and “families’” agency and autonomy, thereby invoking a powerful discourse of individual rights. Weinberg’s argument obfuscates, however, that if his organization’s pro-life agenda became a reality, women would have very little autonomy over their reproductive decisions. While PRI’s rhetoric purportedly defends individuals’ autonomy in deciding when to become pregnant, it fails to grant individuals agency once pregnancy is established, even if an existing pregnancy is the result of rape used as a tool of war with genocidal intent.

Adopting a powerful rights discourse and casting the PRI specifically as committed to defending the right to autonomy, the organization assumes by default a leadership role, a moral force legitimated to oppose such “coercive” measures. Weinberg positions the PRI as speaking out in the interest of developing countries who are subject to the repressive population control programs. That is, Weinberg assumes for himself and his organization the voice of the world’s oppressed. Buss and Herman have noted the insidiousness of the “development-friendly” rhetoric religious conservatives focusing on population control policies have employed:

By arguing that population policy is irredeemably racist and imperialist, and by characterizing feminism as western and single-focused, the CR UN [Christian Right working to influence the UN] has introduced a new question in to the population debate: who speaks most authentically for the third world? Using the language of racism, inequality, and the needs of the poor, the CR UN has laid
claim to a progressive stance that is says is more authentic, more compassionate, and more sensitive than that of feminists.\textsuperscript{137}

Having positioned themselves as defending developing countries against the imperialist imposition of population control programs, religious conservatives are competing with feminists over an important rhetorical position at international forums such as the UN. Moreover, by articulating “enforced pregnancy” to the issue of overpopulation and by casting it as a struggle for individual autonomy and against state-sanctioned coercion, PRI obfuscates the definition of “enforced pregnancy” as a war crime or crime against humanity to further the Population Research Institute’s moral agenda.

The rhetorical efforts of conservative actors to influence the law-making process had a significant impact on the definition of the crime in the Rome Statute. The disagreements between those who supported an enforced pregnancy provision and those opposing such a provision (because it would interfere with domestic abortion laws of the respective countries) were eventually resolved by a compromise to change the provision from “enforced pregnancy” to “forced pregnancy” and to include a definition of the crime itself in the Statute. Moreover, the definition of the crime included a clause that protects states from having to make domestic law correspond with the Rome Statute’s provision and thus protects domestic abortion law from the reach of the ICC.\textsuperscript{138} This addition, stating that “this definition shall not in any way be interpreted as affecting national laws relating to pregnancy,”\textsuperscript{139} was included as a compromise to the Holy See and several Arab League countries that feared that the definition of “forced pregnancy” would undermine domestic abortion law.\textsuperscript{140} The very definition of forced pregnancy is thus contradictory. On the one hand, it recognizes forced pregnancy as a punishable crime; on
the other hand, by recognizing the sovereignty of domestic anti-abortion legislations, it does not establish rights for women to terminate pregnancies resulting from rape used as a tool of war. Thus, those believed to have used rape and forced pregnancy as genocidal tools for altering ethnic composition or carrying out other grave violations of international law may be tried for war crimes; however, the victims are not offered any additional medical or legal recourse beyond that which their nation of origin provides. 

Vilification of “Radical Feminists”

Conservative organizations’ rhetorical strategies to obstruct the inclusion of a gender perspective in the ICC treaty reached beyond merely challenging the Rome Statute’s content regarding gender-related provisions and, more generally, the inclusion of gender-sensitive language. Conservative organizations contesting the inclusion of a gender perspective additionally relied heavily on vilifying its adversaries, which was accomplished by portraying women’s rights supporters as adherents of the feminist movement and by vilifying feminism as a “radical” movement. For instance, rather than using “Women’s Caucus for Gender Justice”—the official name of the umbrella organization comprising groups that supported the inclusion of a gender perspective—conservative organizations typically refer to the Women’s Caucus as “feminists.”

The label “feminist” is almost exclusively accompanied by the attribute “radical.” The term “radical feminist” of course does not describe a particular theoretical strand of feminism within the larger feminist movement. Rather, conservative organizations employed the label to invoke already existing negative connotations of feminism
circulating in the larger public discourse. These kinds of discourses are prominent and resonate as feminists and feminism continue to be trivialized and demonized in media representations.\textsuperscript{142} What is more, with their recurring emphasis on associating feminists with radicalism, suggesting that feminists act outside the realm of reasonable claims, religious conservative organizations echo a common trope employed in coverage of the transnational women’s movement. As Danner and Walsh have shown, U.S. print news coverage of the global feminist movement at international conferences has contributed to an image of feminists as disorganized “bickering” women in conflict, as extreme women or as unfeminine “misfits,” thereby emphasizing the already pervasively negative image of feminism and contributing to the further discrediting and marginalization of feminism.\textsuperscript{143} Given this context of how feminism and feminists have been portrayed for the public, the “radical feminist” label religious conservative NGOs predominantly employed in their statements is not a neutral descriptor but is harnessed as an epithet to invoke fears of extremism and irrationality and deepen conservative constituents’ contempt for the Women’s Caucus’ agenda in particular, and feminist/women’s rights activism in general. Without much elaboration, the Women’s Caucus seems to have earned the labels “feminist” and “radical” primarily for its divergence from the positions held by conservative advocates.

When the attribute “radical” was not explicitly used to describe the members of the Women’s Caucus, conservative groups alternatively depicted the Women’s Caucus’ actions as aggressive, drastic measures with far-reaching consequences. “Feminists” are perceived as “intend[ing] to utilize the clause [of enforced pregnancy] to criminalize any denial of access to abortion.”\textsuperscript{144} Alternatively, the Women’s Caucus was portrayed as
“aggressively lobbying for the inclusion of ‘enforced pregnancy.’”\textsuperscript{145} According to these accounts, the Women’s Caucus’ advocacy was depicted as a disingenuous effort to sway opinion rather than an honest commitment to women’s rights issues—ostensibly unlike the religious conservatives’ advocacy efforts. Moreover, C-FAM cast the Women’s Caucus’ positions as one of a kind in their extremism and thus as untenable when it cautioned against “the kinds of radical proposals that would be floated” by the Women’s Caucus, or, specifically, the “dangerous language on criminalizing ‘enforced pregnancy.’”\textsuperscript{146} C-FAM suggested that “radical” feminists are lacking broader support and therefore political legitimacy while posing an imminent threat to the “sanctity of life.” Exaggerating and misrepresenting the goals of the Women’s Caucus, conservative NGOs drew on a common strategy of religious conservatives in their attack on feminism, namely to craft a “caricature of feminism as a movement of man-hating, power-mongering ideologues who do not really represent most women anyway.”\textsuperscript{147}

As a result of conservative organizations’ strategies of vilification, “feminist” and “pro-life” (or “anti-abortion”) identities were construed as mutually exclusive. Religious conservative organizations uniformly cast “feminist” Women’s Caucus members or their proposals as “dangerous,” “radical,” and “aggressive,” thereby foreclosing the possibility of finding consensus and reconciliation between “pro-life” rhetors and “feminists” as the following comment from C-FAM prior to the Rome Conference suggests: “Already feminist forces are contacting national leaders around the world to push their own ICC proposals. UN pro-lifers have called for their allies to do the same.”\textsuperscript{148} The differences in positions between the Women’s Caucus and conservative organizations is rendered insurmountable and insoluble, which is further underscored by the use of militaristic
language. Invoking images of combat, C-FAM for instance described the negotiations prior to, during, and following the Rome Conference as “battles,” as a “struggle waged . . . between pro-life/pro-family forces and the radical-feminist Women's Caucus,” and as a struggle over which party can claim “victory” for the outcomes of the negotiation process.149

Social Change, Sovereignty, and a Radical ICC

Constructing a Manichean world view of “pro-family” advocates versus the “radically feminist Women’s Caucus,”150 religious conservative organizations projected the radical dimension of the Women’s Caucus—members of which were involved in the Court’s design—onto the ICC as an institution. Religious conservative organizations influencing the International Criminal Court did not solely perceive the ICC as a dangerous institution for the specific crimes it could prosecute. Rather, they depicted the ICC as a vehicle used by the global feminist movement to promote a larger feminist agenda that would expand from the realm of international law into other areas of international social policy. For instance, Real Women of Canada claimed that the institution of the ICC is being instrumentalized as a means to endorse the very concept of “radical feminism:” “Sadly, any hope of achieving an impartial, objective Court to bring the tyrants of this world to justice dissolved in the wake of actions taken by a Canadian delegation determined to turn the ICC into a powerful vehicle to promote world-wide radical feminism, including abortion and homosexual rights.”151

Elsewhere, Real Women of Canada crafted an image of the ICC as a feminist “weapon” in the struggle over
international social policy: “While an ICC could be a wonderful tool for building true justice and freedom everywhere, in the context in which the court has been established and will be used, we fear it will be an extremely powerful weapon in the hands of the international anti-life, anti-family movement.”\(^{152}\)

Conservative organizations cast the ICC as a conduit of women’s rights activists’ attempts to solidify their rule, frequently by suggesting that the Women’s Caucus was driven by ulterior motives. Women’s rights groups were depicted as colonizing forces motivated by imperialist intentions maneuvering to shape the international social policy according to their supposedly nefarious views. In its coverage of the ICC treaty negotiations, Real Women of Canada accused the Canadian delegation of having held a private and secret meeting for “30 carefully selected delegates” in the Canadian embassy in Rome, designed to “indoctrinate the delegates on the feminist agenda, and to reach a secret agreement on the proposed court.…”\(^{153}\) The report concluded conspiratorially that the “primary objective of the Canadian delegation was to obtain approval for a feminist-dominated world court.”\(^{154}\)

The concerns over the Court’s ability to bring about changes in global social relations was typically expressed in broad and generalizing claims about the Court’s dangerous potential to “change the world.”\(^ {155}\) The ICC—perceived to have been shaped by “radical feminist” views—figured prominently as an “engine for radical social change” in religious conservative organizations’ materials.\(^ {156}\) Accordingly, the ICC became the scapegoat for a whole series of religious conservatives’ fears, including, global feminism and its attendant notions of anti-family politics, specifically an increasing development toward secularization, the recognition of homosexuality, and the
decline of traditional gender roles. Conservative organizations’ concerns about a subversion of traditional gender roles were particularly pronounced in the proposed inclusion of gender parity provisions in the Rome Statute. With religious conservative organizations arguing against gender equity in the institutional setup of the court, the proposal caused significant debate during the negotiations. The character of this “debate” is summarized succinctly in an article in the online news service LifeSiteNews, which is operated by the Canadian anti-abortion organization Campaign Life Coalition (CLC), one of the first organizations to focus on the “international dimension of attacks on life and family.” The article notes that the “general concept of the court could potentially bring about a major advance in international justice and that is what the public is hearing about the ICC.” The concession that the Court could potentially be put to good use is immediately followed by a qualification, claiming that under the current stipulations, the court is a far too dangerous instrument, at risk of being abused by interested parties. The article warned that, “unfortunately, most of its instigators may have radical social change agendas as their first priority for the court.” Echoing the slippery slope arguments of other religious conservative organizations, the organization depicted the ICC as a potentially “powerful instrument” that could bring about “forced social change by feminist, homosexual and other radical social change groups.” In its logical conclusion, the article ended by exhorting readers to action, cautioning against co-optation of the court by women’s rights advocates.

Pro-family activists should spread the word around the world about the dangers of this court and influence governments to NOT ratify the ICC agreement as currently worded. Failing that, they should urge governments to influence the
implementation of the court to strictly ensure that its staffing and direction are not manipulated to serve any radical social change movements.\textsuperscript{161}

In an attempt to stifle social change, the article argued against the ICC altogether, encouraging other pro-family organizations to join in lobbying against the ratification of the Court.

The anxiety over the decline of traditional gender roles that could potentially lead to more than modest changes in the social order was often coupled with a discourse about the ICC being the brainchild of an influential but undemocratic elite operating at the international level. NGO Family Voice of the David M. Kennedy Center for International Studies depicted the ICC as a project conceived by an intellectual elite whose values are supposedly out of touch with and unrepresentative of the rest of society. The organization claimed that the crimes defined under the ICC “pose a chilling potential for misuse: rather than deterring horrendous atrocities and vindicating mankind's just vengeance on mass murderers, the ICC could well become an engine for eliminating all cultural, ethnic and religious values that dare to stray from the modern convictions of the ICC’s judicial elite.”\textsuperscript{162} Casting the drafters and judges of the ICC as a privileged minority with illegitimate social, political, cultural, and religious world views, NGO Family Voice constituted its own identity as one of tradition and therefore supported by and representative of a broad base.

In another position paper, the conservative Mormon David M. Kennedy Center for International Studies cast the values inscribed in the ICC as not being representative, thereby defending its own self-perceived non-ideological position.
Millions of women find support, opportunity for growth and protection within the structure of the traditional family. Millions of women find distinctions between gender roles to be a workable and satisfactory mechanism for division of labor and enhancement of productivity. The fact that these women are typically too busy with their own full and productive lives to become involved in international politics is no justification for subjecting them to the jurisdiction of judges selected for views and ideologies that are utterly foreign to the experience and the desires of these women.163

Here, a static view of traditional gender roles was thinly veiled behind the charge of the ICC being an “ideologically skewed” court.164 The argument against a gender-sensitive Court and thus for the maintenance of traditional gender roles was presented by religious conservative advocates to seem neutral and universally acceptable by turning the charge of ideological predisposition against supporters of gender provisions in the ICC, a strategic move not unusual for conservative rhetors. The David M. Kennedy Center for International Studies claimed the position of speaking as the neutral protector of “tradition,” while associating feminism with “ideological extremism” that could promote “total autonomy, personal gratification and non-accountability for women….”165 This radical agenda associated with feminists was contrasted with values of traditional societies. The latter have to be protected by “pro-life and pro-family lobbyists” from “feminist activists” who want to use the ICC not only as a permanent legal authority but also “as a tool for imposing their anti-life and anti-family agendas on traditional-minded societies.”166 While painting their adversaries as closed-minded and malevolent
ideologues, religious conservative organizations cast their own members as the humble protectors of convention. They are, de-facto, the voice of “traditional-minded” societies.

In addition to framing the ICC (and for that matter, other UN-related institutions) as vehicles for a global feminist, pro-choice movement—even in the limited context of discussions about gender and sexual violence during war or as large-scale attacks against a population—conservative organizations have used the ICC to conjure up fears about social change and a shifting role of the nation-state in international politics in a broader sense. The ICC negotiations provided religious conservative organizations with an opportunity to reinforce broader but related discourses of anti-cosmopolitanism that religious conservatives have labored to influence over the last decade and a half at other UN-related events. Thus, while the rhetorical discourse of religious conservative organizations advocating issues concerning the ICC ignited around and were couched in criticisms of specific provisions in the Rome Statute, underlying these charges was a broader rejection of internationalism. At the core of religious conservative organizations’ discourse about the ICC are concerns over the nation-state’s loss of sovereignty to the authority of global institutions, because religious conservatives will have a more difficult time to influence the international community than domestic policies at the level of the nation-state.

In the context of the ICC-related discourse, much of religious conservative organizations’ rhetorical discourse revolved around limiting the definition of human rights. Specifically, religious conservative NGOs challenged to consider reproductive rights (mainly referring to abortion in this context) as human rights. In December 1997, months before the Rome Conference convened, C-FAM alarmed its like-minded
community about the attendance of feminist activists, fueling concerns with its
c constituen ts over the impact women’s rights advocates could have on solidifying
reproductive rights in the international legal system:

Of grave concern to the pro-family activists is the strong presence of many
feminist NGOs in the preparation for the upcoming ICC conference. Feminists
look longingly at the equation of “reproductive rights” with human rights. They
may not suggest it yet, but the question is obvious; will these feminist NGOs, who
will be allowed to make official presentations to the conference next summer, one
day push to make pro-life crimes against humanity.\footnote{167}

Similar to PRI’s rhetoric, which presents itself as defender of “natal” rights speaking for
developing countries that have been coerced into population control programs,
reproductive rights are discussed as being of secondary importance. Richard Wilkins of
the World Family Policy Center argued in a speech delivered to the World Family Policy
Forum that “key among fundamental human rights are the rights to democratic self-
governance and self-determination, the right to maintain diverse cultural and religious
practices, and even the right, if people so choose, to “vote their conscience” and to
establish governments based on religious principles.”\footnote{168} Reproductive rights, if
considered human rights at all, are sidelined by select human rights that preserve a
nation’s self-determination, sovereignty and religious freedom.\footnote{169}

Along with the ICC, religious conservatives have cast the human rights system as
just another channel through which the feminists work to achieve their goals. In her
speech “Hijacking Human Rights,” delivered before the World Congress of Families II,
Kathryn Balmforth argued “The anti-family faction has targeted the human rights system
because it is a direct path to power. The power they seek is the power to curtail the freedom of most of humanity and to do it, ironically, in the name of ‘human rights.’”

Balmforth cast the inclusion of a certain set of rights—arguably women’s rights or rights for previously underprivileged communities—as the product of a (feminist) elitist discourse alienated from the experiences and needs of the majority of the people:

The hijacking of the human rights system by the anti-family movement must be rejected by nations and people who value their families and their sovereignty. It is undemocratic when judges—who are part of a sovereign government with jurisdiction over its people—invent new rights and impose them on the majority. However, it is far, far worse and, I believe, completely illegitimate when committees of “experts”—whatever that word means—invents new rights, and attempt to force them on sovereign nations who have not and would not consent to them.171

The statement illustrates how religious conservative discourse over the ICC redirects the debate over human rights. Rather than attending to women’s rights as codifications of internationally recognized norms of conduct in conflict situations, Balmforth’s discourse of human rights focuses on women in need of protection from alleged judges’ ideologies. Balmforth’s claim illustrates how religious conservative NGOs have crafted for themselves an identity of being victimized by feminist lawmakers who have supposedly created the possibility for the ICC to criminalize what conservatives perceive as marginalized pro-life views. Similarly, Wilkins argued, that “The often-difficult debates surrounding many newly established and/or emerging human rights such as family rights, abortion and same-sex marriage should not be resolved by giving an international court
the power to declare that its ideological opponents are criminals.\textsuperscript{172} We see in this
discourse a retreat to the nation-state and national sovereignty that are portrayed, along
with the family, as a bulwark against the global reach of reproductive and certain other
human rights.

Religious conservative organizations’ discourse articulates anxieties over (radical)
social change brought about by the transnational women’s movement to concerns over
the concentration of power located in international institutions, such as the ICC. The
David M. Kennedy Center for International Studies at Brigham Young University, for
instance, decries the connection between feminist influence and the ICC: “The ICC is
potentially too important and far too powerful to be appropriated as a propaganda
machine for radical social experimentation. The idea of an autonomous international
body that can reach across national boundaries to individuals is unprecedented
enough.”\textsuperscript{173} REAL Women of Canada expressed similar concerns over the far-reaching
powers of the Court, lamenting that “What should have remained solely a criminal court
has, in effect, been transformed into a human rights ombudsman as well.”\textsuperscript{174} The
statement reveals the organization’s fears over the extensive function of the Court to
implement human rights since human rights are seen to enact social change at an
international scale. Such authority given to an international institution would amount to a
violation of the sovereignty of the nation-state and its ability to determine its domestic
politics. How a Criminal Court could exist without being based on the general concept of
human rights is left unclear.

Much of religious conservative NGOs’ discourse, then, expresses fears that
international institutions like the ICC can influence social policy, a realm that they,
however, perceive as the prerogative of domestic legislation. The fear is that a social policy agenda set by international institutions like the ICC would lead to a universalization of social values that would not be able to take into consideration national or cultural differences—that is, ones not subject to local religious influence. The David M. Kennedy Center for International Studies tellingly wrote:

The ICC statute purports to establish a judicial mechanism with jurisdiction over every individual on the face of the earth, whether or not that individual resides in (or is a citizen of) a country that has ratified the statute. Family Voice’s participation was provoked by serious concern that the ICC, as initially proposed, would establish new international norms that could intrude upon traditional culture and religion while at the same time creating a powerful, world-wide judicial engine for the prosecution of organizations and individuals perceived to be in violation of those new norms.175

Accordingly, the organization rejects the ICC on the grounds that it imposes a social policy agenda that would violate the sovereignty of the nation-state to determine its own values and norms. With this view on the Court, the NGO was in the company of many other pro-life organizations, who considered “the court as a crucial step in the abandonment of national sovereignty, and the establishment of a tyrannical world government.”176 Richard Wilkins reiterates these concerns in a language that invokes a rights discourse of freedom and autonomy: “These human rights and individual freedoms are best served if countries preserve their sovereignty and the right to govern their own domestic affairs. An autonomous international court will not be responsive to the culturally diverse peoples of the world. Moreover, governance by judges is inherently
undemocratic. The power to determine the contours of domestic policies must be kept close to home—close to the people being governed.”177 As such, the anti-women’s rights movement represented at the conference in Rome largely reflected the fears and concerns of U.S. conservatives and U.S. opposition to the ICC more generally.

Concluding Remarks

As a whole, the outcome of the advocacy efforts to influence the Rome Statute with regards to the inclusion of a gender perspective is ambiguous. In many respects, the treaty functions as a landmark development for the recognition of gender in international law. The United Nations Special Rapporteur on violence against women, Radhika Coomaraswamy, noted optimistically:

The Rome Statute’s gender provisions are an encouraging example of how the development of the international women’s rights movement is positively impacting international human rights and humanitarian law despite the strong influence of conservative political forces…. While much remains to be done, the progress made since 1994 is extraordinary.”178

At the same time, as my analysis has shown, religious conservative NGOs, with the backing of several state delegations, have left their imprint on a long-fought over international treaty like the Rome Statute. While their advocacy efforts have not been successful on all fronts, these organizations’ advocacy in the context of the Rome Statute negotiations attests to the growing influence of a movement comprised of relatively few actors. This is no small feat. More than UN conference documents that function primarily
as manifestations of international values and aspirations an international treaty like the Rome Statute that serves as the basic legal foundation for the International Criminal Court will play a profound role in the ways in which we remember human rights, crimes, the responsibility for such crimes, and for the community that emerges from that memory. In this sense, religious conservative organizations have influenced and will continue to alter the way in which human rights, women’s rights, and crimes of sexual and gender violence will be adjudicated and remembered at a global scale.

Whereas the Women’s Caucus also saw the creation of the ICC as an opportunity to shape an International Criminal Court and international criminal law according to universal human rights, including women’s rights, religious conservative organizations’ discourse promoted a parochial understanding of rights in which the nation-state is summoned as a safeguard against the intrusion of universal rights. At the core of religious conservative organizations’ rhetoric of social maintenance lies the desire to preserve a traditionalist view of the social order. In the context of the ICC negotiations, religious conservative organizations focused on a rather narrowly defined realm of issues: the potential expansive interpretation of the term gender, the right to abortion under the stipulation of forced pregnancy, and ideological bias of the court and its staff. In their preoccupation with those issues, religious conservatives have employed a rhetorical discourse that systematically ignores questions of how to establish safeguards to protect women from war crimes and crimes against humanity. Moreover, given that the ICC is designed to bring to trial and hold accountable perpetrators who have committed some of the most heinous crimes on a mass scale, religious conservatives’ discourse that emphasized the illegitimacy of expanding rights for marginalized communities is not
only disproportionate to the *benefits* a system of legal protection from gender and sexual violence would provide for large numbers of people. What is more insidious of the religious conservative ICC-related discourse, however, is that it reveals the conviction that women and marginalized communities do not deserve legal protection from being targeted for war crimes or crimes against humanity. Having succeeded in eliminating crucial provisions relating to sexual and gender violence and potentially limiting the scope of the definition of the term “gender,” religious conservative actors operating at a transnational level have shown that their campaigns cannot be denied. Their campaign demonstrated that they pose a significant danger to the future of cosmopolitan rights and memory even in political arenas that are generally thought of as the territory of advocates embracing progressive visions of the future. Since international legal institutions, such as the ICC, form the basis for a set of shared values and norms that function as a type of transnational memory for (gender) justice, the discursive strategies of religious conservative organizations challenging such institutions and notions of cosmopolitanism need to be further examined to guarantee the future of gender justice.
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Chapter 5

Before Crises make it to the ICC: Cultural Texts Remembering and Promoting Intervention in Darfur

“Never again” we said after the Holocaust. And after the Cambodian genocide in the 1970s. And then again after the Rwanda genocide in 1994. And then, just a year later, after the Srebrenica massacre in Bosnia. And now we’re asking ourselves, in the face of more mass killing and dying in Darfur, whether we really are capable, as an international community, of stopping nation-states murdering their own people. How many more times will we look back wondering, with varying degrees of incomprehension, horror, anger and shame, how we could have let it all happen?”

“Crimes against Humanity: Overcoming Global Indifference,” 2006
Gandel Oration for B’nai B’rith Anti-Defamation Commission by Gareth Evans, President of International Crisis Group, University of New South Wales, Sydney, 30 April 2006

Each of the chapters of this project has discussed aspects of the ICC including the development, the U.S.’s unsigning, the struggle for increasing public support, and the negotiations over the inclusion of women’s rights. The rhetorical discourses pertinent to each of these areas were discussed in terms of their function as sites of potential transnational memory production. While the previous chapters centered on efforts to create a transnational memory (and the challenges toward it), this chapter’s focus is on
the employment of already existing transnational memory discourses evident in existing human rights norms. Specifically, I examine the rhetoric of a set of advocacy campaigns promoting intervention in the humanitarian crisis in the Darfur region of Sudan. The focus of this chapter is on how genocide—as an already established human rights norm and thus a form of transnational memory—is invoked in a number of mediated texts arguing for an intervention in Darfur, Sudan and how and with what consequences these texts promote public activism and intervention. Although intervention is the explicitly desired outcome of the advocacy efforts discussed in this chapter, the critical focus of this chapter are questions concerning how humanitarian responses evoke and constitute transnational subjectivities and communities. As such, the focus is on the consequences these advocacy texts have for the solidification of cosmopolitan values and the cultivation of cosmopolitan communities.

This chapter continues the trajectory of work set out in the earlier chapters by focusing on how advocacy groups generate a sense of urgency, raise public awareness, and mobilize publics to take action. By looking at advocacy campaigns focused on the atrocities committed in the Darfur region of Sudan, we are able to see how advocacy groups may influence the international agenda once an institution like the International Criminal Court has entered into force. In the case of the atrocities in Darfur, the response of the international community was largely one of inaction or at least ineffective action. Though the ICC began to investigate the situation earlier, it was only in 2009 that arrest warrants were issued for principal perpetrators of the atrocities. The media campaigns addressed in this chapter thus represent voices seeking to influence international attitudes and, consequently, shaping the work of the ICC.
As discussed in the introduction of this project, the realities of globalization have made international codependency a fact of life, not something to be opted in or out of. Whereas human rights discourses often emerge out of particular (national, local) historic situations, human rights/memory discourses have become increasingly universalized. Vice versa, discourses of universal human rights must be translated to particular situations to promote intelligibility and efficacy for particular audiences. Accordingly, the veracity of transnational co-dependence has not freed advocates for cosmopolitan values from the strictures of the nation-state and the discourses it engenders. On the contrary, issues that are explicitly of international concern are rendered into a language of national interest and translated to audiences of particular nation-states.

Both official and unofficial advocates parallel the crisis in Darfur to the Holocaust—using the mantra of Holocaust remembrance, “never again,” to legitimate various modes of intervention. By invoking the Holocaust, advocates tap into larger human rights norms already rooted in a kind of transnational collective memory. At the same time, the discourses produced by advocacy texts calling for an intervention in Darfur, I argue, are marked by a heavy reliance on the paradigm of the nation-state. While the employment of an anti-genocide discourse invokes a type of transnational memory and cosmopolitanism, these discourses are simultaneously characterized by a rhetoric of domestication and, by extension, a depoliticization of the conflict. I argue that advocates and artists in the culture industries stand at the vanguard for publicizing and publicly adjudicating the crisis in Darfur, however, they are doing so at the cost of depoliticizing the conflict as their discourses decontextualize and overly personalize the conflict in the hopes of building support for their causes. In this sense, the advocacy
campaigns employ transnational memory discourses while simultaneously domesticating norms and conceptualizations of transnationalism.

In my analysis, I draw on several mediated texts representing the main modalities for producing and circulating knowledge and public opinion about the conflict in Darfur. I begin with mtvU’s (Music Television University) multimodal advocacy on the issue, including their public service announcement on Darfur, the short documentary *Translating Genocide*, and the Flash game *Darfur is Dying*. While attempting to advocate for a termination of human rights violations in the crisis region, these discourses also trivialize and depoliticize the crisis.

As a counterpoint to the documents provided by mtvU, I turn towards a set of texts that are potentially more productive in mobilizing public support to end the genocide in Sudan. I examine Brian Steidle’s photographic witnessing of human rights violations and genocide in Darfur depicted in the feature length documentary film *The Devil Came on Horseback*. Like *Darfur Diaries*, a film used by human rights advocates to educate about Darfur, *The Devil Came on Horseback* is a highly acclaimed documentary film intent on shaping public opinion in hopes of expediting an international intervention to end the genocide in Darfur. Next, I discuss the strategies presented in the manuscript *Not On Our Watch*, co-authored by Don Cheadle, an Academy Award nominated actor, and John Prendergast who was formerly an advisor in the Clinton administration. They too, I argue, overly focus on domestic concerns in the advocacy campaign, but do so in a way that provides room for cosmopolitanism as they invite audiences to re-member themselves as part of both national and international communities. I continue by discussing a new modality of technological witnessing
offered by the Google Genocide Mapping Project. The mapping project is produced by a collaboration between Google and the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum’s Committee on Conscience. This tool makes an innovative use of the Google Earth platform to circulate information about and direct involvement for individuals to help intervene in the crisis. I conclude with some reflection on political advocacy expressed cynically in the phrase “save the puppy.”

**Background: The Darfur Conflict**

Since 2003 a conflict between an Arab-dominated government and an African minority in the western region of Sudan has beset the area in the western region of Sudan known as Darfur. The conflict began in February 2003 when two African rebel movements, the Sudan Liberation Movement/Army (SLM/A) and the Justice and Equality Movement (JEM), revolted claiming more rights for the Darfuri people who, they argue, have been neglected by the Sudanese government. Lacking military resources to stifle the upsurge, the Sudanese government drew upon local tribes to help fighting the rebels, amongst them the Arab militia referred to as “Janjaweed” or the “evil horsemen.”

In January 2008, Amnesty International released a report indicating that the total number of casualties was nearing 300,000 with 90,000 believed to have been killed as a direct result of the conflict and approximately 200,000 considered to have died from conflict related causes. With the destruction of thousands of villages, 2.5 million civilians have been internally displaced from their homes and are now seeking refuge in camps for internally displaced people in Darfur and the neighboring Chad. This report
was just a recent estimate of the death toll in a conflict that has long been on the radar of the international community. In 2004, the United States labeled the crisis in Darfur a “genocide” and was in favor of moving peacekeeping troops into the region. Still, the joint effort between the United Nations and the African Union to send peacekeeping troops in 2008 moved ahead only slowly.4

While the crisis is often depicted as an ethnic conflict, it began primarily as a struggle over land rights and resources. Before the conflict broke out in 2003, Arab tribes, who were predominantly semi-nomadic herders, lived alongside predominantly sedentary African farmers. With the region having experienced decades of drought, however, nomadic Arab tribes saw themselves increasingly forced to move into the areas populated by African farmers in search for water and land. A struggle for scarce resources quickly devolved into what Gérard Prunier, Research Professor at the University of Paris and expert on East-Africa, describes as the global perspective on African crises. He states that “for the world at large, Darfur was and remained the quintessential ‘African crisis’: distant, esoteric, extremely violent, rooted in complex ethnic and historical factors which few understood, and devoid of any identifiable practical interest for the rich countries.”5 As such, the situation initially did not deserve the attention it deserved.

Increased global awareness about the conflict is widely credited as emerging from UN Secretary Kofi Annan’s speech commemorating the tenth anniversary of the genocide in Rwanda (April 7, 2004). On that date, Annan launched his Action Plan to
Prevent Genocide, which focused on the humanitarian crisis happening in Darfur. Annan announced that the UN would

send a high-level team to Darfur to gain a fuller understanding of the extent and nature of the crisis, and to seek improved access to those in need of assistance and protection. It is vital that international humanitarian workers and human rights experts be given full access to the region, and to the victims, without further delay. If that is denied, the international community must be prepared to take swift and appropriate action.6

Exactly what swift and appropriate action was or could be was not made explicitly clear, but the resolve and force of Annan’s message suggests that the international community was designated to intervene with humanitarian aid on behalf of the victims and, if the victims could not be reached, that the international community would intervene by other means. The articulation of the crisis in Darfur to both the Rwandan genocide and the Action Plan to Prevent Genocide clearly directed his global audience to begin interpreting the crisis in Darfur as “genocide.” Remembering the event under this term, as we will see later, comes with requisite consequences. The situation was described in explicit terms by UN Security Council President Ambassador John Danforth in November 2004. He stated that “the problem in Darfur is that people are killing, raping, pillaging and removing people from one place to another without their permission.”7 It was in this context that the United Nations Security Council passed several resolutions in 2004 calling for action in the Darfur region of Sudan including the disarmament of nomadic militants known as the Janjaweed and the opening of peace negotiations to end years of violence in the region.
In September 2004, the Security Council established a Commission to investigate the human rights abuses in Darfur that are widely recognized as genocide. While the Commission’s report, released in January 2005, demonstrated that crimes against humanity and war crimes had been committed in Darfur, the Commission did not suggest that the Government of Sudan (GoS) had pursued a policy of genocide as the GOS had not acted with the intent to destroy “in whole or in part [...] an ethnical group [...]”\textsuperscript{8} Rather, the report concluded, the GoS objective was to relocate the uprooted black African tribes of the Darfur region in camps where they could be kept under government control. Nonetheless, according to the report, some crimes may have been committed with genocidal intent and suggested to the UN Security Council to refer the situation to the ICC. While the label “genocide” was reluctantly avoided, it is important to note that the UN Commission of Inquiry explicitly stated that the “crimes against humanity and war crimes [that] have been committed in Darfur [...] may be no less serious and heinous than genocide.”\textsuperscript{9} Thus, the Commission interpreted the violence as heinous and severe although not necessarily fitting under the heading of the UN Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide.

On March 31, 2005, the UN Security Council responded to the Commission Report. Since the Commission suggested that some of the crimes may have been committed with genocidal intent, the UN Security Council passed Resolution 1593 referring the Darfur situation to the International Criminal Court. This Court was authorized to investigate and prosecute individuals for atrocities committed in Darfur. Keeping with its official stance on the Court, the United States abstained from the resolution. A formal investigation by the Office of the Prosecutor started in response to
the resolution. Based on allegations of war crimes and crimes against humanity, the Court issued its first arrest warrants for Ahmad Muhammad Harun, former Minister of State for the Interior of the Government of Sudan and current Minister of State of Humanitarian Affairs, and Ali Muhammad Ali Abd-Al Rahman, a leader of the Janjaweed militia on May 2, 2007. Although Sudan is required to transfer the two suspects for indictment, the Sudanese government’s response to the arrest warrants has been to refuse to surrender the suspects to the Court.10

The most recent developments in the referral of Darfur to the ICC were initiated when ICC Prosecutor Luis Moreno-Ocampo requested an arrest warrant for Sudanese President Omar Hassan Ahmad Al Bashir on July 14, 2008. The warrant called for Al Bashir’s arrest on the grounds of his bearing individual responsibility for committing crimes of genocide, crimes against humanity, and war crimes in Darfur. According to the Prosecution, there is evidence that Al Bashir has orchestrated the systematic persecution and destruction of approximately 2.5 million civilians by mobilizing and controlling the entire state apparatus in his intent to destroy them on account of their ethnicity. The indictment of the Sudanese president shifts the focus of the case from mass atrocities committed by loosely affiliated militants to mass atrocities additionally promoted by a State.11 After having reviewed the evidence, the Pre-Trial Chamber announced its decision to issue an arrest warrant of President Al Bashir on March 4, 2009. The president is suspected of being criminally responsible for murder, extermination, forcible transfer of large numbers of civilians, torture, rape, intentionally directing attacks against a civilian population, and pillaging.12 The warrant does not, however, include charges of
genocide. This is the first warrant of arrest ever issued for a sitting Head of State by the ICC.

Despite earlier objections to the court, outlined in chapter two, members of the Bush Administration have spoken positively about the work of the Court and publicly expressed willingness to cooperate with it on Darfur. U.S. Republicans including Senator John McCain and former Senator Bob Dole have also advocated U.S. cooperation with the Court. The U.S. Department of State established an official channel to assist the ICC Prosecutor. The decision to refer the situation to the Court without opposition from the United States is considered a slight softening of the U.S. approach toward the Court. While the United States is still officially opposed to the court, in practice, the referral of Darfur suggests that the U.S. recognizes the Court as a viable means to intervene in crisis situations. The American NGO Coalition for the ICC (AMICC) similarly notes that “growing domestic and international concern and calls for accountability have induced greater flexibility in the U.S. stance towards the Court and provided a more conducive environment for cooperation.” While this newfound support may be limited to the Darfur case, advocates are hopeful that this “collaborative relationship between the U.S. and the Court would not only be a positive step in addressing the situation in Darfur but also in affirming U.S. commitment to international justice.”

**mtvU brings the Genocide in Darfur to College: Translating Genocide and Darfur is Dying**

MTV (Music Television) hit the airwaves on August 1, 1981 with a music video for the song “Video Killed the Radio Star” by pop artists The Buggles. This ironic
beginning led to a massive restructuring of the music industry and has led to MTV having a central and enduring presence in popular culture with branded stations broadcasting worldwide. The station recognized its transformative potential in a broader political context as early as 1992 when it began its “Choose or Lose” campaign encouraging voter registration. The station expanded its market share onto college campuses with the creation of mtvU, which is a twenty-four hour channel available on American college campuses, specifically targeting college-age audiences. The channel is a for-profit enterprise but the channel has taken great strides towards providing outlets for student activism. MtvU has devoted a considerable amount of energy and consequently has received two Emmy Awards for its coverage of the crisis in Darfur. This coverage has included the online game *Darfur is Dying*, the short documentary *Translating Genocide*, and public service announcements, and coverage of Save Darfur rallies.

The mtvU documentary *Sudan: Translating Genocide: Three Students’ Journey to Sudan* traces three American college students travelling to a refugee camp in Sudan in 2005. Along with some general background information on the crisis in Darfur and the viral video game *Darfur is Dying*, the film is featured as one principal component of mtvU’s Sudan campaign. The purpose of the students traveling to Sudan was to “witness the unfathomable human rights abuses suffered there in recent years” and “to see what it is like to live in the wake of such human destruction.” The film is accompanied by brief biographies of the participating students, Stephanie Nyombaryire from Swarthmore College, junior Nate Wright from Georgetown University, and Andrew Karlsruher, a freshman at Boston University.
The documentary begins with footage from a New York airport before the three college students take off for Sudan and is interspersed with scenes in which the protagonists describe their prior knowledge and motivations to go to Sudan. Andrew explains that he had “no concept of what to expect,” and admits that his expertise was limited to what he had seen on TV. In combination with the brief biographies of the students, the viewer learns that Stephanie Nyombaryire, the female student featured in the film, serves as the Outreach Director for the Genocide Intervention Fund (GIF) and speaks on college campuses about genocide. Stephanie has a personal connection to what is happening in Darfur. A native of Rwanda, Stephanie has a personal connection to the situation in Darfur. She mentions that “lots of my family members were in the genocide in Rwanda.” Her motivation to participate in the documentary is thus “to bring a voice to people’s stories, a voice Rwandans did not have.” Stephanie explains that at the time when the genocide occurred in Rwanda, she was too young to do anything. Now, she wants to “mobilize” people. She assumes the role of the witness who turned activist: “For me to imagine that somebody is living through it now, that I can do something about it, it’s impossible for me to just sit here and not do anything.”

The viewer, however, receives much less information about the male participants, Nate and Andrew. Over the course of the documentary, the viewer learns that Andrew’s desire to make this movie has to do with his frustration over how the Darfur crisis has been covered in the U.S. media. He claims that “I don’t think what is being shown in the news right now is doing a good enough job. It’s all broken down into sound bites and clips. I haven’t seen anything but a couple of minutes….“ Andrew is correct in his complaint about the quality of coverage of the Sudan conflict. By the time the
documentary was produced in March 2005, he would not have had much exposure to the conflict as an analysis of the network and cable news coverage of the Darfur crisis reveals. Andrew’s allegation implies, however, that his own documentary will offer an alternative to the superficial, slogan-like coverage of the conflict that he has been exposed to.

Indeed, there is a type of cavalier, if not fashionable, quality attributed to indifference and ignorance. Andrew states that he wanted to be part of the project because of the new coverage being so poor. He admits that his own “knowledge of Africa,” was “basically, like, a Discovery Channel Special and The Lion King.” Andrew is, as the title of the documentary suggests, one of the students selected to be a “translator” of genocide for an audience of American university students. Since no additional information is given about how he prepared himself for the trip to Sudan, the argumentative logic of the documentary suggests that he did not, even after being selected to visit the region and make a documentary film. Even so, Stephen Friedman, general manager of mtvU, considers his decision to send student to produce a documentary film “one of his greatest accomplishments.” Friedman claimed to be particularly proud of sending Andrew because, unlike Stephanie and Nate, at the time of the shooting of the film in March 2005, Andrew was not yet an activist, “but there was a willingness to explore in him, and you need to give that a chance.” In fact, Friedman considers Andrew “most important” for that very reason. Friedman continues that “For a kid who may not know anything about it, it is a great, eye-opening experience.” Friedman’s focus on the youth’s opportunity for self-exploration, may also raise some doubts with regards to the sincerity of the undertaking.
The overriding message of the film is that preparation and knowledge alone cannot compete with the actual experience of the conflict, and, by extension, that genocide cannot be understood from a distance but must be experienced firsthand. Nate seconds this notion, when he notes “There’s a lot of anticipation… none of it can really prepare you for having it right there in front of you.” At the same time, genocide is presented as an evil defying any category of explanation and which therefore must be opposed. In this sense, the project shifts from an act of translation to a non-artistic invocation of vague devil-terms intended to provoke agreement and coherence without promoting understanding or knowledge.

The three students face several obstacles to coming closer to understanding and translating while in Sudan. Upon their arrival in the refugee camp, the first barrier they have to overcome is language. They realize that while they can see for themselves, the details and the significance of the events is revealed to them only by an interpreter who can translate the refugees’ experience into the three American students’ language. Their knowledge of the crisis is thus always already mediated through an Other’s eyes and language. The students decide to work with 32-year old Solomon, a refugee living in the camp, with whose help they highlight several aspects of life in the refugee camp. They visit the portion of the camp where food is rationed and talk with groups of men and groups of women separately about their experiences during the armed conflict.

Not surprisingly, the three students highlight the affinities and similarities they experience with the refugees in Sudan. In one sequence the three students visit “some guys that are closer to us in age.” When the refugees are asked what they like to do, Solomon translates “They listen to American discos. They dance American style.”
women liked to watch “Sudanese soaps.” Most of the men that they interview in the refugee camp report that they want to be doctors. This is followed by a sequence in which Nate communicates that he has just realized that the refugees are just like him—they are “thousands of miles away, listening to the same kinds of music, interested in the same kinds of things.” The film creates opportunities for identification between the students visiting the camps and the refugees by acknowledging that they share music tastes and preferences for TV shows. By extension, that extent of identification is modeled for audiences at home to emulate. While these sequences could be strategic means employed by the filmmakers to create empathy and identification with the viewers of the film, given the visitors’ self-avowed lack of knowledge and preparation for the trip, these moments suggest that such similarities came as a real surprise and that they did not know how to respond other than by talking about their own experiences. For instance, for Nate hearing about one of the interviewees having studied history “struck home” because he, too, is a history major. When being shown photographs of a student gathering, one of the American students exclaims “This looks like my prom.” Nate’s ability to identify with the refugees is circumscribed by his ability to put their experiences into his own frame of reference. The refugees’ experiences are not considered on their terms but rather in how they fit into the categories and experiences of the visitors.

The third part of the documentary takes on a slightly more inquisitive and political tone. Andrew explains that he would like “to get more answers as to how everything is happening.” He continues, stating “We started asking how it had happened, how they had gotten here, and what had happened to their villages and what they told us was really a frightening story.” Even at this point, the film does not offer even
rudimentary information about the history or causes of the conflict in Darfur. Instead, the students ask a group of refugees to share their stories about “what had happened.” In response, several refugees show them their scars and mutilated and contorted limbs. Their bodies are thus meant to attest to the happening of genocidal violence. While allowing for the victims to speak for themselves is laudable, in the conspicuous absence of information about the context in which such suffering occurred, it is unlikely that genocide can be “translated” meaningfully.

That which is being translated is not made any clearer when rendered into words. When asked about whether or not to call it a genocide, Solomon responds that the current situation is a “political agenda.” Solomon continues by posing a different question: “Why Iraq not Darfur?,” implying that the socio-political interests involved are the reason why for the international community some crises take priority over others. Having included Solomon’s voice in the footage seems to offer a valuable opportunity to explore the conflict from the perspective of a refugee in more depth and to offer a voice to those who might not always get sufficient space in other news outlets. However, despite the expressed wish to provide a different kind of coverage of the conflict, the mtvU filmmakers chose not to elaborate on the implications of Solomon’s statement in more detail. Since the film does not offer its viewers any contextual information or analysis to elucidate, let alone evaluate Solomon’s views, the audience is left alone with Solomon’s allusions to the complexity of the conflict. Rather than providing information about the power structures and competing interests involved in the conflict, the reasoning process in justifying intervention is short-circuited. The protagonists’ engagement with the conflict happens in a way that places the conflict outside of its larger historical and
political context. Failing to provide any substantive account of the conflict, the film ignores the multiple levels of interconnectedness that are crucial to understanding the conflict itself as well as to developing cosmopolitan attitudes.

Wendy Brown’s recent work on tolerance provides useful insights into how such discourses of depoliticization operate. She argues that depoliticization “involves removing a political phenomenon from comprehension of its historical emergence and from a recognition of the powers that produce and contour it. No matter its particular form and mechanics, depoliticization always eschews power and history in the representation of its subject.”

Brown claims that “when these two constitutive sources of social relations and political conflict are elided, an ontological naturalness or essentialism almost inevitably takes up residence in our understandings and explanations.” In *Translating Genocide*, Stephanie captures the emergence of an “ontological naturalness” succinctly when she claims that “you shouldn’t have to explain why to take action. It should be a given.” The reasons for a possible intervention are dearticulated from the current situation. Instead, action or humanitarian intervention is imbued with an inevitability that effaces the history, character, and context of both the conflict and the intervention. The reasons to intervene in Darfur are considered self-evident, or at least, by implication, are thought of as sufficiently expressed through the visual imagery of the documentary depicting life at the camps. Anthropologist Liisa Malkki has demonstrated that the rhetorical force of these images is predicated on universalized or transnationalized patterns of representation that typically rely on constructions of the refugee as a helpless, speechless figure, a “bare” life with “raw human needs” rather than a “politically qualified life.” These discursive practices
allow for the emergence of a rhetoric of rescue, making intervention a “natural” solution to the problem rather than a historically and legally produced one, or one that is contested.

Furthermore, viewers with the same lack of knowledge and understanding as Nate and Andrew are given no hint as to what they are to take action for or against, how they should go about taking such action, let alone why, specifically, they should become involved. As such, the argumentative structure of the film might be hard to argue against, but it eschews the possibility to further explore the complex interplay of the multiplicity of factors that play a role in the existence and perpetuation of the conflict.

The incapacity to “know” or understand the situation in Darfur becomes the central trope of the film. The theme is foreshadowed early in footage of burnt down villages from above accompanied by a children’s choir singing “Lord, it’s so hard, living this life of constant struggle each and every day. Sometimes I wonder why, I’d rather die than to continue living this way. Any old life and cannot find this truth that no one really seems to know.”

The inability to know or understand is compounded by the inability to express or articulate genocide. As the students walk through different parts of the camp and meet several different groups of refugees, they come to the realization that that they are unable to describe genocide. At one point, Nate explains that “You wish you could say something…it’s one of the most frustrating things, you have no control over the situation…”

Even though the documentary is ambitiously titled Translating Genocide, the film becomes an example of unsuccessful attempts at “translating” genocide into language. In a sequence in which the interpreter Solomon leads the three American students to his female cousin, who, it is initially only implied, was raped by the militia
forces. The documentary shows Solomon sitting next to his cousin, covering his eyes with a handkerchief, breaking into tears when he is asked to translate what happened to her. Nate’s voice over explains “Solomon was completely unable to translate to us what had happened to her. He would just break down and cry every time he would try to tell us that she was raped.”

Again the film does little more than offer fragments of complex connections in the crisis, either in its historical development or its current manifestations. For instance, the film fails to provide any context about the dilemma the women are likely to face when their having being raped becomes public knowledge in the community. Nor does the documentary provide any warrant that links the claim of “genocide” to the crime of sexual assault. As we saw in the previous chapter, this claim is important, not just for the people of Darfur, but for women’s rights on an international scale. The film ultimately documents the students’ own inability to know or understand, express, articulate, and translate genocide to the audience.

While Andrew and Nate’s experiences are often presented through an inarticulate concernedness, Stephanie is slightly more analytical in her assessment of the situation in Darfur. In one sequence we find Nate standing on a hill from which he oversees the dimensions of the camps, a moment he describes as the point when it “started to hit home, just how massive these refugee camps are.” “Hitting home” here becomes the shorthand expression for being moved, for having empathy for those suffering, for catching a glimpse of the immensity of the situation. Stephanie, however, recognizes that “without the UN, without UNICEF, these refugees really would be nowhere.” She is also the one who is aware of the psychological mechanism of creating distance through
laughter, explaining that “You laugh about it, it’s not funny but it’s your only way to cope with it.”

Although the students’ activist efforts are laudable insofar as fighting genocide is self evidently praiseworthy, the documentary did not fulfill the task of translating genocide in its multifaceted dimensions. The film fails to provide either a sustained discussion of, or even a rudimentary introduction to, the historical and political background of the conflict. Instead, the documentary functions primarily by offering a type of coming-of-age story about three college students “getting involved.” The documentary does provide a harrowing glimpse of the current situation of refugees in Darfur, but it does not offer a substantive alternative to the lack of coverage that Andrew set out to redress. The strength of the students’ documentary is its ability to create empathy with the refugees. Seeing Solomon cry several times in the documentary over what he and his people had to endure is likely to arouse empathy among the viewers. Similarly, the sight of images of mutilated and scarred refugees who were asked if they were willing to show their bodily scars into the cameras, is likely to stir viewers’ conscience, which may be subsequently motivate the audience to act on behalf of the victims. That audiences are likely to identify with the refugees is further accomplished by the narratives that draw attention to the refugees’ lifestyles in the period before the armed conflict broke out and by underscoring how similar they are after all to young Americans.

Moreover, the process of identification is established not only between the Darfur refugees and the audience of the film but also between college students and the students visiting Sudan. Starting with lacking or rudimentary knowledge of the conflict, the students are likely to strike a chord with audience members for whom such ignorance
might not be troublesome or could even be fashionable. Furthermore, highlighting that their interests, knowledge of the conflict, and background reflect that of the average college student, it is plausible that Stephanie, Andrew, and Nate will function as role models for similarly inclined student activists within the college student community. This could help catalyze events discussing Darfur in the future and may cause others to join their efforts.

Although one does not necessarily need additional information to “understand” the documentary, audiences learning about the crisis in Darfur are unlikely to go beyond any assessment of the crisis besides that genocide is something we ought to oppose. The documentary’s overwhelming message is that genocide is an evil to be eradicated, and that we must raise awareness about it. The film fails to explain what specifically “genocide” entails. Providing this message is crucial as the images of scars and mutilated limbs as well as the horrific personal accounts alone do not necessarily prove that genocidal violence has occurred or that crimes against humanity with genocidal intent have been committed. The context in which the term is used is significant because the continual reference to genocide “in so many new contexts of barbarism,” rhetorical scholar Zelizer notes in Remembering to Forget, “flattens the original term’s resonance and denies the complexity of the events to which it refers.”

As a result, “the media may fail to clarify the meaning of each new instance of brutality they cover.” Offering some explanation of the term “genocide” is even more important because the very categorization of the Darfur crisis as “genocide” has been itself a matter of contention.

The general message of opposing genocide comes at the cost of eschewing a deeper engagement with the causes of the crisis, and thus the lessons that can be learned
from this case by analogy to similar cases. Mahmood Mamdani, Professor of Anthropology and Political Science, has called attention to the responses the newspaper coverage of the Darfur crisis is likely to yield. Mamdani criticizes that the coverage has created “a simple moral world, where a group of perpetrators face a group of victims, but where neither history nor motivation is thinkable because both are outside history and context.”\(^46\) Moreover, the coverage has turned the situation into a “moralistic discourse whose effect is both to obscure the politics of the violence and position the reader as a virtuous, not just a concerned observer.”\(^47\) Mamdani suggests that this kind of coverage of genocide, perhaps most importantly, serves audiences’ ego-functions by allowing readers to establish a satisfying identity for themselves that is marked by a kind of “moral indignation” about conflict.

Despite the film’s overall message that the three students cannot translate genocide, the students become increasingly aware that their efforts offer a glimpse of hope for many of the refugees. At the end of the documentary, Stephanie, Andrew, and Nate come to realize the power of their voice. The documentary announces that “Right now, as a college student, my voice is louder than any of those people in Darfur, simply because of where I was born.”\(^48\) The message that resonates in the context of no matter how imperfect your knowledge and understanding of the situation in Darfur may be, the status as a privileged outsider comes requisite with the demand to speak for those in need. Thus, while failing at “translating genocide,” the documentary may be considered most successful at helping activists realize the power of speaking out.

The documentary and PSA are accompanied by a new medium of advocacy represented by the interactive video game *Darfur is Dying*. The game won the “Darfur
Digital Activist Contest” sponsored by mtvU. Designed by a group of students from the University of Southern California, the game is announced as a “viral video game for change that provides a window into the experience of the 2.5 million refugees in the Darfur region of Sudan.”49 By playing the game, the user is promised, he or she will experience a “faint glimpse of what it’s like for the more than 2.5 million people who have been internally displaced by the crisis in Sudan.” Highlighting the theme of being exhorted to “experience” the life of a displaced Darfurian, the user has to click on a button that urges “Start your experience.”

Before the start of the actual game, “users” have to choose their avatar’s identity. To begin the “experience,” the user takes on the “perspective of a displaced Darfurian,” assuming the identity of a 10, 11, 12, 13 or 14-year old boy or girl or a female or male adult to forage water from the well back to the refugee camp located some 5,000 meters away. The refugee-avatar has to fetch water needed for survival by running across a desert landscape marked by isolated bushes or dried up trees, trying to “out-maneuver militia forces” that are chasing the refugee across the screen in SUVs. By the push of the space bar, the player is instructed, he or she can make their refugee hide. Moving the avatar closer to the camp via the arrow function, the player can see the continuously decreasing distance to the refugee camp on a meter. Depending on the skill level of the user, the game ends the attempted escape from the militia more or less quickly, which is visualized by the militia forces catching up with the refugee.

At the moment when the militia forces converge upon the refugee, the screen shows a brief description of the scenario that is likely to happen to the refugee the user’s avatar represents. For all characters, the game explains that “You will likely become one
of the hundreds of thousands of people already lost to this humanitarian crisis."50 The next line changes according to the avatar’s gender and age the user had chosen. If the user’s avatar is a girl, the user is told that “Girls in Darfur face abuse, rape, and kidnapping by the Janjaweed. If she succeeds, the girl can bring more water back than a smaller boy, but less than an adult.”51 For those users who chose the identity of a boy, the player learns that “Boys face abuse, capture and possible death if caught by militias. A little body is fast and agile, but carries less water than his seniors.”52 So one of the first dilemmas that gamers are faced with is deciding whether to choose the fast but weak that may be captured, abused, and killed or the slower and strong that may be kidnapped, abused, and raped.

The game was designed with the help of humanitarian workers that “advised the students throughout the development process, helping to ensure the game accurately captured and was sensitive to the refugees’ plight.”53 In this sense, the videogame represents a quick and easy means to educate about some of the hardships refugees are facing. While some educational value, albeit modest, is imparted when the game provides a short explanation of the situation of refugees in Darfur, the act of playing the game offers little to educate the players about the crisis of Darfur. In the game itself, the primary goal is to get from point A to point B and back as fast possible while avoiding the adversary, here represented by armed Janjaweed militia forces riding on a camouflaged SUV. Having invoked the setting of a Darfuri refugee being hunted down by an Arab-led militia, the game follows the typical videogame pattern of the hunter and the hunted. For the rest of the game, the effect of the assumed identity appears negligible despite the desire to create identification and empathy that are presumed to lead to action.
What limited experience the game is able to offer is underscored when, upon the implied murder of the refugees by the militia, the game—culturally sensitive to the conditions that allow those fortunate enough to simulate such a scenario at the computer rather than actually live through it—asks at once brazenly and diffidently “As someone at a far off computer, and not a child or adult in Sudan, would you like the chance to try again?” The user can then choose between entering the camp or foraging for water again. Upon successfully having shielded the refugee camp from harm, the user is rewarded by the message that “You kept the camp safe for X days. Unfortunately, this is only a game, but the people of Darfur are experiencing this crisis day in and day out.” The user is then instructed about the objective of the game, which is to “experience” the Darfur crisis: “This game was meant—however temporarily—to put you in the shoes of the 2.5 million refugees from Darfur, now living in camps in Sudan and Chad.”

While the level of education, experience, and identification might be limited, the game does offer additional ways to become more actively involved. In fact, when players click on in-game links they are taken to external websites offering other ways to get involved. This action lowers the “threat meter,” which is used to warn of an incoming militant attack on the camp, hence helping the player be victorious in the game. The game concludes by calling its player to widely distribute the message and by pointing to the significance of popular support in this process: “Send this game to your friends to spread the word about the crisis in Sudan. The tide can be turned on this crisis. Our elected representatives want to help end this genocide but they need to hear our voices.”

For those players interested in more detailed information, the site offers a range of background materials on the creation of the videogame, the situation in Darfur, the
documentary *Translating Genocide*, and opportunities for users to get engaged. In fact, “Calls to action are a fundamental part of the game and the user is presented with several opportunities during game play to become involved: write or e-mail the President, petition Representatives to support the Darfur Peace and Accountability Act, start a divestment movement on campus, and most importantly, spread word of the genocide in Darfur to others.”\(^{57}\) Under the rubric “Who is playing,” users can read about artists who are playing the game. Here, the user finds out that “Kanye West, Matisyahu, Serj Tankian from System of a Down…” among others are “participating in the online launch of Darfur is Dying and are encouraging their families, friends and fans to play the game.”\(^{58}\)

The method, form, and level of engagement implicitly working in *Darfur is Dying* is that the mere act of playing the game becomes synonymous with getting involved, as the user is exhorted to “mak[e] your impact by playing Darfur is Dying.” The next step that users are expected to do is “[pass] it on to your family and friends.”\(^{59}\) Potential skeptics who consider such efforts negligible in the grand scheme of things are disabused by the website’s message that “No matter how large or small, every action taken to increase awareness about the severe human rights abuses happening in Sudan is an important step. Educate yourself, support the Darfuri people, advocate for an end to the crisis, and inspire others to be active on the issue as well. Do something now to stop the genocide in Darfur.”\(^{60}\) What we see here is thus a method of enticing users into action accomplished mainly through the distribution of slogans.

In sum, mtvU’s coverage of the crisis in Darfur is of mixed value. It surely is part of a much needed program of publicizing the existence of a problem in the region. Additionally, it is motivating youth generations to take up a political issue the resolution
of which may in large part depend on civil society advocacy. At the same time, however, the explicit content of the mtvU sponsored texts, *Translating Genocide* and *Darfur is Dying*, offer little relevant information concerning the genocide in Darfur. The texts could be read as effecting persuasion through base forms of identification founded on first-world imperialism or naïve connections based on musical or cultural taste amongst youths. In this sense, they cheapen the message by greatly reducing or eliminating the context and complexity to reach broad and largely ignorant publics. At the same time, the texts can be powerful tools in putting at least the general idea of the problem into the vocabulary of many audiences who otherwise may remain wholly unaware of the problem.

### The Devil Came on Horseback

The previous section discussed a series of cultural texts advocating to intervene in the crisis in Darfur produced by mtvU that could be experienced in a relatively short period of time (a short documentary film, a video game) and come with a great deal of limitations. This section deals with an additional cultural text advocating action in Darfur—the award-winning feature-length documentary film *The Devil Came on Horseback*. The film recounts the coming of age story of former U.S. Marine Corps Captain Brian Steidle in the context of his experiences in Darfur. Steidle arrives in Sudan to document the conflict as part of a job monitoring a ceasefire in Sudan for the African Union. The documentary tells the story of how Steidle, after being thrust into witnessing
the atrocities, gradually became an activist committed to publicizing the events and advocating for humanitarian intervention.

The documentary begins with Steidle providing an account of the strong military tradition of his family which provided the motivation for him to join the Marine Corps. After an injury during his service, he became an “unarmed military observer with the African Union in Darfur, Sudan” where his task was to monitor a ceasefire from October 2004-January 2005. All he had, he claims, “was a camera, a pen, and paper.”

Echoing the lack of preparation of the protagonists in mtvU’s *Translating Genocide*, and despite having “read a couple of books on Sudan,” Steidle reports that he “was totally unprepared for what [he] would see.” The documentary then traces Steidle’s transformation from an “unarmed military observer” earning a wage for taking photos of atrocities to a committed witness and activist.

Steidle’s journey begins with his unwitting act of documenting the ceasefire, claiming that the photos he had taken “were the most disturbing thing that I’ve ever seen.” He remembers his initial inclination to send them, confiding in an email to his sister Gretchen, the founder of a grassroots organization advocating on behalf of women victims of conflict and genocide. He wrote, “If these photos were seen by the public, there would be troops in here in a matter of days.” This belief that broad-based witnessing would provoke immediate action will persist throughout the film, most notably when the belief proves false. The film documents Steidle’s initial misgivings about circulating the information he had collected while he was in Sudan, in fear of retaliation from the Sudanese government. Meanwhile, Steidle’s sister Gretchen told Nicholas Kristof, staff writer for the *New York Times*, about the existence of this photo
documentation. Kristof, who himself had devoted time to covering the Darfur conflict in his column, urged Steidle to publicize his photos.

The narrative develops as it recounts several stages of Steidle’s attempts to circulate the evidence he has gathered. Similarly to the assumption underlying mtvU’s Translating Genocide, we also see Steidle subscribing to the notion that if only people see the pictures, everyone, everywhere would call for an immediate cessation of the violence. What Steidle thinks he intuitively understands about the power of the visual image, Susan Sontag carefully delineated in Regarding the Pain of Others, where she discusses the purposes and functions of war photography. There, Sontag argues for letting the “atrocious images haunt us.” 66 For Sontag, the purpose of such images is to create a space to halt and a space for thought and reflection about what humans are capable of doing: “Such images cannot be more than an invitation to pay attention, to reflect, to learn, to examine the rationalizations of mass suffering offered by established powers.”67 These images invite us to ask such pragmatic and ethical questions as “Who caused what the picture shows? Who is responsible? Is it excusable?” Sontag recognizes that “Even if they are only tokens, and cannot possibly encompass most of the reality to which they refer, they still perform a vital function. The images say: This is what human beings are capable of doing—may volunteer to do, enthusiastically, self-righteously. Don’t forget.”69 Where Steidle and Sontag differ is in their view of the consequences of war photography. Unlike Steidle, who believes that the dissemination of his photos will inevitably lead to action and intervention in Darfur, Sontag expresses skepticism about the notion that such haunting images alone, even those that spark moral indignation, prescribe a specific course of action. Atrocious images, she argues, do “All this, with the
understanding that moral indignation, like compassion, cannot dictate a course of action."\(^\text{70}\)

Steidle’s belief in the inevitability of action is exemplified in two sequences. In the first sequence, Steidle follows an invitation to present his photographs at an event hosted by the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum (USHMM). Steidle presents the photographs he had taken while in Sudan, calling attention to the violence that has occurred in the region. In response to his talk, several audience members, announcing themselves as associated with the Sudanese government, discount Steidle’s evidence, arguing that the pictures he documented did not prove that genocide or war crimes had happened. Steidle offers the naysayers access to his complete portfolio of photographs, claiming that they would be convinced if they were to look through the thousands of additional photographs that he did not have time to show. This is followed by a scene depicting an encounter between Steidle and former Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice after the disheartening response to his photographs at the USHMM event. Steidle recounts his meeting with Rice during which he showed her his photographs in the following words: “I didn’t know really know what to expect but what we got was a completely political answer: ‘Thank you, you are doing a really good job, we really appreciate what you’ve done, it must be really hard, you know, here’s your photos back. We’re doing whatever we can do.’” To which, Steidle reportedly said, “well that’s great, just keep the photos.”\(^\text{71}\) His encounter with Rice turns out to be another futile attempt to goad into action those who have witnessed the atrocities committed in Darfur.

In the narrative logic of the film, the scene serves as another step in tracing Steidle’s development from an observer to a witness and committed activist. Instead of
being motivated solely by the thought of the suffering of others, viewers are motivated to
act at the encouragement of Steidle as a heroic figure. The documentary depicts Steidle
eagerly attempting to use both formal and informal channels to raise awareness about the
situation in Sudan. Despite his frustrations with the officials’ negligence and indifference
toward the issue, he remains vigilant. Steidle slowly but gradually comes to terms with
the operations of the political machinery that have no interest in publicizing this issue. He
recounts the incident of receiving a phone call from the State Department asking him to
not show the photos on the day Nicholas Kristof’s article, entitled “An American
Witness” about Steidle was published in the *New York Times*. Steidle comes to realize
that there is a “huge tidal wave of information and then it just kind of dies out.”
Nonetheless, in an interview before he testifies “on the Hill,” he explains that he hopes to
“continue to spread the word about what’s happening there and hopefully, people
continue to listen. I’m going to talk until no one will listen anymore.”

With this, Steidle’s transformation from neutral observer to witness and activist is complete. The
logic of the film invites viewers to identify with and enact the same transformation.
Viewers vicariously gain Steidle’s experience as an observer and internalize memories of
atrocities to bear witness as they watch the film and view the photographs.

Disappointed by the politicians’ apathy and indifference about the crisis in Darfur,
Steidle decided to work with his sister and her NGO “Global Grassroots” that works with
survivors of genocide in Africa. Steidle travels to Rwanda to learn about the aftermath of
the genocide:

There’s this grassroots movement in the United States around Darfur, but still no
crude difference had been made on the ground, so I chose to go to Rwanda to
learn about their genocide and to learn how they had ended that genocide and what they are doing now to rebuild their lives. It’s been twelve years since their genocide and there’s still a lot of healing to do.\textsuperscript{74}

The journey to Rwanda becomes a cathartic moment for Steidle. After an interview with a man from Rwanda who had lost several family members in the Rwandan genocide, Steidle reflects on his own complicity in the conflict:

It makes me feel hopeless, really. The fact that I had to stand around and watch these things happen. The fact that I’m sitting around watching these things, you know, the aftereffects of these . . . (pause). You know, I’m like, man in twelve years I’m going to be standing in Darfur doing the same thing, you know. I don’t know, I mean watching is nothing, it’s just watching. Me and all the other people that are here that didn’t experience it, weren’t necessarily taking part in it, they’re there to grieve, to support those people, to support them in their pain. You know, to basically say, I’m compassionate for what you’ve gone through. I have no idea what it’s like, but, I’m here to support you. And that’s that.\textsuperscript{75}

Steidle begins to cry and confesses that “I stood there for six months, watched people die, [pause] and I took pictures of them.”\textsuperscript{76} What Steidle recognizes in experiential terms, Chief Prosecutor of the ICC, Luis Moreno-Ocampo, identifies later in the film as one of the typical psychological effects on those who witnessed crimes of such dimensions: “… they were shocked with their inability to stop the crime.”\textsuperscript{77} Moreno-Ocampo then argues that such trauma may become partially resolved when witnesses become actively involved in bringing the perpetrators to justice. In this sense, he notes that “We [the ICC] are empowering them [the witnesses of atrocities].”\textsuperscript{78} At this point, viewers are invited to
recognize their own inaction as complicity. Insofar as complicity would involve a
devaluation of the self and other and action would serve a positive ego-function, getting
involved becomes an increasingly viable and desirable option.  

The narrative proceeds by discussing Steidle’s participation in bringing those
responsible for the atrocities in Darfur before the International Criminal Court. This may
be understood as the solution to Steidle’s previous attempts to publicize the events and, at
a more personal level, to come to terms with his traumatic experience. Steidle comments
on his motivation to work with the ICC claiming that “If I can’t convince the public and
our government to do anything, maybe the International Criminal Court will do
something.” Steidle recounts that he went to The Hague to “testify about what I had
seen,” and to share “all my information, every day that I was in Sudan, I shared with
them—what I saw, everybody’s name, my photographs, reports, everything. So
hopefully, using that information, they’ll be able to arrest some people.”

The ICC becomes Steidle’s last resort in his quest to communicate what he had witnessed in
Darfur. Thus, in addition to provoking support to stop the genocide in Darfur, this film
may also be encouraging U.S. citizens to support the ICC.

The last sequence of the documentary shows Steidle reflecting on his conversion
from an innocent and ignorant bystander into an “enlightened” activist who has seen and
witnessed the atrocities: “I definitely think of the world differently now. I mean, I knew
that bad things happened. I didn’t know the world would stand by and allow them to
happen…” He continues: “I honestly thought, as I wrote an email home that, if the people
of America could see what I’ve seen, there would be troops here in one week. That’s
what I wrote. Because we’ll be here to stop these things, because they are so horrendous.
And I was just like, ‘man, I’m so naïve, because that’s not true at all.’ I’ve seen it now and we’ve still done nothing.” When asked if he ever thought of himself as a “whistleblower,” Steidle thinks for a moment, then replies, “I’m just some guy that tried to wake up the conscience of a bunch of people. That’s all.” Steidle’s story consequently ends by opening up the possibility for identification by depicting himself as ordinary, as typical in his initial ignorance, naïveté and, perhaps indifference. By the same token, the story of his own conversion from a passive bystander who “took pictures” of the violence into a passionate activist suggests that witnessing or experiencing the violence can and will provoke action by individuals and nations.

The film ends by presenting snippets from a televised discussion between Senator Barack Obama, Democrat, Illinois and Nicholas Kristof. Kristof asks “Why isn’t Congress… doing more on this issue?” Obama responds saying that “… there has been almost a single-minded focus on Iraq with respect to our foreign policy. We need greater pressure from the American public to tell their senators, ‘this is something that we are paying attention to and we want you to prioritize it.” The film attempts to do just that: it provides a richer historical context than we saw in the mtvU materials, and invites viewers to continue Steidle’s work of witnessing in hopes of creating a broader knowledge and support for U.S. and/or international intervention via the ICC.

**The Devil Came on Horseback** is a film designed as a means to promote the Darfur advocacy campaign. Announcing that the moviemakers “are committed to using this film as a catalyst for social change and are supporting several endeavors in partnership with a wide range of groups to educate and advocate for peace in Darfur,” the film’s website (announced in the film) includes a host of materials on how to use the
film for activist purposes. Following the theme that education will turn bystanders into witnesses and consequently bring about action, the handbook for activists who want to use the film to raise awareness about the issue is labeled the “Watch. Learn. Act. An Event Guide.” It includes “suggestions for planning your event, a classroom discussion guide and post-film advocacy ideas.”

Additional documents suggest modes of action and methods of becoming better informed. For instance, the Study Guide for the Documentary offers a list of forty questions for prompting discussions, analyses, and interpretations of the documentary, a primer on how to read a photograph, and guidelines for using the “internet as a resource for further study.” These materials suggest that Brian Steidle was “completely unprepared” before he went to Sudan—a theme that echoes mtvU’s Translating Genocide. In the case of The Devil Came on Horseback, however, this lack of preparation is not fashionable. Instead, it is presented as a deficit that must be overcome for meaningful discussions and engagements to occur. The premise underwriting the documentary and its complementary materials, as well as the mtvU materials discussed above is that visual texts such as films, photography, and videogames are able to create such firsthand experience for audiences. The addition offered by the extra material on The Devil Came on Horseback is the insistence that such firsthand experience is not enough to promote understanding or to provoke action.
“Crisis in Darfur”—*Not on Our Watch* and The Google Genocide Mapping Project

A different approach toward advocacy than the one suggested by mtvU’s materials is advanced in the book *Not on Our Watch*, written by Academy Award nominated actor Don Cheadle and John Prendergast, who was a former advisor in the Clinton administration. Like mtvU materials, the volume’s target audience is a broad, but young audience. The volume combines generic elements of a journal, eyewitness account, and activist handbook that serves as a guide for advocates to become more effective agitators for change. The authors’ personal accounts of their motivations and experiences in Darfur are joined by sections on the historical and political background of the conflict. The most important feature of the book is its focus on advocacy strategies. The book provides an overview of the history of the campaign to raise awareness about Darfur and offers pragmatic strategies for becoming involved in the campaign. In that sense, the book serves as a handbook for activists comparable to the activist guide published by Citizens for Global Solutions on the workings of the International Criminal Court discussed in chapter three.

The book culminates in practical advice on how to launch successful advocacy initiatives, proposing the “KIS” framework. KIS refers to five fundamental advocacy guidelines, including “keep it simple,” “keep it short,” “keep it sound,” “keep it smart,” and “keep it special.” Here, Cheadle and Prendergast teach advocates how to “translate genocide” to national audiences, to use mtvU’s metaphor: “Don’t be too random! To a U.S. government policy maker or an American audience, we need to remain focused somewhat on what the United States can do. So make sure you focus your audience on
interlocutor on the two or three most important things the American government can do, and how that person or group can help make it happen. Be focused.” The overarching idea is that genocide must be translated to national experience for the public to act upon it.

Coupled with this notion to articulate the experience of genocide to a national audience is the idea that presenting the complexities of the specific crisis situation is not necessarily useful to effect change. This advice echoes the lessons provided by Citizens for Global Solutions. Instead of discussing the complex and specific elements of the crisis, Cheadle and Prendergast advise advocates to create and circulate simple messages that target national audiences:

Don’t be too touchy-feely! We have to match our advocacy agenda to the big picture. We can’t just rely on the “because it’s the right thing to do” argument, or simply hope that for humanitarian reasons people will respond. We also have to connect our issue to larger national interest and what politicians and Americans care about. For example, if our longer-term counter-terrorism agenda is being undermined by the way in which the United States pursues this agenda in the short term, we need to shout that form the rooftops. If our promotion of freedom is going to be a central objective, then we need to demonstrate how these freedoms are being undermined and not promoted by our counterterrorism policies. Be relevant.90

In Cheadle and Prendergast’s efforts to educate about rhetorical strategies for advocacy, “effectiveness” becomes the key concern. Cheadle and Prendergast do recognize that the
audience’s self-interest does play a role in the choices about intervention, even for the public at large that may not experience the immediate effect of an intervention.

Harkening back to mtvU’s *Translating Genocide* and the film’s rhetoric of “do the right thing” without knowing why, Cheadle and Prendergast take issue with the notion that people would become activists because fighting genocide “is the right thing to do.” In *Translating Genocide* we saw the campaign to end genocide as precisely this, without any clarification of why this is “the right thing” or what the right thing would entail. There, fighting genocide was imbued with a moral obligation *per se* that did not call for or promote exploration of the larger context (thus it advocated a “thin” rather than a “thick” memory of genocide). The way *Translating Genocide* presents at least two of the protagonists’ coming of age story, suggests that to them, fighting genocide just “feels right,” no justification necessary. Much like the “never again” slogan so often invoked in calls for humanitarian intervention, supporting the fight against genocide on mtvU’s terms sounds much like a shallow declaration devoid of meaning as the crisis loses its historicity. On the contrary, even though Cheadle and Prendergast foreground efficacy, they do so in hopes that advocates may learn to package their arguments and goals in manageable and concise formats that may have a better chance of gaining support. This simplification, however, is different from what we encountered in *Translating Genocide*. For Cheadle and Prendergast, the context of the crisis may be simplified for purposes of effective argumentation and mobilization, but it still emerges from a context. The challenge faced by advocates is how to present substantive information that meets the needs of a broad audience in terms that they understand.
This is precisely the task that the Google Genocide Mapping Project has taken on. The Google Genocide Mapping Project, also known as the Crisis in Darfur Project, offers yet another approach in its invocation of genocide. While it also focuses on the notion of witnessing, it ups the stakes by linking interactivity to documentary evidence in an unprecedented format. In collaboration with Google Earth, the Genocide Prevention Mapping Initiative of the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum has created “animated maps” to raise awareness about humanitarian issues. The Google Genocide Mapping project software consists of a set of maps or “layers” on Google Earth—Google’s interactive virtual globe program—documenting different aspects of the genocide in Darfur. The layers can be downloaded from Google Earth under the rubric “Global Awareness” and include satellite photos of the Darfur region with icons that indicate sites of destroyed villages, atrocities, and refugee camps. The layers also link to additional content such as aerial photographs of refugee camps in Eastern Chad, photos of life in the camps, short pieces of text that include eyewitness accounts from survivors and refugees of the conflict, and background information on the conflict from the UN and U.S. State Department. Launched in January 2005, the Crisis in Darfur project was the first of a series of proposed collaborative projects (between Google and the Committee on Conscience/USHMM) focusing on humanitarian issues.

Echoing mtvU’s themes in its Darfur campaign as well as Steidle’s *The Devil Came on Horseback*, the pedagogical value of the Museum Mapping Initiative is explained by reference to the potential power of the act of witnessing. The site offering a general introduction to the mapping projects exhorts to “be a witness” to humanitarian crises in general and to the “visual evidence of the destruction in Darfur” in specific.
Unlike the other texts discussed so far, the mapping project makes explicit reference to genocide in a global context, since it is conceived as a means to “enable citizens to understand Holocaust history and to bear witness to current threats of genocide across the globe.”

Offering a combination of multiple forms of information, the project offers opportunities for a more nuanced mode of engagement to prevent genocide. The visual evidence to bear witness is provided by photographs and is enhanced by testimonials collected by Amnesty International from 2003 to 2006 that offer “a few of the personal stories from survivors of the genocide; what they saw and heard during attacks and what happened to them and their families after.” Combining visual and textual materials, the project attempts to compensate for some of the problems inherent with solely visual rhetorics. Like Susan Sontag, Barbie Zelizer has warned about the potentially dangerous boomerang effects of photography depicting atrocities. Zelizer is rather doubtful about photography’s potential to provoke action. Asking why there have been only “insufficient responses” to situations in which atrocities were depicted, such as Rwanda and Bosnia, she comes to the conclusion that “photography may function most directly to achieve what it ought to have stifled—atrocities’ normalization.”

Becoming aware of atrocities, then, she claims, “may not move us to respond so much as to forget, and bearing witness is undoing the public’s ability to respond at all.” Sontag adds to this, arguing that photographs alone, are not sufficient in promoting the prevention of genocide. She claims that there is a fundamental difference between provocative narrative and provocative photographs. “Harrowing photographs,” she argues, “do not inevitably lose their power to shock. But they are not much help if the task is to understand. Narratives can make us
understand. Photographs do something else: they haunt us.” Thus, while the photographs in the project are designed to haunt us, the attending narratives offer meaningful suggestions on how to make use of the specters and to use them to promote understanding. Employing a new technology to intensify witnessing through supplementary materials, the Crisis in Darfur Genocide Mapping Project is thought to produce a kind of witnessing that will provoke understanding, agreement, and action.

The combination of multiple modes of experiencing genocide is underscored on USHMM sites featuring Brian Steidle’s photography of the Darfur crisis. The collection of Steidle’s photographs documenting the conflict in Darfur is announced by enticing viewers to “Learn about what he witnessed in Darfur and see the evidence he gathered.”

Bearing witness via the visualization tool of interactive maps, so USHMM’s assumption, will turn viewers to action against such crimes as it will allow “citizens, governments, and institutions to access information on atrocities in their nascent stages and respond.” The assumption underwriting the trope of witnessing in the Google Genocide Mapping Project is that the act of witnessing together with learning about the specific contexts will function as a catalyst for education and action, and will thus, ultimately, lead to intervention into currently evolving crises and prevention of future ones. The tacit idea is that as outsiders become firsthand witnesses of the genocide in Darfur they will band together as an international community to stop the genocide.
Concluding Remarks

In this chapter I have outlined the challenges and prospects for human rights advocacy in a global community. Each of the artifacts discussed in this chapter have helped in translating genocide—as a transnational form of memory—into knowledge, understanding, and action. Each of these artifacts discussed have been an attempt to translate the genocide, or, to use Google and USHMM’s Genocide Mapping Project as a metaphor, they were an act to “map” the genocide by taking a foreign experience and making it a local and palpable one upon which we would then be more likely to act. In that sense, these advocacy efforts seem to reflect an understanding of the fleetingness of empathy or compassion Sontag described when she wrote that “Compassion is an unstable emotion. It needs to be translated into action, or it withers.”101 Regarding mtvU’s materials, I have argued, the texts have the potential to offer a meaningful opportunity to mobilize the public into advocacy to stop genocide. By the same token, the packaging of the crisis in Darfur into an easily digestible product or commodity runs the risk of cheapening not only the cause itself but also political advocacy in general.

Cheadle and Prendergast’s Not on Our Watch makes this risk more explicit. They use rhetorical strategies that draw on national interests. The authors argue that in order to be effective, advocates not only “have to keep it simple,” but also have to address primarily national audiences and the specific concerns and interests of that national interest. While their recommendations do suggest that they seem to have a more nuanced understanding of the pragmatics of effective advocacy, they also run the risk of cheapening political knowledge of international or transnational crises by translating
them into a language of national concerns for purposes of rhetorical efficacy. This risk is realized in the mtvU materials discussed.

Steidle’s documentary offered two additional lessons. First, it demonstrated naïve assumptions we may carry with regards to humanitarianism. Steidle believed that his photographs of atrocities would prompt precipitous action to end the violence. His photos were circulated widely and were directed personally into the hands of the U.S. Secretary of State. The subsequent lack of action proved his belief to be overly optimistic and naïve. Second, *The Devil Came on Horseback*, like mtvU texts and *Not on Our Watch*, recognized that naïveté (whether it be a blind optimistic faith in an innate desire to end atrocities or the basic problems of ignorance and indifference) is the starting point for activism. Unlike the mtvU texts, the other texts discussed in this chapter presented such naïveté as an obstacle that must be overcome.

The texts discussed serve as representative examples of how advocates articulate the resources of the rhetoric of public memory to audiences in hopes of developing knowledge, understanding, agreement, and activism. They take a humanitarian issue of international concern and show how advocates have worked to translate it to audiences far removed from the immediacy of the violence. By packaging the crisis in Darfur as a commodity and disseminating the narrative broadly, these cultural texts are doing the work of manufacturing a collective memory that could serve as the catalyst for intervention. At the same time, the move toward a collective memory that expands beyond the nation-state is stifled by advocates’ recourse to a rhetoric of domestication.

In May 2007, Nicholas Kristof wrote in an op-ed piece in the *New York Times* that “Finally, we’re beginning to understand what it would take to galvanize President Bush,
other leaders and the American public to respond to the genocide in Sudan: a suffering puppy with big eyes and floppy ears." At first glance, Kristof’s cynicism here might be off-putting. However, the example of the baby polar bear Knut’s rise to stardom suggests that this is not so farfetched. The infant polar bear Knut was rejected by his mother after his birth in December 2006 and was instead reared by a caretaker in the Berlin Zoo. The polar bear cub became the source of an unprecedented interest in polar bears, the Berlin Zoo, and has become a symbol for environmentalism. Knut captivated hundreds of thousands of people, generated an unprecedented amount of media publicity dedicated to one particular animal, and attracted an additional 500,000 visitors to the Berlin Zoo during the first year of his life. Ticket sales and license income from the sale of merchandise have brought the zoo an additional income of 1.3 million Euros in the first six weeks after his first public appearance in March 2007, a phenomenon referred to as "Knutmania." Perhaps more importantly, the recently released movie Earth concludes with the notion that the polar bear has become the “symbol of the vulnerability of our planet” and became a useful rhetorical trope for explaining global warming. It was in this sense that Knut, an abandoned polar bear with big eyes and a fluffy coat, became Germany’s poster-bear in public discourse about global warming.

What might sound as a cynical or mocking commentary on political mobilization has been supported by research. Paul Slovic, professor of psychology at the University of Oregon, has found that people are more likely to be affected by and thus respond to individual suffering than to mass suffering. Slovic had asked people to donate money for several millions suffering from hunger. Juxtaposed against donation campaigns in which people were asked to donate money for an individual child, the campaigns
focusing on individual stories and characters always generated more funds. Commenting on Slovic’s studies, Kristof polemically concludes that “If President Bush and the global public alike are unmoved by the slaughter of hundreds of thousands of fellow humans, maybe our last, best hope is that we can be galvanized by a puppy in distress.” Slovic offers an additional conclusion. He argues that we cannot solely rely on the compassion and sense of ethical responsibility to take on issues of such immensity like the Darfur crisis. He implies that these rhetorical means may be useful to galvanize general public support for a cause but they may not be sufficient to tackle war crimes or crimes against humanity. Instead, he advises to strengthen political and legal mechanisms and institutions to prevent genocide, such as the institution of the International Criminal Court.
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Chapter 6
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Memory beyond Borders?: The Rhetoric of Cosmopolitanism and the International Criminal Court traces several public memory discourses in transnational contexts. The International Criminal Court—as an international legal institution that emerged out of the international human rights system and designed to bring to justice perpetrators of war crimes, crimes against humanity, and genocide—figures as a key site for rhetorical inquiry into the study of transnational memory discourses. Specifically, the study examined the kinds of political subjectivities and rhetorical communities produced by discourses about the signing/unsigning of the Court’s treaty (chapter two), advocacy promoting ratification (chapter three), advocacy over the Court’s design (chapter four), and the application and invocation of its principles in contemporary advocacy campaigns (chapter five). My analysis of these discourses provides insight into the rhetoric of advocacy campaigns that seek to produce more cosmopolitanism and those that attempt to resist it.

This study is informed by Levy and Sznaider’s claim about the emergence of cosmopolitan memory against which I juxtaposed four instances that document not only the emergence or existence, but also the resistance to such transnational memory discourses at various levels. With this approach I do not intend to discount their position. Rather, I intend to add to Levy and Sznaider’s analysis by illustrating that while the formation of transnational memories is very real at certain sites and locations, we are
simultaneously witnessing a stronghold of forces counteracting the transnationalization of memory discourses and the formation of transnational or cosmopolitan subjectivities.

The primary means through which the development of transnational subjectivities and transnational memory is being contested is by domesticating discourses of international justice. The political subjectivities produced by the discourses around the International Criminal Court and a humanitarian intervention in Darfur include the citizen of the globe and the citizen of the nation-state. To varying degrees, each of these discourses, even the ones most explicitly linked to cosmopolitanism, invite us to see ourselves as a subject primarily associated with the nation-state rather than a “global” or cosmopolitan citizen. Thus, rather than merely producing a transnational memory culture, I have argued, the discourses discussed here serve as representative examples of how the formation of transnational memory is being hindered by social advocates both for and against cosmopolitan values.

In chapter two, I analyzed the U.S. policy discourse over the creation of and opposition to the International Criminal Court with a focus on the rhetorical dimension of “unsigned” the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court. The formation of transnational memory, embodied by an international juridical institution that would hold accountable some of the worst perpetrators for crimes against humanity, I argued, was impeded by a discourse that frames such concerns primarily as an issue of nation-state sovereignty. What emerged in this discourse over the ICC was an idiosyncratic “American internationalism” manifest in the unprecedented act of unsigned an international treaty. Here, resistance to the formation of a “genuine” international community was hindered by a rhetoric of strengthening national identification and claims
to national sovereignty in dealing with international crime. The act of unsigning the Rome Statute, I argued, has both domestic and international consequences for the character and possibility of cosmopolitanism or internationalism as well as consequences for how U.S. citizens are invited to think of their role with respect to the international community, global responsibility, and justice.

In chapter three, I illustrated similarly how the memory work of transnational NGOs laboring to produce more cosmopolitan communities only marginally rely on the rhetoric of transnational memory and instead explicitly appeal to audiences of the nation-state. While organizations like Citizens for Global Solutions embrace and support cosmopolitan values, their persuasive strategies are mostly drawing on a rhetoric that invokes national interests that would be met with an institution like the International Criminal Court. As such, I argue, an important opportunity to educate and inform about cosmopolitan values was missed in these discourses. The opportunities are missed when the advocates of cosmopolitanism forgo deeper and more genuine communication of their goals for pragmatic communication and tangible accomplishments.

In chapter four, I discussed and analyzed advocates’ intervention in the development of the ICC. My focus was on both the successes of the Women’s Caucus for Gender Justice that culminated in the unprecedented inclusion of a series of gender provisions in an international treaty, and the conservative backlash that their success sparked. My analysis of the rhetoric of NGOs operating at the UN level showed how advocates rendered the legal institution into a public memorial that will influence how women’s rights, and gender and sexual violence can and will be remembered. Moreover, I illustrated how the strengthening of a cosmopolitan community is resisted by
conservative anti-women’s rights advocates in the codification process of international justice. Focusing on the institutional framework of the ICC as a framework for legal and non-legal memory production, I argued that the ICC serves an important role in codifying what human rights and violations thereof will be remembered and which will be overlooked. Conversely, social conservative NGO rhetoric, I argued, influences decisions about the ways in which women in the world over are invited to remember themselves as bodies that matter. In this instance, the creation of an international community driven by cosmopolitan principles was obstructed by conservative forces that employ a rhetoric of social maintenance with a particularistic notion of human rights in an attempt to protect national sovereignty. In such discourses, international justice is being “domesticated” by rejecting a commitment to the international criminal court.

In chapter five, I discussed several mediated forms of activism regarding the Darfur crisis situation, including mtvU’s activist materials to stop the genocide in Darfur, the widely released and highly acclaimed *The Devil Came on Horseback* featuring Brian Steidle, the Genocide Mapping Project, and the activist handbook *Not on Our Watch*. The rhetorical trope that guides these discourses, I have argued, is one of efficacy. With efficacy being the primary rhetorical trope, there are certain consequences. First and foremost, I have argued, some of these discourses regarding activism on behalf of Darfur have produced facile understandings of the conflict in the sense that they depoliticize the conflict for the purposes of a quick mobilization. The privileging of efficacy and a general sense of engagement leads to a dilution of the historical context of the crisis and the larger purpose, that is to stop genocide itself. While the youth activism sponsored by mtvU is laudable for raising awareness about the issue, the means through which this
occurs should cause concern. The invocation of the trope of “doing the right thing” without knowing what the “right thing” is and for what purposes it needs to be done might be understood as capturing the youth’s political imaginary. In this sense, the materials could be understood as indicating that an energetic yet apolitical movement is replacing a well informed populace brought together by sound and coherent argumentation and a shared sense of purpose.

*The Devil came on Horseback* and *Not on our Watch* by Cheadle and Prendergast were presented as promising alternatives. While they each introduced a unique challenge to democratic deliberation, both called for activism founded on principles of circulating information, creating spaces for discussion in hopes of securing agreement, a minimum of understanding and hopefully agreement and action. In short, these memory sites invite viewers, readers, and activists to see themselves as participants in democratic cultures and as intelligent interlocutors that need to vigilantly keep themselves informed and active in matters of international concern. If they are effective, not only might some type of solution be forged for the victims in Darfur, but also stronger foundations for future activism might be laid.

Moreover, my analysis of the advocacy sites showed that there is a conspicuous absence of explicit attempts to create an international community for responding to the crisis. As was the case in chapters two, three, and four, the formation of an international community via the production of transnational memory is resisted primarily through a rhetoric of domestication. While public discourse tends to frame the Darfur crisis in the context of genocide and invoking parallels to the Holocaust—thereby invoking a transnational memory discourse—activists’ and the culture industry’s strategies for
mobilization for support and intervention in the Darfur crisis were simultaneously heavily “domesticated” by overly relying on establishing what is to be gained from such activism for local supporters. What differentiates this case from the others is that the domestication of memory discourses is perpetuated by some of the progressive advocates for intervention in the Darfur crisis, rather than by conservative advocates fighting against cosmopolitan issues. Here, the rhetoric of domestication serves to foster a utilitarian rationale, one that leaves its audiences in an impoverished position to make informed decisions.

The Path from Knowledge to Understanding and Support: A Military Postscript

Throughout this manuscript we have borne witness to several advocacy attempts to produce or restrict cosmopolitanism through managing the rhetoric of public memory on national and international scales. Many of the advocates were quite effective. On the one hand were the progressive advocates. The Women’s Caucus for Gender Justice helped codify women’s rights into international law for the first time. Citizens for Global Solutions developed a rhetorical program for disseminating a positive view of the ICC to U.S. audiences. Several organizations developed highly publicized advocacy projects to draw attention to the crisis in the Darfur region of Sudan. The ICC has since issued warrants for the arrest of principle perpetrators of the violence there. On the other hand were the conservative anti-cosmopolitan activists. The Bush administration made the unprecedented move of unsigning an international treaty, indicating a systematic effort to frame national sovereignty as a “new American
internationalism” while turning away from the extant international community. A group of affiliated religious-conservative anti-women’s rights organizations successfully coalesced to undermine the efficacy of the inclusion of gender provisions in the Rome Statute. These cases show how cosmopolitan advocacy is not conducted in a vacuum.

The news is not, however, that there are advocates sitting on both sides of an issue with some negotiation needed in order to move forward as a genuine international community. As seen in this project, those opposing the type of cosmopolitanism that the ICC represents do not appear to desire some form of open political dialogue. By weighing the court down with their own devil issues of abortion and homosexuality, threats to national sovereignty and identity, such advocates play on fear and promote ignorance to the faithful.

The Stimson Center published a report in 2006 that provides documentary evidence that a little knowledge can go a long way to changing the attitudinal tides towards cosmopolitanism and the ICC. Entitled On Trial: The US Military and the International Criminal Court, the report suggests that the military has recently shown a larger degree of acceptance regarding the ICC. Traditionally, the military—concerned with issues of national security and thus more concerned with the implications of the ICC—strongly opposed the idea of an International Criminal Court. The premise of the 92-page report is that in the context of U.S. forces in Iraq and Afghanistan and the fact that the ICC has taken on its first cases, “an improved understanding of the military concerns” regarding the ICC is “increasingly urgent.” Accordingly, the study conducted by Future of Peace Operations Program (FOPO) co-director Victoria K. Holt and Elisabeth Dallas sought to identify U.S. military views regarding the ICC. Based on
interviews with U.S. military personnel, politicians and policymakers and a workshop on the ICC held by the Center in January 2006, the study suggested that the military’s long-established staunch opposition to the ICC has been waning.

The rationale for the project stemmed from a realization that, while there has been a “vigorous” debate over the ICC “among policymakers and non-governmental organizations, academics and legal scholars,” in the United States, the views of military personnel have been “largely absent from this public discussion.” As a result, the views of military personnel “are not well-known or well-understood” even though they “are directly relevant and important to US policy considerations.” In the context of the ICC having begun its hearings and US armed forces active “in places such as Afghanistan and Iraq where insurgents do not heed international humanitarian law or the laws of war,” the authors conclude that there are “important reasons for a fresh assessment of US interests as it relates to the Court, today, as a non-state party.” The larger goal of the study was then to “move beyond the debate over whether or not to join the International Criminal Court” and “to identify current thinking within military circles and common interests—if not agreements—among experts and non-experts, critics and advocates of the Court.” The message that emerged from the year-long project was the imperative for the United States “to move from studied distancing to constructive engagement with the Court.”

Holt and Dallas point to a number of important findings in their study. Most of the military interviewees reported that their knowledge of the Court was largely based on public sources as opposed to specific courses or professional briefings on the Court. Most interviewees had little more than “rudimentary knowledge” about the Court and that their
views of the ICC were mostly “based on a minimal understanding of how it was designed to operate.” Moreover, the study showed a direct correlation between knowledge, understanding, and support of the court as it demonstrated that “those most familiar with the Court were generally the least fearful of its implications for the US military and its operations.” These findings suggest that an informed citizenry, including citizen-soldiers, might be all that is necessary to develop a more cosmopolitan attitude amongst Americans. This conclusion is further supported by the finding that few of those who were interviewed “argued against the need for criminal accountability for those who commit systematic and grave violations of international humanitarian law….”. The implication is that if the knowledge gap were closed, U.S. audiences would more or less automatically become more open-minded about the ICC, given that, on the whole, “deterring and punishing” crimes such as genocide and crimes against humanity were “seen as laudatory.” Given this generally favorable disposition of military personnel to the larger aims of the ICC once they are better informed, it is imperative that we develop an understanding of the rhetoric of conservative actors who continue to shape public and expert opinion by providing factually incorrect information.

The Stimson Report identifies several main recommendations for a stronger support of the ICC among military personnel, including that military anxiety about the court must be reduced, which is likely to be accomplished by developing “educational tools” for military leaders. Furthermore, the report urged the United States to participate in the preparatory meetings prior to the 2009 Review Conference for the ICC. A trope repeatedly invoked is the notion that there is a necessity to move forward from the current state of immobility by establishing a new kind of attitude toward the ICC. For
instance, the report talks about offering “a way ahead,” and of opening up “ways forward for the United States in developing a relationship with the Court.” Similarly, the report attests to the existence of a “genuine interest within military circles to develop a way forward to protect US interests and to relate to the Court better,” suggesting that the current U.S. view is considered an impasse and a situation in need of rectification.

The suggested step for the United States to propel itself out of this state of anti-ICC inertia is to gain “a better understanding of what concerns are central to US military personnel.” As we have seen in the context of Marc Grossman’s speech and Bolton’s call for an “American internationalism,” as well as in the promotional material offered by Citizens for Global Solutions, these issues are approached in terms of how the ICC relates to U.S. interests. The justification to change U.S. attitudes toward the ICC is offered via a recourse to national interests. Here we find again, perhaps not surprisingly, that for this particular audience, the creation of a stronger international community plays an insignificant role. The report concludes that the United States should engage in further defining the court by acting according to its own interests by “leaving aside the polarized domestic and international political debates about the US joining the Court, the United States should consider what is in its best interests today, and what role it should play in forming the Court.” Thus, the consensus amongst both supporters and critics of the ICC that “American interests would be best served by participating in discussions about the Court’s development,” could be read as primarily motivated by “develop[ing] a way forward to protect US interests.”

At this point, the type of attitudinal shift detailed by the Stimson Report might seem bittersweet. Once again we see support for international law predicated on the
support of national interests. Nonetheless, I am concluding with this report as indicative of good news. There are two key elements of this case that make it so. First, the specific audience addressed by this report was U.S. military personnel, a group with a mission of protecting U.S. national interest through the show or implementation of force. That this group of people who one might reasonably expect to be most resistant showed significant attitudinal change after becoming slightly better informed is good news for progressive advocates who wish to shape a more cosmopolitan world. Second, even though the attitudinal shift was expressed in conjunction with the desire to protect U.S. interests, the new position required a more genuine expression of internationalism. While not necessarily coded in a desire for cosmopolitanism, the position expressed by the military personnel acknowledged the interdependency of commitments to state interests and the international community. Rather than a retreat to the paradigm of the nation-state, this position advertises the necessity for cosmopolitan ideas and practices.

Adding to the good news, the times are changing. Much of the NGO advocacy work discussed in this project was done in the context of the Bush administration’s staunch opposition to the ICC. The attitude of the Obama administration toward the ICC seems to be guided by a more cooperative stance. It remains to be seen how these issues will be resolved over the next few years.¹⁷ It is, however, likely that, as in the case of the military personnel addressed in the Stimson Report, the shift in attitude and public discourse will influence the experience of the ICC in specific and cosmopolitanism in general.

Since the start of its operation in 2002, the Court has investigated situations in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), Uganda, the Central African Republic and the
situation of Darfur, Sudan.\textsuperscript{18} On July 17, 2008 the international community celebrated its 10-year anniversary of the signing of the Rome Statute. As an instrument of international justice, the ICC offers, in the words of William Pace, Convener of the Coalition for the International Criminal Court, “‘root-cause’ relief across the entire peace and security spectrum—prevention, deterrence, cessation of conflict, peace-building and reconciliation.”\textsuperscript{19} There is some evidence to suggest that the existence of the ICC has affected how state leaders act. While it is difficult to establish how the existence of the ICC has influenced the use of force, the ongoing public debates about the Guantánamo prisoners, and the public outcry after the notorious Haditha incident of November 2005 during which more than a dozen unarmed civilians, among them women and children, were killed, suggest that these issues are becoming a more pressing concern. Still, challenges lie ahead, some of which will be addressed in the 2010 Review Conference of the International Criminal Court.

\textbf{Obstacles to a Cosmopolitan Political Imaginary}

While the Stimson Report suggests that basic knowledge is the key to attitudinal shifts promoting at least a rudimentary set of cosmopolitan values and commitments, in this manuscript I showed how particular groups are devoting significant amounts of time and energy to derailing such reforms. Specifically, I have shown how several conservative organizations have claimed an influential position in framing political subjectivities at the international level. These groups have created their own idiosyncratic understanding of internationalism that is at fundamental odds with cosmopolitan values.
The stated purpose of this conservative rhetoric is to undermine the possibility of a more solidarist, cosmopolitan community. Since it was the rhetorical discourse of a relatively small group of actors that left its mark on important international treaties like the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court with consequences beyond borders, the significance of their rhetoric that strictly upholds the nation-state paradigm should not be underestimated.

This focus on national interests and nation-state sovereignty in the conservative rhetoric detailed in this project is deeply troubling. This is not only because of the immediate material consequences their advocacy campaigns have for advances made in international law over the last 60 years. Their rhetorical discourses undermine the very goals of an institution like the International Criminal Court—that is to punish and hold accountable those who violate standards of humanity. Moreover, as we saw in the discourse about the inclusion of gender and sexual violence in the Rome Statute, given that international law ought to be integrated into national law, conservative rhetoric at the UN level serves the status quo and sets a precedent by limiting the recognition of the relationship between gender and violence in domestic contexts.

But the focus on the nation-state paradigm is also profoundly disconcerting because it evidences a lack or failure of imagination. What is emerging in many of the discourses discussed in this study is a resistance to cosmopolitan ideals. Even those groups seeking to promote cosmopolitanism resign to a belief that direct appeals to cosmopolitanism would not have much clout. But the problem seems to lie deeper, that is at the very level of the imagination. Cosmopolitanism as an ethic or an ideal to aspire to is not given either the due recognition it deserves or its status of a principle needed to
create a more just world order. The tendency to resort to the nation-state as an easily
harnessed rhetorical trope rather than fostering cosmopolitan values in public discourse
figures as the most significant obstacle standing in the way of imagining ourselves as part
of an emerging cosmopolitan community. As such, the failure to *discourse about*
cosmopolitanism and a cosmopolitan community represents a failure to *imagine* it as both
a real and desirable community. In sum, what each of these discourses offers is a memory
of what it means to be a citizen at the trans/national level. My analysis of the rhetoric of
advocates for and against cosmopolitan reforms (with a focus on the ICC and the crisis in
Darfur) shows how each attempt to influence an attitude towards the ICC or intervention
into international disputes invites audiences to remember themselves in different ways.
Both the target and consequence of such advocacy is public memory both in and beyond
borders.
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